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Symbols and Abbreviations 
 

* Mint P Proof p, perf perforated 
** Unmounted mint PR Presentation Pack wmk(d) watermark(ed)  
(*) Unused (no gum) PPC Picture Postcard BW Brusden-White  
O Used PS Postal Stationery  (The Australian 
^ Used on Piece R Reprint  Commonwealth 
A Albums/Accessories S Specimen  Specialists’ Catalogue) 
B Booklet c. circa SG Stanley Gibbons 
C Cover or Card imperf imperforate BPA British Philatelic  
CTO Cancelled to order incl. including  Association 
E Essay inv. inverted RPSL Royal Philatelic Society 
F Forgery mss. manuscript  of London 
FDC First Day Cover o.g. original gum RPSV Royal Philatelic Society 
     of Victoria 

 

 

 

Welcome to our 73rd sale, which is an online auction only, comprising 1,335 lots featuring a wide range of 
Australasian and All-World material.  

A feature is the ‘Andrew Halfpenny’ collection of ½d issues of the Australian Colonies, comprising 123 
lots with proofs, issued stamps, Official stamps and fine usages. Other Colonial material comprises a 
diverse group, with Perkins Bacon proofs, fine New South Wales Diadems and a good range of the later 
10/- and 20/- printings. From Victoria, a wide range of Specimen overprints is offered singly, and there is 
a fine group of Barred Oval obliterators. Postage dues of both New South Wales and Victoria includes 
interesting material with some fine covers. 

Australian Commonwealth has a fine range of mint George V plate varieties, , pre-decimal presentation 
die proofs and a fine selection of decimal errors, with missing colours, imperforates and other varieties. An 
extensive selection of postage dues includes a number of rarities in both the monocolour and bicoloured 
issues, as well as a number of rare and unusual covers. The postal stationery has selections of envelopes, 
registration envelopes and wrappers, the latter including a number of the stamped-to-order rarities. 

Rest of the World has fine groups of Niue, Papua New Guinea Courvoisier colour separation proofs, and 
New Zealand, North Borneo and Trinidad postage dues, including proofs, rarities and covers. There is an 
extensive collection of Tristan da Cunha modern postal history suitably lotted. 
 

Best regards from 
The Team at Millennium Philatelic Auctions. 
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Miscellaneous and General 
1 O Scott International Postage Stamp Album for Air Post Stamps covering foreign countries Afars 

& Issas to Madagascar for the period 1961 to 1975 partially filled with representation of most 
countries in used condition, many hundreds of pages, weight 3.6kg (approx 3,000) $150 

2 **/*/O Postage Dues: Stockbook containing a mostly mint range of British Colonial Postage Due issues, 
most countries represented, including Barbados, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, British Guiana, British 
Honduras, Ghana, Grenada, Kenya, Nyasaland, St. Lucia (incl 2c and 4c Statehood opt blocks of 4), 
Straits Settlements (2c and 4c on 1922 cover from India), Swaziland, Tanzania, Trinidad, Tristan da 
Cunha. Many plate no. blocks, and with some varieties. A very useful basis for expansion (approx 800) $350 

3 LIT/S Sample Stamps: 1967 looseleaf ring binder (24 x 17cm) from De La Rue titled 'Delacryl the Stamp 
Process by De La Rue' with ten leaves bearing stuck down issues printed by the Delacryl process. 
There is a total of 29 stamps, the countries represented being Abu Dhabi, Barbados, Botswana, 
Ghana, Guyana, Iraq, Mauritius, Morocco, New Zealand, Philippines, Pitcairn Island, Sharjah, 
Somalia, St. Kitts Nevis Anguilla, Tristan da Cunha and the United Nations, 17 stamps are punctured 
'SPECIMEN' *23 x 4mm), apparently the same punch which De La Rue had used since the 1920s 
and in a very worn state. Accompanied by correspondence to the Postmaster at Seychelles to whom 
the binder was sent as samples of the new printing process. Very scarce $250 

4 **/*/O British Commonwealth: Range of modern issues of several countries on leaves or hangers, with 
Belize 1973 to 1978 mostly mounted, British Antarctic Territory 1970s-1990s incl definitive sets MUH, 
Gilbert & Ellice Islands 1966-1975 mostly hinged but incl 1966, 1968 and 1971 Definitive sets MUH, 
Guernsey 1969-1972 used incl 1969 Definitive set, Penrhyn 1970s-1980s CTO, Tonga 1989-1992 
mostly MUH (few CTO). Generally fine (approx 700 plus a few M/S) $220 

5 **/*/O Thematic: Mint and used range (including miniature sheets) in Prinz stockbook and second small 
stockbook related to maritime subjects, mostly modern issues from the 1970s onwards, concentrating 
on ships and voyages of discovery. All fine and of great thematic appeal (approx 1,400) $170 

6 */O Thematics: The 80-page Gold Medal-winning Exhibit of 'The Canoe in Pacific Island Culture', 
containing a wide range of scarce and rare material, including Tonga artwork and proofs, 
Australia and USA missing colours, British Solomon Islands KGVI photographic essays, Fiji 
imperforate errors, and the 6d Blue Cake Fair Envelope, Nauru and Gilbert & Ellice Islands 
essays and proofs, Cook Islands 2d inverted centre and covers, Guam Guard Mail, and with 
material from all the other Pacific countries. This exhibit was awarded a number of US 
National Gold Medals between 2009 and 2017, including the Reserve Grand Awards at Dayton 
(2009) and Milwaukee (2011), and a FIP Gold Medal at Jerusalem in 2018. A wonderful basis 
for expansion into a 8-frame exhibit. Contact us for further information $16500T 

7 C Accumulation of 20th century covers, mostly Australian, with a small groups of World War I, airmails, 
1950s FDC's, mint and used aerogrammes, also overseas including Boer War, South Africa, GB and 
some European with mint stationery. Condition mixed, but some useful covers are included (100) $90 

8 ALB Scott Specialty Series printed albums for the Olympic Games, covering the history of the Games 
and all stamps issued for the Olympic Games from 1896 to 1988 (except 1968, which appears to be 
missing), hundreds of pages in four ring binders, as new, 13.5kg $100 

9 ALB Lighthouse 64-black pages stockbook very fine (virtually as new) with metal-reinforced corners $40 

10 LIT Lighthouse stockbooks 32 black pages in blue binding, and 24 white pages in red binding, plus 
'G&K' 8-page stockbook in green binding both fine (3) $60 

   Cinderellas 
11 CIN 1889 'The Wonderland Postage-Stamp Case' published by Emberlin and Son featuring folded 

stamp case with G.B. 1887 Jubilee issue ½d (both colours) to 1/- in place (part OG and generally 
fine), the two 1d pockets are empty, plus the accompanying booklet 'Eight or Nine Wise Words 
About Letter-Writing' by Lewis Carroll. All fine and containing in original envelope (some creasing). 
Very scarce $400 

12 CIN 1897 Diamond Jubilee Prince of Wales Hospital Fund 1/- Deep Blue and 2/6d Scarlet with large 
part OG (2) $40 

Lots with a “T” after the estimate are subject to a GST Charge of 10% on 
the Hammer Price. Overseas purchasers are exempt from paying this charge. 
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The ‘Andrew Halfpenny’ Collection of ½d Issues of the  
Australian Colonies 

   New South Wales 
13 S/**/* 1891 Surcharge 'Halfpenny' on 1d Grey overprinted 'Specimen' in blue, double gutter block of 24 

with underinked marginal inscription, most units MUH. A very scarce multiple, SG cat 266 $250 

14 C 1892-99 ½d slate used with 2d and 2½d on 1898 (8 Jan) Cook's Tours Australia envelope to 
New York, stamps tied by magenta 'N.Z. MARINE P.O./8 JAN 1898/R.M.S.WARRIMOO' ds 
(Type B2 - the day the Warrimoo arrived in Wellington from Sydney), and with magenta 
double-framed 'PACKET BOAT' on face, minor blemishes. Rare and attractive $500 

15 C 1892-99 ½d Slate used with the ½d stamps from each of the other five States on 1912 (4 Apr) cover 
with printed address of Sydney dealer F.W. Reid to Boston, Massachusetts, tied by three strikes of 
'SYDNEY/17' datestamp, and representing a ½d overfranking of the 2d U.P.U. rate $300 

16 C 1892-99 ½d Green used with 7½d on 6d Surcharge on 1899 (8 May) registered cover to San 
Francisco, tied by Sydney registered datestamps, reverse with two oval handstamps in violet. 
Attractive two-colour franking $120 

17 * 1899 ½d Blue-Green marginal block of four, variety Imperforate, fine mint, SG 298a cat £500 $450 

18 PPC 1902-03 ½d Green (3) on 1904 (12 Oct) illustrated printed postcard for 'HOTEL METROPOLE' to 
Mauritius, tied by 'SYDNEY/43' duplexes and with arrival cds, very fine $150 

19 PPC 1905-10 Watermark Crown over A ½d Green used with 1d Kangaroo on 1913 (13 Feb) picture 
postcard of 'Stanwell Park' from The Exchange, Sydney to Germany, tied by THE EXCHANGE 
machine cancel. Attractive $200 

20 C -: ½d Green used with 2½d Kangaroo Second Watermark and George V 1d Red vertical pair on 
1916 (25 Oct) cover from Goulburn to Canal Zone, Panama, paying the U.P.U. double rate up to 1oz. 
Unusual destination and a scarce State/Commonwealth combination $300 

21 * Officials: 1891 Surcharge 'Halfpenny' on 1d Grey variety 'OS' double, very fine mint. The 
finest of three known examples, BPA Certificate (1965). Grossly undercatalogued, SG O55a 
cat £2,500 $4000 

22 S/**/* -: 1892 ½d Grey block of 18 (3 x 6) from top right corner of left pane overprinted 'SPECIMEN' 
in black' all but two units MUH. A rare multiple, SG O58as cat £576 as singles $500 

23 PS Postal Cards: 1908 1d Visit of US Fleet Postal Card uprated with ½d Green and used 12 
September from Newtown to New York. Fine, and a very scarce uprated commercial usage $500 

24 PPC Envelopes: 1905 (13 Jun) ½d Blue-green PTPO envelope for the Farmers & Settlers' Co-operative 
Society, Ltd, with banner on face and illustrated flap in blue, used from Sydney to Blayney. Rare 
printed matter rate stationery with unsealed flap $350 

   Queensland 
25 S/* 1880 Surcharge 'Half-penny'  in black on 1d Reddish-brown block of ten (5.2) comprising Die I 

(x 8) and Die II (x 2, the first two units on the second row), with san-serif 'SPECIMEN' 
handstamp, diagonal reading upwards, with some reinforced perfs, mint. SG 151/151a 
normals cat £4,900 $750 

26 O -: Die II/I pair with usual perforations. Extremely rare combination, SG 151/151a cat £725 as 
singles $1000 

27 P 1880 ½d Vermilion Wmk Crown over Q (II) imperforate printed essay horizontal pair showing 
the final approved design (white background behind head, and 'Q' with tail to right) 
overprinted with faint 'SPECIMEN' Type 1 Diagonally $500 

28 C 1890 ½d Green used with 2d on 1892 (26 Apr) from Rockhampton to Danish resident of 'Rorkjar/pr 
Tonder/Schleswig', franked by Brisbane duplex, overall soiling. One of the great destinations for any 
of the Australian Colonies in the 19th century $200 

29 C 1895-96 ½d Green (9) used with 1d on 1896 (6 Aug) registered printed cover to San Francisco, tied 
by '103' rays of One Mile Creek, 'REGISTERED/ONE MILE CREEK' handstamp, 'VICTORIA 
BC/CANADA' transit, and San Francisco 'SEP/5' arrival backstamps. Unusual make-up of foreign 
½oz rate 2½d + 3d registration $125 
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   Queensland (contd.) 
30 P 1897 ½d Diamond Jubilee Perforated Plate Proofs with '1837-1897' in lower corners, in Black 

and Dull Red on ungummed unwatermarked wove paper, very scarce. The proposed issue 
was cancelled, and the design was modified for the 1899 'Window's Weeds' issue by 
removing the dates in the lower corners $800 

   South Australia 
31 E 1883 ½d De La Rue artist's handpainted essay in adopted design in Green and Chinese White 

on card (77mm x 102mm), handstamped '22 NOV 81' and endorsed 'Seen 23/11/81 AR', slight 
ageing. Attractive and very rare $3000 

32 P -: Die Proof Pair in Black on glazed card (92mm x 62mm), handstamped '30 JAN 82'in blue 
and 'BEFORE HARDENING' in black, very fine $750 

33 P -: Imperforate Plate Proof pairs with diagonal 'SPECIMEN' overprint in Carmine (reading 
down), Green (inverted reading down) and Brown (reading up, one opt double) on gummed 
unwatermarked paper. Very fine and ex Collins (Plumridge Auctions 1928) (6) $2000 

34 P -: Imperforate Plate Proof gutter block of 16 in Green on unwatermarked gummed paper, superb $40 
35 PS 1893-94 Watermark Crown over SA (narrow) Perf 15 ½d Brown uprating ½d Violet Wrapper used 

from Adelaide to Buenos Aires, Argentina. Scarce destination $75 

36 C -: ½d Brown used with 2½d on 4d Surcharge (2, small blemishes) on 1893 (29 Aug) registered 
advertising front of the Australian Stamp Co from Adelaide to Michigan, USA. The second earliest 
recorded trading advertising item for this firm, and an uncommon franking $100 

37 C -: ½d Brown strip of 5 on 1896 (7 Jul) advertising cover (printed both sides) of the 'AUSTRALIAN 
STAMP COMPANY' from Adelaide to Congo Free State, cancelled by Adelaide duplexes with 
various transit and arrival datestamps, two in blue. A remarkable destination for these envelopes $200 

38 PS 1895-99 Watermark Crown over SA (narrow) Perf 13 ½d Pale Brown uprating 1d Postal Card 
used 1897 (19 Jul) to Naples, Italy, tied by 'PORT ADELAIDE' squared circle ds, superb 'MISSENT 
TO' handstamps and framed 'SHIP MAIL ROOM/ADELAIDE SA' cds, 'NAPOLI/20/8-
97/(DISTRIBUZIONE)' arrival squared circle backstamp, and '128'in oval postman's delivery 
handstamp on the face. Scarce destination $150 

39 PS -: ½d Deep Brown uprating 1d Postal Card used 1897 (4 Sep) to Argentina, cancelled by 'MONARTO' 
cds and backstamped at Adelaide and with large 'CLASSIFICAXION/2 ROSARIO 2' cds $150 

40 PS -: ½d Pale Brown uprating ½d Violet Wrapper used 1899 (16 Sep) from Port Darwin to London, tied 
by 'PORT DARWIN/N.T.1 - S.A./SE 16/89' datestamp. Scarce $100 

41 C -: ½d Pale Brown strip of five on 1899 (18 Jul) cover to Berlin, Canada, tied by 'SEMAPHORE' 
squared circle ds, and with backstamps of Adelaide and Berlin. Attractive 2½d U.P.U. rate cover $120 

42 PPC -: ½d Pale Brown used with 1d Green on 1899 (27 Oct) chrome-litho picture post card of 
'Palmerston' (Aboriginal Humpies) sent from Darwin to Austria, tied by two strikes of 'PORT 
DARWIN/OC27/99/SA' squared circle ds and with Hong Kong transit and arrival backstamps $150 

43 **/* -: ½d Deep Brown bottom marginal block of 21 (7 x 3), tiny separation, seventeen units very fresh 
MUH. SG191b cat £132++ $100 

44 PPC 1899-1905 Watermark Crown over SA (narrow) Perf 13 ½d Yellow-green used with 1d Rosine on 
1905 (2 Mar) picture postcard of 'Northern Territory Ant Hill' to England, tied by 'PORT DARWIN' 
squared circle datestamps and with Maidstone arrival cds $75 

45 PS 1905-12 Watermark Crown over A ½d Yellow-green uprating 1d Commonwealth postal card (BW 1, 
deep shade) used 1912 (14 Jan) to Germany, tied by 'SEMAPHORE' squared circle ds, private 
handstamp '14JAN1912' in violet on face, redirected to Ceylon, manuscript 'via Neapel', 'COLOMBO' 
machine cancel of 11FEB12 on face, very fine $250 

46 PS -: ½d Pale Green uprating New South Wales 1d Postal Card used 1912 (11 Sep) to Germany, tied 
with 'BROKEN HILL/N.S.W' datestamp. Unusual and apparently commercial combination usage $40 

47 C -: ½d Pale Green used with 1d Scarlet vertical pair, horizontal pair, and single on 1913 (10 Feb) 
registered cover to New York, tied by three fine strikes of 'Victor Harbor' squared circle ds, large 
provisional registration label, and with arrival backstamps $100 
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   South Australia (contd.) 
48 PS 1895-99 Watermark Crown over SA (narrow) Perf 13 ½d Pale Brown uprating 1d Postal Card 

used 1899 (29 Jun) to Germany, tied by 'PORT ADELAIDE' squared circle ds, superb strike of 
'MARINE PO/S-AUSTRALIA' cds of the same date at upper rate (rated RRR), and 'HAMBURG' 
arrival cds, minor blemishes $150 

49 * Officials: 1891-99 'O.S.' Type O2 ½d Brown Perf 10 horizontal pair, the left stamp with Variety 'No 
stop after S' (caused by misplaced 'I' for stop), fine mint. SG O60b, cat £225++, undercatalogued mint $300 

50 O -: 1891-99 'O.S.' Type O2 ½d Brown Perf 10 strip of four, units 1 and 3 both with variety 'No stop 
after S' (caused by misplaced 'I' for stop), SG O60b cat £136 $100 

51 * -: 1891-99 'O.S.' Type 02 ½d Deep Brown Perf 13 horizontal pair with OS Triple, Two Sideways 
reading up, fine mint. Very rare, with only two mint pairs and a strip of four recorded. SG O68a, 
cat £1000  $1200 

52 * -: 1899-1900 'O.S.' Type 3: ½d Yellow-green, variety 'O.S. Inverted', fine mint. SG O80a cat £200 $200 

53 PS Envelopes: 1912 ½d Green GPO envelope uprated with ½d Kangaroo and used 1915 (22 Apr) from 
Adelaide to Sydney, tied by Adelaide machine cancel, usual slight toning due to high surfaced stock. 
Very rare usage $450 

54 PS Wrappers: 1900 (18 Jul) ½d Violet PTPO Wrapper with 'SOUTH' above and 'AUSTRALIA' below the 
indicium from Adelaide to Sydney, printed for 'The Advertiser/THE POPULAR DAILY', cancelled with 
GPO ADELAIDE duplex, a few blemishes $200 

55 PS -: 1902 (Feb 2) ½d Violet O.H.M.S. Commonwealth of Australia / South Australia PTPO Wrapper 
with printed 'Head Teacher, ____ SCHOOL' used from Adelaide to Beetaloo Valley, tied by Adelaide 
double circle ds and with fine Beetaloo Valley squared circle backstamp (rated RR). Fine and scarce 
Commonwealth/State stationery Item $600 

   Tasmania 
56 C 1889 'Halfpenny' Surcharge on 1d Scarlet pair used on 1889 (17 Aug) Forth town letter, cancelled 

'36' numeral. Missing back flap, otherwise an attractive and scarce usage, SG 167 cat £50 x 15 on 
cover  $200 

57 R -: 1901 Reprint on Thin Card Imperforate gutter block of 20 overprinted 'REPRINT', the right 
twelve units variety 'Surcharge Double', vertical fold through gutter. Very unusual and scarce $500 

58 C 1892-99 Tablets ½d Orange and Mauve used with Postal Fiscal 3d Chestnut and 1/- Rosine 
'Platypus' cancelled Hobart duplex on 1897 (9 Jan) Post & Telegraph Department registered cover 
with 'SECRETARY GENERAL POST OFFICE FRANK STAMP' in black, with light chamfered 
'REGISTERED' handstamp in purple, 'R' oval handstamp in black, and superb 'BERN/BRF DISTR' 
arrival backstamp. Rare overseas registered mail and unusual franked cover uprated with adhesives $400 

59 P 1899-1900 Pictorials: ½d 'Lake Marion' De La Rue Imperforate Colour Trial in Bright Red-
brown on unwatermarked wove paper, affixed to piece from the Appendix Sheet. Unique in 
this colour $1000 

60 ** -: ½d Deep Green overprinted 'Specimen' vertically marginal block of four showing large part 
of Plate No. '2'. Rare $500 

61 ** -: ½d Deep Green complete sheet of 60, generally fresh, MUH. SG 229 cat £510 as singles $200 

62 CTO -: ½d Deep Green block of four, CTO with 'HOBART/TASMANIA/JA 12/1901' on each stamp, full 
gum, lower pair unmounted. Very rare $400 

63 ** 1905-11 Pictorials Watermark Crown over Double-lined A (sideways): ½d Dull Green Perf 12½ 
sheet of 60, minor creasing, few toned MUH. SG 249 cat £240, BW T5C AU$240 as hinged $75 

64 PPC -: ½d Dull Green Perf 12½ on 1911 (20 Oct) Walch's Tasmanian Almanac advertising card (crease 
at left) to Hobart tied by superb strike of 'ALONNAH/TASMANIA' cds. Hardinge rated RRR+ $450 

65 PPC -: ½d Dull Green Perf 12½ used with 1d Rose-red on picture side of 1911 (1 Nov) multicolour picture 
postcard of scouts 'Saluting the Flag' tied by two strikes of 'WARATAH" cds and another on reverse, 
addressed to Denmark. Great Scouting item $150 

66 C -: ½d Dull Green Perf 11 used with Victoria ½d Green, and New South Wales ½d Green and 1d 
Rose-red tied by Ulverstone cds on 1912 (4 Mar) cover to Corfu, Greece (re-addressed to Malta) 
Corfu, Valletta and Sliema backstamps. Correct 2½d U.P.U. foreign rate $250 
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   Tasmania (contd.) 
67 C -: ½d Dull Green Perf 12½ used with ½d Kangaroo on 1913 (3 Dec) cover from Melbourne to 

Windsor, tied by Melbourne machine cancel, Wm. Ackland handstamp in violet at top left. Very 
attractive $250 

68 ** -: ½d Dull Green corner block of four, left pair Perf. 11 x 12½ x 11 x 11 and right pair Perf 11 x 12½ 
fresh MUH. SG 249b cat £520, BW T7 AU$600 for hinged $400 

69 ** -: ½d Dull Green Perf 12½ sheet of 60, variety 'Watermark Upright' (Inverted), partial 
separation, MUH. SG 249d variety cat £1440, BW T5Cab cat AU$1200 as hinged $750 

70 ** -: ½d Dull Green Perf 11 marginal, variety 'Watermark Upright' (Inverted), fresh MUH. SG 249da cat 
£110, BW T6aa cat AU$200 as hinged $100 

   Victoria 
71 C 1878 Bell Design Emergency Printings on Coloured Papers ½d Rose-red on Pink pair on 1878 

(13 Mar) cover to Echuca tied by Kyneton '57' duplex and with unframed Echuca cds and boxed 
'UNCLAIMED AT ECHUCA' handstamp on face. Backstamped with octagonal 'DOWN TRAIN/ 
GM4/MR 13/78/VICTORIA', unframed Echuca 'AP17/78' arrival ds, and green 'DLB/AP 18/78/ 
VICTORIA' with addressee's manuscript 'J Clark/opened by and not for me'. The earliest date for the 
½d on pink paper is 1/3/78, making this a very early country town usage. Exquisite $350 

72 PS 1873-84 Bell Designs ½d Rose-red Perf 12 pair (SG 181) on 1880 (22 Mar) wrapper to Glenorchy, 
tied by Stawell '151' duplex, and with Glenorchy cds on face, and endorsed 'Unclaimed at Glenorchy' 
at left. Backstamped 'GLENORCHY/MR 23/80/VICTORIA' arrival stamp and green 'DLB/MY 
5/80/VICTORIA'. (Glenorchy is only 25km from Stawell. We can assume the addressee, who was a 
contractor, was away working for a time) $150 

73 C -: ½d Pale Red Perf 12½ pair used with Naish 2d Brown and 6d Blue Laureates (2) on 1882 (2 
Apr) registered cover from Daylesford to Switzerland, tied by Daylesford '173' duplexes and 
with framed 'REGISTERED' handstamp and large octagonal 'R' in purple applied in Europe. 
Italian transit backstamp 'BRINDISI/20/MAG/82' and very fine double circle 'AMBTE MILANO-
CHIASSO/No 2' TPO, and arrival cds of Bignasco and Locarno $500 

74 C -: ½d Rosine Perf 12 used with 6d Laureate and Naish 1d Green on 1883 (Nov) cover from Tallarook 
to Lombardy Italy, tied by barred numeral '343' without bars of Tallarook plus unframed Tallarook 
cds above, with backstamps of Melbourne and Vila Di Tirano, (partial). Disinfection slits applied due 
to typhoid outbreak at the time, some faults, still an attractive use $250 

75 C -: ½d Rose-red Perf 13 with 1/- Deep Blue on Blue Perf 13 pair (cancelled with faint barred numeral) 
plus Naish 1d (cancelled by pen stroke) on 1884 (9 Apr) registered cover without despatch cds and 
addressed to Saxony, endorsed 'Per R.S.S. Ballarat' and 'To be registered' with Melbourne 'Belt & 
Buckle' oval ds at left and octagonal 'R', transit backstamp of Brindisi and arrival cds of 19 5 
(84)tamp on back. Some small faults but attractive $250 

76 C -: ½d Rosine Perf 12 used on 1884 (26 Apr) wrapper with printed 'The Argus/Mr James 
Hosken,/SPRING GULLY/Near Castlemaine', tied by Melbourne duplex and with framed 'MISSENT 
TO/VAUGHAN'. Attractive $150 

77 R -: ½d 1901 Reprint marginal block of four overprinted 'Reprint' vertically with full gum MUH, a rare 
multiple $100 

78 CTO -: ½d 1901 Reprint block of four, CTO 'MELBOURNE/JE 2/01', full gum MUH, a rare multiple $100 

79 **/* 1878 Bell Design Emergency Printings on Coloured Papers: ½d Rose-red on Pink Paper, 
superb marginal mint block of 45 (9x5), minor hinge strengthening, majority fresh MUH, this 
being the largest recorded multiple. SG 195 cat £4275+ $5000 

80 ^ -: ½d Rose-red on Pink Paper block of four tied to small piece by 1878 Williamstown '11' Duplex, 
very scarce as a multiple. SG 195 cat £200+ $180 

81 C -: ½d Rose-red on Pink strips of 6 (2) and vertical pairs (2) (all grossly mis-perforated and cut 
apart with scissors from the same sheet, one unit defective) on 1878 (30 Mar) registered 
cover from Geelong to Doyle's Creek tied by barred numeral '2', superb 22mm 
'REGISTERED/GEELONG' cds (earliest recorded date) and handstamped with oval 
'REGISTERED' and Melbourne transit cds on front, backstamped with Sydney transit and 
West Maitland datestamps of 4 and 5 April. Endorsed 'Try West Maitland' crossed out and 
'The Secretary General Post Office Sydney'. Undeliverable and forwarded back to Victoria 
where Melbourne May 11 datestamp applied, minor blemishes on reverse. Ex Rod Perry $1500 
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   Victoria (contd.) 
82 C 1885-95 Naish Stamp Duty Designs ½d Pink used with 1884-96 large size Stamp Duty 1/- Chalky 

Blue/Lemon (SG 257) on registered cover from Chiltern to Ticino, Switzerland, tied by Chiltern cds, 
and with framed 'REGISTERED' and octagonal 'R' handstamps in black, reverse with Brindisi, 
'AMBT MILANO-CHIASSO' TPO, Swiss transit and arrival backstamps, minor blemishes $350 

83 PS -: ½d Deep Rosine on 1885 (24 Dec) plain wrapper used locally in Melbourne containing Melbourne 
Stock Exchange Investment List, tied by Melbourne duplex. Addressee Alfred J Agg Esq was 
Commissioner for Railways. Scarce survivor and rare solo usage of this stamp $200 

84 PS 1896-99 Watermark V over Crown (V3) ½d Light Scarlet Stamp Duty used with 1d Orange-brown 
Reading Design cancelled Melbourne cds on 1896 (17 Jul) ½d Orange-yellow wrapper to Finland, 
with four different transit and arrival backstamps. Attractive three-colour franking to a very unusual 
destination $100 

85 C 1899-1901 Watermark V over Crown ½d Emerald Stamp Duty pair used with 1½d Red on Yellow 
pair and single on 1900 (27 Jun) registered cover from Stawell to Cork, Ireland, tied by Stawell cds 
and with backstamps of 'ENGLISH MAIL T.P.O.' duplex and Cork arrival cds $75 

86 C 1901-10 Watermark V over Crown (V4) ½d Blue-green Perf 12½ used with 1d Rose pair on 
coloured illustrated envelope for 'STAMP MARKET/325 COLLINS STREET,/MELBOURNE' in dull 
green and red-brown (not previously seen in these colours) to Germany, tied by double ring 
Melbourne datestamps and Coburg arrival backstamp. Very attractive $150 

87 PS -: ½d Blue-green Perf 12½ pair used on 1d Postal Card previously cancelled-to-order MELBOURNE 
FE 22 01 (from Federal presentation set), addressed to Sydney dealer T.H. Nicolle with ½d pair 
cancelled Cranbourne cds. The card is used by Rev H.W. Lane whose opinion of the CTO cards 
was somewhat less than that of modern-day collectors! $100 

88 * 1905-13 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A (sideways) ½d Blue-green Perf 12½ marginal 
pair, error 'Imperforate Between Stamps and Margin at Foot' (SG 416), fine mint. The second 
largest multiple of this error recorded. BW V22b cat AU$2000+ $1500 

89 PPC -: ½d Blue-green Perf 11 used with 1d rose-red 1906 (4 Jul) coloured picture postcard 'HOME 
FROM THE HARE DRIVE' from Daylesford to Constantinople, tied by Daylesford '173'duplex, with 
Suez transit and 'BRITISH POST OFFICE/CONSTANTINOPLE' arrival datestamps. Unusual 
destination $75 

90 PPC -: ½d Blue-green Perf 11 pair paying for forwarding 1906 (22 Jun) inwards picture postcard from 
Jamaica 'The Market/Womens Car (tram)' to Melbourne bearing 1d Llandovery Falls tied by 
Kingston cds, re-addressed to Sydney upon arrival and ½d pair tied by South Yarra '173' duplex of, 
minor ageing $100 

91 C -: ½d Blue-green Perf 12½ used on 1907 (3 May) printed syllabus card for 'Amateur Photographic 
Association of Victoria', tied by Melbourne cds and used locally $75 

92 C -: ½d Blue-green Perf 12½ (faulty) on 1908 (29 Jul) long envelope with unsealed flap printed for 
'First Australian Exhibition of Women's Work, Melbourne, 1907' used in Melbourne by the Manager 
of the Exhibition. Rare $400 

93 PPC -: ½d Blue-green Perf 11 on 1909 (26 Mar) picture postcard of 'Town Hall, Sydney' to France, 
cancelled by Melbourne machine cancel, 1d underpaid for foreign postcard rate and handstamped 
octagonal 'T/10c', on arrival French 10c Postage Due affixed and cancelled $40 

94 C -: ½d Blue-green Perf 12½ used with 1d Kangaroo pair on 1913 (8 Apr) cover to Germany tied by 
'GOLDEN SQUARE' cds (no backstamps), fine $200 

95 PS 1912 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Thin Pregummed Paper ½d Blue-green Perf 12½ 
uprating 1912 (12 Dec) 1d Full Face scenic card with 'GOLD DREDGING, VICTORIA', tied by 'CAPE 
CLEAR' cds, message written in Esparanto $125 

96 PS Postal Cards: 1908 1d (pale) Visit of US Fleet Postal Card uprated with ½d Blue-green and used 
1910 (12 Dec) to Germany, cancelled with Melbourne machine cancel. A late philatelic usage $300 

97 PS Envelopes: 1905 KEVII ½d Pale Green Envelope, uprated with 5d Brown for overseas registered 
use 1909 (24 Apr) to Germany, tied by Hochkirch datestamps, stamped and manuscript registration 
details, Hamilton backstamps, fine condition and very attractive $200 

98 PS Wrappers: 1901 ½d Blue-green wrapper used 1902 (2 Jul) to 'Reuter's Telegram Company/Sydney', 
cancelled by M&W Type 2 (27mm medium octagon) 'DOWN TRAIN/M.G.6/JY 2/02/VICTORIA'. Only 
four covers recorded in this period $200 
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   Western Australia 
99 PPC 1885-93 Watermark Crown CA ½d Green used with 1905-12 1d rose-pink (on picture side) on 1906 

(30 Apr) on coloured picture post card of 'GOVERNMENT HOUSE, PERTH' to Argentina, tied by 
Fremantle duplexes, with framed tax marking to pay $0.06 upon arrival in Buenos Aires, perhaps 
missing or disallowing 1d on picture side $75 

100 P -: ½d Green De La Rue Imperforate Plate Proof pair on gummed Watermark Crown CA paper $200 

101 C -: ½d Green used with 1/- Olive on 1892 (6 Jan) cover to Connecticut, USA, tied by Perth duplex, 
USA oval 'INQUIRY DEPARTMENT/FEB 20/NEW YORK PO' in red on both sides, backstamps of 
New York Duplex, and New York receiving and Hartford arrival ds, minor blemishes $200 

102 PS -: ½d Green block of 4 and single affixed to 1893 (13 Jul) 1d GB Postal Card sent from London to 
Fremantle by H.A. Slade with a short note requesting the recipient to send it back to him with 
additional two ½d stamps telling him if the recent packet was received. The card was cancelled with 
London Duplex and backstamps of TPO 'AU 11/93', Albany transit 'Aug 12/93', and Fremantle 'AUG 
12/93' The reply of 1893 (14 Aug) from L. Sterling said that because this was not a current Australian 
postal card, he affixed five ½d Green (overpaying the postcard rate by 1d) which he hoped was 
acceptable. The Post Card was re-used by placing the stamps over the original address and re-
addressing the Post Card to the original sender. Stamps are cancelled by barred circle 'F' and 
'FREMANTLE/4/AU 18/1893/=WESTERN AUSTRALIA=' duplex along with a strike of Great 
Southern Railway 22mm 'TRAVELLING-POST-OFFICE' cds. A remarkable two-way TPO item $250 

103 C -: ½d Green used with 3d Dull Purple Postal Fiscal on 1893 (3 Nov) cover from Perth to St Louis, 
Missouri, tied by multiple strikes of Perth Duplexes and with circular 'PAID/L/ALL', 'NEW 
YORK/DEC/14', and 'SAINT LOUIS RECEIVED/DEC 16/93' backstamps $200 

104 C -: ½d Green (4) on 1896 (3 Jan) cover from Perth to Beverley, tied by Perth GPO duplexes and with 
handstamps 'NOT KNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER' and boxed 'UNCLAIMED', endorsed on back 'If 
he does not call for please try "Albany" ', ex Lord Vestey $200 

105 C -: ½d Green used with 2½d Blue and 1882 3d Red-brown on 1896 (Aug) registered cover from Perth 
to Germany, tied with 'R' in clockwheel handstamp and with oval Perth Registered datestamp below, 
part registration label applied on arrival and Fursteinwalde Spree arrival backstamp. Attractive three 
colour franking $150 

106 C -: ½d Green used with 2d Grey on 1896 (Sep?) 'EYRE'S LETTER CARD CO.,/Series 1.' (Front Only) 
Illustrated with a map of Sydney CBD and advertisements for Wolf's Schnapps & South British 
Insurance from Coolgardie to Magdeburg Germany, tied with strikes of Coolgardie cds and arrival 
stamp 'MAGDEBURG BUCKAU/13.12.96.6-72' $200 

107 C -: ½d Green used with 1d Carmine, 2d Grey, 4d Chestnut and 1882 3d Red-brown on 1898 (22 Mar) 
registered cover from Perth to Germany, tied by 'R' in clockwheel handstamps in violet and oval 
Perth Registered datestamp at left, backstamps of Napoli and Baden-Baden. Attractive five colour 
franking $200 

108 PS -: ½d Green uprating ½d Red-brown Postal Card 1900 (27 Jun) Menzies to South Hayling, 
Hampshire, tied by 'MENZIES/JU27/00/W.A.' PO duplex, underpaid ½d for foreign postcard rate and 
with very fine 'T' in circle, 'T/5' within hexagon, and arrival 'HAVANT/5.30PM/JY30/00' handstamps 
on face, and transit 'TPO E.G.F.-W.A-/1/JU28/00' on back $150 

109 C -: ½d Green on 1902 (12 Aug) on 'Senator Matheson' cover from Perth to Adelaide, tied by 'SHIP 
MAIL ROOM/PERTH W.A.' duplex with handstruck 'T' in blue and '1' in black, and 1902 Blank at 
Base 1d Postage Due affixed tied by G.P.O Adelaide cds, very fine $150 

110 PS -: ½d Green block of 4 used with 1882 3d Red-brown on reverse of 1904 (9 Nov) 3d registration 
envelope from Perth to Rangoon Burma, adhesives tied by barred circle 'R' and boxed 'Registered 
Letter/BRANCH/9-NOV.1904/PERTH, W.A.' in blue, with transit Tuticorin (India) and arrival 
Fazundaunz cds. Oval handstamp on front with manuscript registration number and 'R' within 
clockwheel. Scarce destination $250 

111 C -: ½d Green used with 1899 2d Yellow on 1904 (28 Nov) cover from Subiaco to Burma, tied by 
Subiaco code 2 cds's, with Tuticorin (India) transit and Rangoon arrival backstamps. Envelope 
opened on three sides, otherwise fine, and an unusual destination $75 

112 PPC -: ½d Green used with 1902 1d Carmine-rose on 1905 (28 Sep) picture post card of 'Town Hall, 
Fremantle, W.A.' from Fremantle to Cape Town South Africa with manuscript redirection to 
Johannesburg, tied by Fremantle cds, and with transit stamps of Transvaal, Observatory, Cape 
Town and Johannesburg arrival $75 
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   Western Australia (contd.) 
113 PPC 1885-93 Watermark Crown CA ½d Green vertical strip of three on 1905 (25 Sep) coloured picture 

post card of 'View of Melbourne' used from Perth to Jamaica, tied by Perth machine cancel with 
arrival stamps of Kingston and Port Antonio, and social message 'Pop. over half million. Once the 
largest city of Aust now beaten by Sydney.' $100 

114 PPC -: ½d Green pair and single on 1906 (11 Jun) picture post card of '52,000 Tons Shipping in 
Fremantle Harbour W.A.' used to Norway, tied by Fremantle duplexes and with Kristiania arrival 
datestamps $75 

115 PPC -: ½d Green used with 1905-12 1d Rose-pink on 1906 (24 Nov) coloured picture post card of 'Royal 
Agricultural Society, Show Grounds Claremont W.A.' used to Japan, tied by Perth datestamps, Hong 
Kong transit and Hoishikawa arrival datestamps, slight soiling $60 

116 PPC -: ½d Green used with 1905-12 1d Rose-pink on 1908 (20 Apr) picture post card of 'Shipping in 
Fremantle Harbour W.A.' to China, tied by strikes of 'M.R.R. PERTH' datestamps and transit 
'SINGAPORE TO HONG KONG/8 MY/08' datestamp $75 

117 PPC -: ½d Green used with 1905-12 1d Rose-pink on 1909 (18 Jun) picture post card of 'View of Swan 
River and South Perth, W.A., from King's Park' from Israelite Bay to Austria, tied with two of three 
strikes of Israelite Bay datestamps. Superb $100 

118 S -: ½d Green handstamped 'SPECIMEN' twice (type 1), fine mint. Possibly the only known 
example $750 

119 ** 1895 'Halfpenny' Surcharge in green on 3d Pale Brown positional block of 60 with gutter 
between, odd blemish, otherwise fine, fresh MUH, scarce multiple. SG 110 cat £600 $500 

120 ** 1895 'Halfpenny' Surcharge in green on 3d Cinnamon positional block of 60 with gutter 
between, odd blemish, otherwise fine, fresh MUH, scarce multiple. SG 110a cat £600 $500 

121 ** 1895 'Halfpenny' Surcharge in red and green on 3d Cinnamon Wmk Crown CC block of four, 
fresh MUH, scarce multiple. SG 111a cat £440 $600 

122 C 1895 'Halfpenny' Surcharge in red and green on 3d Red-brown Wmk Crown CA with 
Bechuanaland receiving handstamp 'SPECIMEN' (21.25mm x 3mm) diagonally in black, part 
toned gum, otherwise fine and unique $750 

123 ^ 1895 'Halfpenny' Surcharge in red and green on 3d Red-brown Wmk Crown CA pair, tied to 
piece by Perth duplex, scarce multiple used. SG 111b cat £360 $400 

 

Australian Colonies 

New South Wales 
124 */O 1860-1912 mint and (largely) used range on hagners, with some Imperf Laureates and Diadems, 

Perf Diadems, duplicated range of later issues incl fine used 1897 1/- Charity, also a duplicated 
range of Duty stamps, mostly 20th century, 50c Government Railways 'OS' opt M block of 4, etc. 
Condition mixed, but with a few useful stamps included (approx 310) $100 

125 (*)/O Small group of imperf issues, comprising 3d Sydney View used with 2d Laureate Plate I on small 
piece cancelled numeral '7', 1d Carmine Laureate on thick Yellowish paper (vertical crease), 1d 
Brick-red Laureate on Bluish wove, 2d Greyish-blue Laureate Plate I, (6d) Registered Vermilion and 
Prussian Blue, and 2d Diadem Plate I unused (thinned and with small hole). Most with design 
touched on one side. Also 2d Laureate Plate II Van Dyck reprint (8) $80T 

   1854-60 Diadems, Imperforate 
126 * 1854-60 Watermark Double-lined Numerals 1d Orange-vermilion Diadem block of four with 

experimental roulettes made by John Dutton in 1856, fine with large part OG (some roulettes 
at top reinforced). Accompanied by a 2-page signed letter from Dutton dated at 
Wooloomooloo, 3 November 1856, to the Postmaster-General (W.H. Christie) with a proposal 
to perforate stamps and enclosing a sample of his work. This block (ex Wiggins and 
'Manwood') is believed to be the largest multiple of 1d roulettes now remaining from the 
block of 24 ex-Ginger $3500 
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   New South Wales - 1854-60 Diadems, Imperforate (contd.) 
127 (*) 1854-60 Diadems Watermark Double-lined Numerals Imperf 1d Orange-Red error 'Printed 

Both Sides' unused without gum showing strong misplaced impression on reverse, with 
black mark towards base. The only recorded unused example of this error of which a total of 
only three are recorded, one of the used examples being in the Royal Collection. Ex Hutson 
and 'Manwood', with 1932 RPSL Certificate $4000 

128 R/* Reprints: 1871 1d Orange-red (Wmk Crown over NSW) and 2d Blue (Wmk '2') Imperf Diadem 
Reprints overprinted SPECIMEN (McCredie Type 4), both part OG but with some toning on reverse (2) $150 

129 P 1854-60 Watermark Double-lined Numerals Imperf 2d Diadem Die Proof in black on India 
paper from the penultimate state of the die mounted on card, 38 x 44mm, with small fault at 
lower right corner of proof, otherwise fine. 1979 BPA Certificate $2000 

130 * 1856-60 Diadems Imperf 2d Blue and 2d Ultramarine Plate I fine with four margins (each 
showing portion of adjoining unit at base), part OG (toned on former). Also 2d Blue 
Watermark Double-lined '5' part OG, touched along top. SG 111, 112, 112c, cat £1650 (3) $600 

131 C 1856-60 Diadems Imperf 2d Blue Plate II strip of 3 (touched top and right) used on 1860 (12 
Dec) cover from Sydney to Gladstone Qld, cancelled 'NSW' duplex, endorsed 'per Telegraph', 
reverse with Brisbane transit and Gladstone arrival (DE 22 60) datestamps. The Imperf 2d 
Plate II were only issued in Queensland, and this very rare use in New South Wales was 
possibly by a traveller writing home. A very significant cover from the Ginger, Gordon Kaye, 
'Manwood' and Stevenson Collections $3500 

132 P 1854-60 6d Diadem Die Proof in Black in India paper backed on card (56 x 60mm). Some 
minor overall soiling otherwise fine and rare $4000 

   1860-72 Diadems, Perforated 
133 C 1860-72 Diadems 2d Pale Blue Plate I Perf 12 strip of 3 from base of sheet imperforate at base 

plus pair in deeper shade used on 1860 (14 Feb) cover to Exeter, tied by Sydney duplexes 
and paying the 10d via Marseilles rate, with Exeter backstamp (AP 5 60). Fine and used on the 
first day of use of perforated stamps, a very rare and important cover $2750 

134 * -: 3d Blue-green part OG, some typical ragged perfs, otherwise fine. SG 140, cat £1000 $650 
135 O 1860-72 Watermark Double-lined Numerals Diadems Perf 13 range of used multiples, with 1d 

Scarlet pair, 1/- Rose-carmine strip of 3 and pairs (2), 1/- Carmine block of 4 and pair, and 1/- 
Crimson-lake pair; also 1891 3d Diadem Wmk '10' scarce used block of 4, and later 3d used pair. 
Few perf faults (23) $120T 

136 S/*/(*) -: 6d, 8d (2) and 1/- overprinted diagonal ‘SPECIMEN’ (McCredie Type 2), both 8d part OG (toned), 
6d and 1/- no gum. Also 5d Diadem Wmk Crown over NSW (II) optd 'Specimen' (McCredie Type 11), 
fine (5) $200 

137 * -: 6d Purple Emergency Printing on Wmk Double-lined '5', centred lower right with part OG, a few 
blunt perfs. SG 165a Cat £650 $350 

138 * -: 1/- Carmine marginal block of four from the lower left corner of sheet with burelage in left 
margin. Large part OG, perforations at base reinforced and a diagonal crease at lower left 
affecting the third unit. Nevertheless an impressive multiple and possibly unique from this 
position. Ex Frazer $5000 

   1861-99 5/- Coin 
139 P 1861-88 5/- Coin Die Proof in Black on India Paper mounted on thin card (33 x 35mm). Some 

very minor peripheral soiling, otherwise fine and rare $1500 
140 P -: Imperforate Plate Proof pair in Green on Wmk Large Star paper, very faint tone spot at the 

top of the left unit otherwise fine. Ex Sir Miles Rivett-Carnac $1000 
141 ^ -: 5/- Deep Rose-lilac Perf 13 used on piece with 1871 4d (2), 6d and 1/- (3), cancelled Sydney 

'N.S.W.' in concentric ovals duplexes, OC 29 77. Also 5/- Dull Violet Perf 13, straight edge at base 
and other small aults, used with 1/- Diadems (3) on piece dated Sydney, JY 22 63 (2 pieces) $150 

142 R/** -: 5/- Reddish-purple Perf 10, Watermark 5/- upright, overprinted 'REPRINT', superb fresh mint. SG 
180(R), cat £300 for normal $50 

143 P 1867 De La Rue 4d Die Proof in Pale Red-brown (issued colour) on glazed card (92 x 60mm), 
very minor peripheral toning, otherwise very fine and rare $500 
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   New South Wales - Later Issues 
144 P 1867 De La Rue Wmk '10' block of 12 wmks from left side of sheet showing watermark lines, no 

gum, and diagonally cut at lower left $60 

145 P/*/O -: 4d and 10d range, with 4d Imperforate Plate Proof pair and single in Red-brown, mint (3) and used 
(7), and 10d Imperforate Plate Proof pair and single in Lilac (different shades), Perf 13 mint (4) and 
used (4), Perf 11 mint (3, incl Plate No. '1' pair), and Perf 10 mint. Couple with small perf faults, 
otherwise generally fine. SG 203-206, cat £770++ (27) $350 

146 P 1872 De La Rue 6d Die Proof in Pale Brown on glazed card (92 x 60mm), superb $400 

147 O 1871 Wmk Crown over NSW (I) Perf 13 8d Yellow from top of sheet showing an additional diagonal 
line of perforations, neatly cancelled 'N.S.W.' in ovals. Small thin at top, otherwise fine and unusual $80 

148 O 1882-97 Wmk Crown over NSW (II) Perf 10 3d Yellow-green, marginal example from right 
imperforate between stamp and margin and with Wmk Inverted, error 'Double Impression'. 
Fine, cancelled by 1891 cds. A major printing error, formerly SG 226a which has been 
inexplicably deleted from the catalogue $1000 

149 * -: Perf 11 9d on 10d Red-brown error 'Surcharge Double' and with 'Watermark Inverted', small thin at 
top right, part OG. SG 236dca, cat £325 $250 

150 * 1885-86 Watermark 'NSW' 10/- Mauve and Claret Perf 12 with 'POSTAGE' Overprint in Blue, part 
OG and fine. SG 241b, cat £300 $220 

151 S/* -: 10/- Mauve and Claret Perf 12 Overprinted 'POSTAGE' in Blue optd 'Specimen (McCredie Type 
10), couple of short perfs at left, large part OG $60 

152 */O 1886-87 Watermark 'NSW' Provisional Printing with Perf 10 1d M and U (3), 2d M pair and U (2), 
and Perf 11 x 12 1d M (3) and used pair, 2d M (3) and U (4), some with imperforate margins and 
mostly fine. SG 243-4, cat £592 (21) $250 

153 F 1888-89 Centennial 2d Blue Emu Postal Forgery on No Watermark paper Perf 11, fine and 
cancelled by 'NSW' in concentric ovals, a fine example of this scarce and popular forgery $500 

154 F -: 2d Blue Perf 11 Postal Forgery by Takuma on unwatermarked paper, centred to base and 
cancelled '1137' numeral of Darlington, which has slightly stained the paper, otherwise fine and 
scarce $500 

155 S/* -: Watermark '5/-' 5/- Deep Purple overprinted 'Specimen' (McCredie Type 10), fine with small part OG $150 

156 S/* -: Watermark '5/-' 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 10 overprinted 'Specimen' (McCredie Type 9), fine with small 
part OG  $170 

157 * 1890 Watermark '5/- over NSW' in Diamond 5/- Lilac Perf 11 part OG and fine. SG 263, cat £275 $180 

158 * 1890 Watermark '20/- over NSW' in Circle 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 10 large part OG and lightly 
mounted, very fine. SG 264, cat £500 $300 

159 * -: 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 11 part OG. SG 264a, cat £500 $350 
160 * -: 20/- Ultramarine Perf 11 part OG and fine. SG 264c, cat £425 $220 

161 * -: 20/- Ultramarine Perf 12, large part OG and lightly cancelled, very fine. SG 264ca, cat £450 $250 

162 * 1891 Surcharges comprising ½d on 1d, 7½d on 6d (Perf 10,11,12, and 10 x 12), 12½d on 1/- (Perf 
10, 11 x 12, 12 x 11½, and 12), very fine mint. SG 266-8, cat £132 (10) $80 

163 C -: 12½d on 1/- Red Perf 11 x 12 on 1894 (5 Jun) registered cover from Guildford to England tied by 
ray '477' duplex - rated R, some toning. Scarce solo franking cat £20 from x15 on cover $80 

164 * 1894-1904 Watermark 'NSW' 10/- Violet and Aniline Crimson Perf 12 x 11 large part OG and lightly 
hinged, very fine. SG 275, cat £325 $250 

165 * -: 10/- Violet and Claret Perf 11 part OG and fine. SG 275a, cat £500 $400 

166 * -: 10/- Violet and Claret Perf 12 x 11 large part OG and lightly hinged, very fine. SG 275b, cat £350 $300 
167 * 1894-1904 Watermark 'NSW' Chalk-surfaced Paper 10/- Violet and Rosine Perf 12 x 11 part OG. 

SG 276, cat £375 $250 

168 * -: 10/- Violet and Aniline Crimson Perf 12 x 11 and Perf 12, both very fine with large part OG 
and lightly hinged. SG 276a,b, cat £800 (2) $600 

169 * 1894-1904 Watermark 'NSW' Chalk-surfaced Paper 10/- Violet and Rosine Perf 12 large part OG 
with only a trace of a hinge, perfs ragged at right otherwise fine. SG 277, cat £375 $250 
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   New South Wales - Later Issues (contd.) 
170 * 1894-1904 Watermark 'NSW' Chalk-surfaced Paper 10/- Violet and Claret Perf 12 x 11 part OG 

and fine. SG 278, cat £475 $350 

171 P 1897-99 'Record Reign' 1d + 2d + 2½d triptych proof in Deep Myrtle-green on thin glazed card 
(143mm x 94mm), the first we have seen in this colour $500 

172 P -: 1d + 2d + 2½d triptych proof in Green on thin glazed card (145 x 95mm), superb $450 

173 * -: Perf 12 1d Rose-carmine Die II vertical pair error 'Imperforate Three Sides' with wing-margin 
gutter at right, fine with large part OG $500 

174 P -: 2d Perf 11 Half-tone Colour Trials on Unwatermarked Paper without gum, in Bistre, Bright 
Red, Dull Purple, Green, and Pale Blue, very fine and rare (5) $1000 

175 * 1897 5/- Coin Re-issue Perf 11 fine mint with part OG, SG 297c $30T 

176 ** -: Perf 12 x 11 sheet of 50 split between the 7th and 8th columns, and showing the burelage in 
the left margin. Possibly the only surviving complete sheet. SG 297e, cat £2500+ $1750 

177 * 1899 Watermark Crown over NSW (II) and 1902 Watermark Crown over NSW (III) Chalk-
surfaced Paper issues, mint range on hagners, most listed shades represented, with 1899 
duplicated to 1/-, including 2d Imperforate, and 1902 duplicated to 2/6d, including 2d 
Imperforate pair, and 1/- monogram block of 4. Also 1903-08 Diadem 3d (4) and 5d (2). 
Generally fine to very fine with part OG. SG cat £1900+ (70) $500 

178 * 1899 Watermark Crown over NSW (II) Chalk-Surfaced Paper ½d Blue-green error 'Imperforate', 
horizontal pair from top of sheet, large part OG and with natural paper crease. SG 298a, cat £250 $150 

179 * -: 1d Salmon-red Die II horizontal pair error 'Imperforate', very fine with large part OG. SG 301a, cat 
£275 $220 

180 * -: 1d Salmon-red horizontal pair error 'Imperforate' fine with large part OG. SG 301a, cat £275 $220 

181 * -: 1d Salmon-red error 'Imperforate' horizontal pair with part toned OG. SG 301a, cat £275 $180 

182 * -: 2d Cobalt-blue error 'Imperforate' horizontal pair with part OG. SG 302a, cat £300 $220 

183 * -: 2½d Prussian Blue error 'Imperforate' horizontal pair from left of sheet, very fine with large part OG. 
SG 303a, cat £350 $250 

184 * -: 2½d Prussian Blue error 'Imperforate' horizontal pair with part OG, patches of gum thinning. SG 
303a, cat £350 $180 

185 * -: 6d Deep Orange error 'Imperforate' horizontal pair, very fine with large part OG. SG 305a, cat 
£600 $350 

186 * -: 9d on 10d Dull Brown error 'Surcharge Double' very fine with large part OG. SG 309a, cat £275 $250 

187 * -: 9d on 10d Dull Brown error 'Surcharge Double' fine and part OG. SG 309a, cat £275 $180 

188 * -: 9d on 10d Dull Brown error 'Surcharge Double' from bottom of sheet with Plate No. 1 (surface thin 
on '1'), part OG and rare in this form. SG 309a, cat £275+ $300 

189 * -: 9d on 10d Dull Brown error 'Albino Surcharge' fine with part OG. SG 309b, cat £275 $220 

190 * 1905 Watermark Crown over A in Circle 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 11 well-centred with large part OG 
and lightly hinged, very fine. SG 350, cat £375 $300 

191 * -: 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 12 fine with large part OG. SG 350a, cat £400 $350 

192 * -: 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 11 x 12 well-centred and very fine MUH with full OG. SG 350b, cat £375+ $400 

193 S 'Specimen' Overprints: Small Range, with 1876 1/- DLR (McCredie Type 5 in red), 1888 Centennial 
2d (Type 9), 4d, 6d, 8d, 1/- (Type 8) and 5/- (Type 12), 1891 2½d (Type 8), 1892 ½d (Type 12), 1897 
1d (Type 10) and Official 1/- Centennial (Type 8). A few are part OG (somewhat toned) (11) $180 

  Official Stamps 
194 O 1879 Watermark Double-lined '6' Perf 13 3d Dull Green strip of three with parcel roller 

cancellation. Fine and possibly the record multiple of this rare stamp. Ex William Frazer. SG 
O1, cat £1800 $1200 

195 O 1879-85 Watermark Crown over NSW (I) 4d Brown perf 10 x 13 cancelled 'NSW' oval obliterator. 
SG O6ba, cat £90 $60 
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   New South Wales - Official Stamps (contd.) 
196 **/* 1882-85 Watermark Crown over NSW (II) 6d Pale Lilac Perf 10 block of 24 (6 x 4), some minor 

creasing and stains affect the first two units, otherwise of fine appearance with the lower three rows 
MUH and a scarce multiple. SG O30, cat £480+ $350T 

197 O 1890-91 5/- Mauve Centennial Perf 10 with Black Overprint fine used cancelled Sydney 'NSW' 
duplex, showing variety 'O Broken at Left'. SG O49a, cat £100+ $80 

198 * -: Perf 12 with Black Overprint part OG, stain at lower right. SG O489b, cat £650 $300 

   Postage Due Stamps 
199 **/*/O The large accumulation of ½d to 8d values, sorted on hagners, ½d with many mint multiples, 

also a used block of 10, 1d and 2d ordinary and chalky papers all perfs represented mint and 
used (lacking only the rare 2d chalky perf 12), incl a few multiples and wmk inverted on 
various perfs, 2d wmk sideways in both directions, 3d and 4d lacking only the 'impossible' 4d 
perfs, 6d M (7, incl pair) and U (19 incl pair), 8d M (6) and U (22). Also a few Specimen opts. 
Wide variety of cancellations and a great lot for those wishing to research this issue (approx 
1200) $1000 

200 */O 1891-97 Watermark Crown over NSW ½d to 20/- study on leaves mint and used, including ½d 
sheet no strip of 3, mint multiples with 3d Perf 10 x 11 strip of 4, 4d Perf 10 x 11 blocks of 4 
(2), and 8d pair, 5/- Perf 10 mint (2), 5/- Perf 11 x 12 CTO (2), 10/- Perf 10 CTO (2), 10/- Perf 12 x 
10 mint, 20/- Perf 12 x 10 mint (2), also inverted watermarks and a number with earliest known 
dates. Also 1900 Chalk-surfaced Paper 1d, 2d, 3d and 4d, incl 1d and 2d Perf 11 mint blocks 
of 4. Condition generally very fine and an exceptional study. SG cat £5400+ (55M, 21U) $2250 

201 S/** -: ½d - 20/- Green Perf 10 (2 x 20/-) blocks of 6 overprinted either Specimen (McCredie Type 11 
- 4d, 6d, 8d, 10/-, 20/-) or SPECIMEN (Type 12 - ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 5/-, 10/-, 20/-), 2d Wmk 
Sideways as always, full OG and MUH, one or two instances of toning on gum of no 
significance. The largest recorded multiples and a magnificent set (66) $3000 

202 ** -:½d Green Perf 10 block of 30 from top half of left pane, and block of 48 being Rows 3-10 of the left 
pane, mounted on pages with plate varieties noted. Few tone spots on reverse, but generally very 
fine with full MUH OG. SG 1, cat £936 (78) $300 

203 **/* -: 6d Green Perf 10 variety 'Watermark Reversed' block of 4 with large part OG (lower pair 
MUH), a very scarce variety with 2003 RPSV Certificate. BW ND31a, cat AU$2400+ $1200 

204 * -: 5/- Green Perf 10 very fine large part somewhat toned OG. BW ND33 cat AU$750, SG D8 cat £275 $200 

205 * -: 5/- Green Perf 10 part OG, short perf at base otherwise fine. BW ND33 cat AU$750, SG D8 cat £275 $180 

206 * -: 10/- Green Perf 10 part OG and fine, a very scarce stamp. BW ND36 cat AU$1250, SG D9 cat 
£750  $500 

207 * -: 20/- Perf 12 x 10 part OG, perfs typically a little ragged, very scarce. BW ND40 cat AU$1250, 
SG D10b cat £650 $500 

208 * 1900 Watermark Crown over NSW Chalk-surfaced Paper 1d Perf 11 x 12 block of 25 (5 x 5) from 
bottom left corner of left pane, affixed to piece, very fine with part OG, a rare multiple. BW ND10 cat 
AU$1500, SG D12b cat £750 $320 

209 C 1890 (4 Dec) cover from Kyneton (Vic) to Murrumburrah with 2d Stamp Duty, redirected on arrival to 
Wallenbeen and with manuscript '2d To Pay' for redirection fee. Reverse showing evidence of 
affixing of docket for the collection of the postage due, which once collected was removed and 
forwarded to the Accountant at the G.P.O. An interesting cover illustrative of the system used prior to 
the introduction of postage due adhesives $140 

210 C 1890 (18 Dec) cover from Harwich (U.K) to Melbourne with 6d Jubilee tied by squared circle ds, re-
addressed to Sydney on arrival (20 Jan 1891) and with '2D/MORE TO PAY' in oval applied, 2d 
Postage Due Perf 10 affixed and tied by 'NSW' in ovals. This cover was posted prior to the issue of 
New South Wales postage dues, and is one of the earliest recorded covers. A cover crease at right 
does not affect the adhesives $350 

211 C 1891 (14 Jan) cover (opened out) from Melbourne to Culcairn with 1d Reading Design tied by 
Melbourne duplex, underpaid for intercolonial rate and 'T' in oval applied with manuscript '2', 
'manuscript '2d to pay' added in red pencil on arrival. Reverse with 1d Postage Due Perf 10 
marginal pair affixed and tied by '1045' numerals of Culcairn (14 JA 1891 cds). Fine, and a 
very early use of New South Wales Postage Dues $750 
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   New South Wales - Postage Due Stamps (contd.) 
212 C 1896 (26 Jun) large cover (360 x 125mm, opened out and affixed to backing sheet) with 1d 

Centennial strip of 3 cancelled Sydney duplex and addressed to Warren, with 'Legal Documents 
only' endorsement and '4/6 to pay' in blue pencil. On reverse has been affixed 1d Postage Due 
Perf 10 blocks of 30, 18 and 6 cancelled variously Warren datestamp or '395' in rays to meet the 
deficient postage. Few cover faults and there are some stamps with relatively minor defects, 
but an extraordinary franking representing the highest postage due franking recorded $750 

213 C 1898 (Jan) cover from Tasmania with 2d Sideface posted shipside or on board and cancelled on 
arrival by Sydney cds (JA 10 98), and with double oval 'LOOSE SHIP/LETTER'. 2d loose ship letter 
fee indicated by handstruck '2D' and affixing 2d Postage due Perf 11 x 12 tied by 'NSW' in ovals. 
Most of back flap missing and some light soiling, but very scarce $320 

214 C 1898 (31 Oct) cover from Bolton (U.K.) to Sydney with 2½d Jubilee, rated as overweight and 
hexagonal 'T/25/L' applied, converted to double deficiency and handstruck '5D' added, with 2d Perf 
11 x 12 and 3d Perf 10 x 11 Postage dues affixed and tied by 'NSW' in ovals, fine appearance $220 

215 C 1899 (8 Dec) cover from Marseilles to Sydney with France 15c, underpaid for 2½d U.P.U. rate and 
'T' in triangle applied, double deficiency of 2d indicated by handstruck 2D' applied on arrival, and 2d 
Postage Due Perf 11 affixed and tied by 'NSW' in ovals. Considerable spotting at bottom and on 
reverse but attractive $180 

216 C 1900 (15 Aug) stampless cover endorsed 'On active service unable to Procure stamps' and with 
'ARMY P.O./S. AFRICA cds, addressed to Forbes and with handstruck '1D' added on arrival, 2d 
'Record Reign' adhesive affixed and tied by double oval FORBES/N.S.W.' ds in violet. Reverse 
endorsed 'From Tryn(?) Brinstead/6043 I.Y. Scouts/Pretoria'. Peripheral cover faults, however a fine 
Boer War cover showing the rare use of postage stamps in lieu of postage due adhesives $380 

217 C 1901 (2 Jul) Boer War cover endorsed '4607 Trooper Bueler NZMR/Active Service No Stamps Available' 
and with 'FIELD POST OFFICE/34/BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA' double circle ds, addressed to Sydney 
with further endorsement 'over ½ oz' and therefore charged 2d rather than the usual 1d military 
concession rate. 2d Postage Due Perf 12 x 11 affixed and tied by 'NSW' in ovals. Pietermaritzburg, 
Durban and Sydney backstamps. Some minor cover faults but a fine and scarce Boer War cover $460 

218 C 1902 (10 Jan) cover from Natal to Ashfield (re-addressed to Summer Hill) with 1d QV tied by 
Pietermaritzburg double circle ds, underpaid for 2½d U.P.U. rate and with 'T/15c' in circle applied. 
On arrival the double deficiency was indicated by handstruck '3D', and 1d and 2d Postage Dues Perf 
11 x 12 affixed and tied by Summer Hill cds. Two tears at top of envelope and flap faults $180 

219 C 1902 (28 Jan) cover from Birmingham to Cuambeline with G.B. 1881 1d, underpaid for 2½d U.P.U. 
rate and hexagonal 'T/15/L' applied, converted to double deficiency on arrival and handstruck '3D' 
added, with 1d Perf 11 and 2d Perf 11 x 12 PostageDues on Chalk-surfaced Paper affixed and tied 
by '470' in rays of Dandaloo. Most of back flap missing, otherwise fine $220 

220 PPC 1902 (19 Mar) picture postcard from Greece with 10 lepta cancelled Kepkyra cds, underpaid and 
with large handstruck 'T' and '1D', addressed to Parramatta and readdressed several times, 1d 
Postage Due Perf 11 x 12 Chalk-surfaced Paper cancelled '2' of Parramatta. Datestamps of 
Parramatta, Ballina, Lismore and South Woodburn on front and/or reverse. The reverse has a 
coloured illustration of two rifle-wielding soldiers, and the message is from a sailor on HMS 'Juno', 
who says 'We leave Suda Bay today & call at Navarrino on the way to Corfu'. Somewhat aged and 
stained but a fascinating item from a rare origin for Australian mail $180 

221 C 1902 (18 Dec) cover from Ellon, Scotland to Walgett, with 2½d KEVII, rated as overweight and 
with hexagonal 'T/25' handstamp applied. On arrival in Sydney, the double deficiency was 
indicated by the handstruck '5D', and 2d Postage Dues Perf 11 x 12 Chalk-surfaced Paper (x 2) 
were affixed together with Commonwealth 1902-04 Base Completed 1d, all tied by Walgett 
cds. A couple of small tone spots on face, otherwise fine and an exceptional and rare 
State/Commonwealth postage due combination cover $1100 

222 C 1903 (10 Mar) cover from Manila, Philippines to Sydney with 2c and 3c (opts on U.S.) tied by 
Manila killers, underpaid for U.P.U. rate and with handstruck '25/CTMS/T' applied. On arrival 
the double deficiency of 5d was indicated by manuscript pencil, and 2d Postage Dues Perf 11 
Chalk-surfaced Paper (x 2) in combination with Commonwealth 1902-04 Base Completed 1d 
were affixed and tied by 'NSW'. Fine and a remarkable and very rare State/Commonwealth 
Postage Due combination cover $1400 

223 PPC 1909 (Mar) picture postcard sent unstamped from Sydney to Walla Walla, with circular 'MORE TO 
PAY/2D' and 2d Jubilee affixed in lieu of postage due stamp, tied by Walla Walla cds. Fine and 
scarce  $180 
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   New South Wales - Revenue Stamps 
224 P 1867 Stamp Duty De La Rue design 8d Die Proof in Dull Purple and Carmine on glazed card (92 x 

61mm), slight peripheral staining otherwise fine and in the colours of the issued £1 $400 

225 P -: De La Rue design 1/- Die Proof in Dull Purple and Claret on glazed card (the issued colours of the 
10/-, 92 x 60mm), peripheral soiling typical of the proofs scattered following the bombing of De La 
Rue's works in the blitz, and with pinhole at left $300 

   Postal History 
226 C 1844 (31 Mar) outer from Bungonia to Maitland, with good strike of Bungonia crowned oval 

datestamp, and with Sydney (AP 2) and Maitland (AP 4) transit and receipt ds, rated '1/1' in red. Fine 
and rare, with only a handful of examples of the Bungonia ds recorded $220 

227 C 1845 (4 Sep) envelope from Sydney to Parramatta, rated '4', with fine crowned oval 'GENERAL 
POST OFFICE/SYDNEY' ds and PARRAMATTA/NEW S WALES' oval ds (in blue) on reverse. Few 
minor marks and light soiling $140 

228 C 1851 (25 Aug) 'Evans' entire from Tarcutta to Albury with 2d Laureate Plate I cancelled '48', with 
faint backstamps, very fine $60T 

229 C 1852 (27 Apr) part entire (side flaps missing) from Sydney to Port Fairy (Vic) with 2d Greyish-blue 
Laureate Plate I tied by dumb obliterator, and with fine framed 'TOO LATE' alongside, Sydney, 
Melbourne and Port Fairy backstamps. Some soiling along folds, otherwise fine $350 

230 C 1853 (6 Jul) OHMS entire from Windsor to Sydney (back flaps missing and heavily toned) with 2d 
Laureate Plate 1 cancelled '3', and 1854 (20 Feb) front (with back flap) from Sydney to Gosford with 
2d Laureate Plate III Wmk '2' (2 covers) $50T 

231 C 1855 (11 Jul) small (110 x 68mm) Sydney town letter with 1854 1d Red-orange Laureate Imperf 
(touched at left) tied by barred obliterator, and with Sydney backstamp, fine $150 

232 C 1856 (19 Jan) local Sydney outer with 1d Laureate Wmk Double-lined '1' (somewhat oxidised) tied 
by 'NSW' oval obliterator for 1d town letter rate, Sydney backstamp, fine condition $200 

233 C 1856 (24 Sep) outer from Sydney to London, endorsed 'per "John Bunyan" ' with handstruck '3' in 
black for ship letter charge crossed through and manuscript '6' added, Sydney despatch and London 
arrival backstamps. Torn back flap, otherwise fine $120T 

234 C 1856 (11 Oct) cover 'per Montmorency' Sydney to Scotland franked Imperf 6d and 1/- Diadems 
four margins each except where cut into at left on 6d, representing the double 9d (2 x 6d ship 
letter + 2 x 3d colonial rate) rate. The adhesives struck with the Sydney dumb obliterator 
which ties one of the values. The rear with Sydney departure and Ayr arrival cds and the face 
with a Liverpool transit mark. Creased and small repair at top otherwise a scarce double rate $750 

235 C 1857 (18 Jun) entire (one side flap missing) from Sydney to London, with 6d Greyish-brown (2) and 
1/- Pale Red Imperf Diadems (all with four margins) cancelled by dumb obliterators, endorsed 'via 
Marseilles' and with 29 AU 1857 arrival ds in red. One 6d crossed by vertical filing crease, still a 
scarce 2/- Marseilles rate cover $450 

236 C 1857 (10 Nov) entire (no side flaps) from Sydney to Leamington, U.K., with 1/- Brownish-red 
Imperf Diadems (2, both good to large margins) cancelled dumb obliterators, endorsed 'p Mail 
Steamer via Marseilles' and with arrival ds of JA 8 58 on reverse. A fine example of the 
quadruple rate (3/4-1oz) $600 

237 C 1857 (10 Nov) outer from Sydney to Hong Kong with 6d Greyish-brown Diadem Imperf (four 
large margins) tied by barred obliterator. endorsed 'p "City of Sydney" ' and with manuscript 
'4'(d) to collect from addressee (for Far East leg of journey). Very fine and a scarce 
destination, ex Burrus $1200 

238 C 1857 (10 Dec) envelope from Sydney to Leicester U.K. bearing imperf 1d Orange-red (torn in 
lower right corner) cancelled dumb obliterator, and endorsed 'From Geo. Millican, Seaman on 
board H.M.S. "Herald", Australian Station', signed by John Hutchinson (Commanding Officer). 
Leicester arrival backstamp, FE 7 58. Very rare, believed to be one of only two military 
concessional rate covers bearing an imperf N.S.W. stamp, ex Trevor Davis and Ed Druce $7500 

239 C 1858 (11 Sep) large part outer from Sydney to Liverpool 'pr European S Supplementary' and 
franked 1/- Brownish-red Imperf Diadem (close to large margins) with central cancel of NSW 
in concentric ovals (not tied), representing the ship letter plus 6d supplementary fee for 
carriage to Melbourne to meet a ship already departed Sydney. Few file folds though a scarce 
example of this Service $500 
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   New South Wales - Postal History (contd.) 
240 C 1858 (27 Sep) cover to Ipswich, Queensland with 1856 2d Blue Diadem Plate I Imperf (touched at 

base) tied by Sydney 'N.S.W.' in concentric ovals, Ipswich OC 10 1858 backstamp. Cover tear at top 
left, otherwise fine $200 

241 C 1860 (22 Feb) and (22 Dec) West Maitland to Sydney, and 1861 (19 Aug) Sydney local entires from 
the same correspondence to The Australian Agricultural Co., each franked with 2d Diadem Plate II 
Perf 12, generally fine (3) $100T 

242 C 1860 (22 Nov) cover from Bathurst to Auckland, New Zealand with 1860-63 Perf 12 6d Grey-brown 
Diadem cancelled unclear ray type numeral (not tied), arrival ds for DE 17 1860 on face, and ds for 
Bathurst (NO 22 1860) and Sydney (NO 24 1860) on reverse. Envelope without flap and few small faults $200 

243 C 1861 (21 Jul) cover to London with 1860-72 6d Violet Diadem Perf 12 tied by Sydney Duplex, 
endorsed "Jeddo", tears in back flap otherwise fine $90T 

244 C 1862 (20 Oct) West Maitland 1d town rate letter franked with 1d Dull Red Diadem Perf 13 (fine 
though stained by gum) tied by '64' in rays numeral, and with West Maitland backstamp. Very fine 
and a scarce country town rate $250 

245 C 1865 (18 Feb) cover (opened at left) from Sydney to Rhode Island endorsed 'per Madras' and 
franked 1/- Diadem Perf 13 and 2d De La Rue cancelled two strikes of the Sydney duplex though not 
tied. London and New York transit datestamps and '16/CENTS' handstamp on front. Faint soiling 
mainly confined to rear. Ex Trevor Davis $350 

246 C 1865 (20 Apr) cover to Providence, Rhode Island with Perf 13 1/- Carmine Diadem used with 2d De 
La Rue tied by Sydney 'NSW' in concentric ovals duplexes. Handstruck '16/CENTS' and mss '8' 
accountancy marks in red, latter also tying 1/-, with London transit ds and indistinct New York arrival 
ds on face $300 

247 C 1867 (1 Jun) cover to Bordeaux, France with Perf 13 1/- Carmine Diadem used with 2d De La 
Rue tied by Sydney 'NSW' in concentric ovals duplexes, endorsed 'via Panama'. Manuscript 
'8' accountancy mark in red and 'PD' in circle in red on face, with arrival ds (26 AOUT 67) on 
reverse. Despite the endorsement, this cover was sent on the usual P & O service leaving 
Sydney on 24 June $500 

248 C 1867 (24 Oct) registered envelope from Balmain to Scotland bearing 6d Purple Diadem Perf 
13 and (6d) Registered Perf 13 cancelled (not tied) by '179' ray type numerals. Reverse with 
Balmain despatch, Sydney, and Dalbeattie arrival ds (DE 20 67). Some light soiling, otherwise 
fine, with 1983 Holcombe Certificate $700 

249 C 1868 (5 Jun) envelope to Major Kent of the 77th Regiment at Peshawar, India, franked 6d 
Violet Diadem Perf 13 pair tied by Sydney 'N.S.W.' in concentric ovals duplex, endorsed 'Per 
Mail of 17th June by Geelong'. Reverse with various Indian transit ds. Some peripheral age 
stains but a fine double rate cover to a scarce destination $500 

250 C 1869 (31 Dec) outer to Libourne, France with Perf 13 1/- Rose-carmine Diadem used with 4d De La 
Rue and tied by Sydney 'NSW' in concentric ovals duplex, endorsed 'Via Marseilles', and with 
unframed 'P.D.' in red. Arrival ds on reverse for 24 FEVR 70. Some flap faults still a fine example of 
the 1/4d rate for a ½oz. letter via Marseilles $400 

251 C 1870 (28 Jan) large part cover from Sydney to Antigua via Southampton per R.M.S "Geelong", 
franked 6d and 1/- Diadems Perf 13 each cancelled and tied with Sydney duplex and 
representing the ½ oz rate, and with arrival backstamp. The cover rather flimsy and repaired 
at top, left and rear flap and portion of the reverse missing nonetheless of good appearance $1000 

252 C 1871 (23 Feb) envelope with contents from Tocumwal to Tennessee, U.S.A. with 6d Purple 
diadem Perf 13 and 4d De La rue strip of 3 tied by '507' ray type numerals, 'SAN FRANCISCO 
CAL/10' ds (APR 13) on face, and four transit ds on reverse. Endorsed 'Via England Overseas 
Route' but apparently underpaid and sent by the trans-Pacific route. Small portion of back 
flap missing and stain on face (apparently where an adhesive was removed prior to posting) $800 

253 C 1875 (20 Oct) cover from Gundagai to Paterson, New Jersey, with 1871-84 6d Lilac tied by '46' rays 
type numeral, and with 30mm 'PAID ALL' circular handstamp in red. Gundagai despatch and Sydney 
transit cds on reverse, and 'SAN FRANCISCO/PAID ALL' transit cds in red on face. Few tears at top 
of envelope and with flap defect $40T 

254 C 1878 (28 Oct) small mourning cover from Sydney to Rouen, France franked with very late use of 1/- 
Diadem Perf 13 (replaced two years earlier by 1/- DLR), tied by Sydney duplex and French transit 
cds. Redirected to Germany upon arrival and charged '10' pfg. Rear flap with tears though an 
unusual example of redirected mail $300 
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   New South Wales - Postal History (contd.) 
255 C 1881 (24 Jun) envelope to Germany bearing 1871 8d Yellow Perf 13 tied by Sydney 'N.S.W.' in 

concentric ovals duplex, and endorsed 'Via Naples per John Elder'. The correct rate to 
Germany at this time was 9d, and the boxed 'INSUFFICIENTLY/PAID' was applied, also the 
rare diamond 'GB/1F66c' Anglo-French accountancy mark. The latter would seem to be an 
error, as this cover was not routed through France. An unusual usage $550 

256 C 1881 (22 Jul) cover to Oppeln, Germany (readdressed to Karlsbad) with 1871-1902 2d and 6d tied 
by Sydney duplex, and with handstruck '1½D' accountancy marking in violet. Some minor soiling, 
otherwise fine $250 

257 C 1885 (28 Jan) cover to Regensburg, Germany with 1/- Black Perf 10 tied by Sydney duplex, 
handstruck '1½D' accountancy mark in purple (scarce), and fine arrival backstamp. Ex Ron Butler $180 

258 C 1895 (29 Jul) advertising cover for I. Israel, Bonus Tea Warehouse, with trademark crowing rooster 
and caption 'While I live I'll crow', sent from Sydney to London, minor blemish $60 

259 C 1896 (27 Jul) cover to Paris with 1882 Watermark Crown over NSW (II) Perf 10 3d Emerald-green 
pair used with ½d Grey and 1d Centennial tied by Barred Numeral '390' of Kogarah. Horizontal fold, 
otherwise fine, and a scarce triple U.P.U. foreign rate $100 

260 C 1901 (9 March) cover to Annandale (NSW) with India 1a 'C.E.F.' opt tied by 'FIELD P.O. No. 1' 
bridge-type cds, reverse with 'BASE OFFICE/B' Hong Kong, Sydney and Annandale backstamps. 
There is no endorsement to indicate whether this cover is from the N.S.W. Contingent to the Boxer 
Rebellion, or from some other writer. The N.S.W. Contingent left China in March 1901. A rare 
incoming cover from this conflict, few tears at top caused by opening, otherwise fine $270 

   Cancellations 
261 C/PPC Numeral Cancellations: Large assortment of picture postcards (plus a few envelopes) showing a 

range of numeral cancels including many duplex types. Mostly commoner numbers but with a few 
scarce rated ones included. Condition variable, but many are fine (103) $90 

262 O/^ -: Range on hagners, mostly on 1d Shield and 2d Jubilee (many multiple frankings on pieces), 
numbers mostly up to 200 with a few higher, nothing very scarce but many fine strikes and many 
different types represented (351) $120 

263 O -: 10 (Carcoar) Type 2R20 good strike on 2d Perf Diadem, rated RRR $70 

264 O -: 11 (Canowindra) Type 2R19 on 2d Imperf Diadem (three margins), rated RRRR $70 

265 O -: 15 (Molong) Type 2R20 very fine strike on 1d Perf Diadem, rated RRRR $70 

266 O -: 28 (Ulladulla) Type 2R22 on 2d Imperf Diadem (four margins), rated RRRR $70 

267 O -: 29 (Mullenderree) Type 2R22 fine but partial strike on 2d Perf Diadem, rated RRRR $70 

268 O -: 31 (Picton) Type 2R38 on 8d Perf Diadem, a little smudged but quite legible, rated RRRR $70 

269 O -: 35 (Goulburn) Type 2R36 good strike on 6d Perf Diadem, the rarest of all Goulburn numerals, 
rated RRRR $70 

270 O -: 50 (Albury) Type 2R19 very fine strike of 1/- Perf Diadem, rated RRRR $70 
271 O -: 54 (Pyrmont) Type 2R37 on 2d De La Rue wmk '2', rated RRRR $70 

272 O -: 63 (East Maitland) Type 1B on 2d Laureate Plate III, '6' of number weak but legible, otherwise fine 
strike, rated RRR $80 

273 O -: 75 (Jerry's Plains) Type 2R20 on 2d De La Rue wmk '2', rated RRR $70 

274 O -: 85 (Boologal) Type 2R36 on 6d Perf Diadem, straight edges two sides but good strike, rated RRRR $70 

275 O -: 85 (Booligal) Type 2R36 on 2d Perf Diadem, rated RRRR $70 

276 O -: 90 (Grafton) Type 2R with characteristic large '0', fine strike on 2d Perf Diadem, rated RRRRR $120 
277 O -: 104 (Sofala) Type 1A good strike on 1d Plate II Sydney View (three margins, just touched at right). 

Rated RRR, and even rarer on Sydney Views $200T 

278 O -: 105 (Bendemeer) Type 2R24 on 1d Imperf Diadem (three margins), rated RRRR $70 

279 O -: 116 (Nundle) Type 2R19 on 1d Perf Diadem, fine strike, rated RRR $80 
280 O Numeral Cancellations: 122 (Pambula) Type 2R23 good strike on 2d Imperf Diadem (four margins), 

rated RRRR $70 
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   New South Wales - Cancellations (contd.) 
281 O -: 125 (Millfield) Type 2R21 good strike on 2d Perf Diadem, rated RRR $70 

282 O -: 169 (Bundaburra) Type 2R20 on 2d Perf Diadem, rated RRRR $70 

283 O -: 197 (Vinegar Hill) Type 2R21 on 1d Imperf Diadem (touched two sides), rated RRR $70 

284 O -: 208 (Waverley) Type 2R20 on 1d Perf Diadem, very fine strike, rated RRRR $70 

285 O -: 257 (Bourke Street) Type 2R24 on 1d Perf Diadem, rated RRRR $70 

286 O -: 346 (Mitchell's Creek) Type 2R35 good strikes on 1d Diadem Perf 12 pair, rated RRRR $70 

287 PPC -: 590 (Chatsworth Island) Type 4B on 1d Shield on 1907 (15 Feb) picture postcard to Broadwater, 
rated R $40 

288 O -: 669 (Rouchell Brook) Type 4B with characteristic broken '6' (to distinguish it from 699), rated RRR $50 

289 O -: 92(4) (Park Street) on 2d envelope cut out, '4' of number missing but with accompanying '... 
STREET' cds, rated RRRR $80 

290 O Butterfly Obliterators: 2d Plate V Sydney View (margins all round, close at right, small repaired 
tear at lower right) cancelled Butterfly 17 (Lake Colac). Very rare, with only one other example (on a 
1d Sydney View) recorded by us on N.S.W. stamps $300 

291 O 1d Shield cancelled virtually complete strike of intaglio 'FOREIGN DIVISION/G.P.O.' seal, plus less 
distinct strike on 1882 ½d Grey, very unusual (2) $180 

292 ^/O/C Travelling Post Offices: 1880-1980 collection mostly on loose stamps and pieces, few scarcer 
earlier types, some covers, a useful basis for expansion (approx 600 + 8 covers) $150 

Queensland 
293 C 1860s-1912 mint and (largely) used range on hagners and leaves, small range of Chalons to 1/- 

incl two 2d strips of 3, also 10/- and 20/- fiscally used, later issues heavily duplicated, including BW 
2/- (8), 2/6d (7), 5/- (7), 10/- (4), £1 (6) various printings, 19002d Charity (no gum), few OS punctures, 
etc, a proportion are fiscally used, condition very mixed (approx 340) $200 

294 O 1860 Watermark Large Star Imperf 1d Carmine-rose horizontal pair used on small piece, tied 
by '151' in rays numeral (Condamine, Type 2R23), small to good margins three sides, touched 
along top, otherwise fine. An unusual combination of a very scarce stamp with a rare numeral. 
SG 1, cat £1600+ $800 

295 O 1866 Lithographs No Watermark 4d Lilac variety 'Retouched Shading in Lower Right Spandrel' 
used (2), one on piece dated Brisbane MR 16 68, also another example showing weak printing in the 
same area. SG 55a, cat £200+ (3) $250T 

296 O 1868-74 Watermark Truncated Star Perf 13 2d Pale Blue horizontal pair, right unit showing 'Small 
Star' (SG Type 3) substituted watermark bit, ragged perfs and rounded lower left corner, however a 
rare and unusual variety. With 2007 BPA Certificate. SG 60 var $300 

297 */O 1880 Lithographed Chalons 2/- Pale Blue, 2/- Blue pair (thinned), 2/- Deep Blue, 2/6d Bright 
Scarlet, 5/- Yellow-ochre, 10/- Bistre-brown mint with part OG, mixed centering and mostly 
fine, also 10/- Bistre-brown used. SG between 118 and 126, cat £2720 (8) $700 

298 P 1879-81 First Sidefaces range of Imperforate Plate Proofs, with 1d Red-brown, 2d Deep Blue Die I, 
4d Orange-yellow and 6d Yellow-green on thin card without watermark, and 1d Orange-red, 2d Blue 
Die I (2, one pencil line), 2d Blue Die II, 6d Yellow-green and 1/- Lilac Watermark Crown over Q (II). 
An attractive group (10) $250T 

299 P -: 2d Deep Blue Die I and 6d Yellow-green Imperforate plate Proof blocks of 4 on thin card without 
watermark, very fine (8) $220T 

300 */CTO 1882-95 Wmk Crown over Q (I) 2/- Bright Blue, Wmk Crown over Q (II) 5/- Rose, and Beer Duty 
paper £1 Deep Green, each part OG; also 1907-11 Wmk Crown over A 2/6d Vermilion CTO with 
part OG. SG 152, 161, 163, 309, cat £770 (4) $400 

301 */(*) -: Perf 12 2/- Bright Blue, 2/6d Vermilion, 5/- Rose, 10/- Brown and £1 Deep Green, 2/6d and £1 part 
OG, others no gum, a fine group with good colour. SG 152-156, cat £1360 (5) $650 

302 * -: Perf 12 £1 Deep Green, fine with large part OG. SG 156, cat £550 $400 
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   Queensland (contd.) 
303 CTO 1882-95 Watermark Crown over Q Thick Beer Duty Paper 2/6d Vermilion, 5/- Rose, 10/- Brown, 

£1 Deep Green (2) each CTO in 1901 and with part OG, 2/6d, 5/- and 10/- with paper adhesions on 
reverse. SG 158-161, cat £289+ (5) $300 

304 * -: £1 Deep Green, large part OG and of very fine appearance. SG 161, cat £325 $250 

305 O -: £1 Deep Green horizontal strip of 5 with manuscript line fiscal cancellation, from bottom row of the 
sheet, the fourth unit being variety 'Retouch to Bottom Right Corner' (R6/4), some staining around 
perfs otherwise fine $220 

306 */CTO 1882-95 Watermark Crown over Q (II) 2/6d Vermilion mint and CTO, both part OG former with 
small tone spot on gum. SG 162, cat £135 (2) $75 

307 C 1890 Watermark Crown over Q (II) 1d Imperforate pair in Yellow-orange rather than the catalogued 
Vermilion-red for the error (SG 187a), tied by '131' in rays and with Caboolture datestamp (OC 30 
1895) alongside, Brisbane arrival, flap missing, largely concealed blemishes, stamps full-marginned 
and fine, with 2019 RPSV Certificate. Possibly unique on cover $350 

308 * 1903 9d Commonwealth Design Watermark V over Crown Types A and B mint, and 1906-10 
Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Types A (2) and B mint, and Types A + B mint pairs (2, 
different shades, one top marginal), fine and with part OG. SG 265-66, 282-84, cat £440+ (9) $200 

309 * 1905-06 Watermark Crown over Q (Sideways) Perf 12 5/- Rose large part OG and fine. SG 273, 
cat £170  $120 

310 CTO -: Perf 12 Lithographed £1 Deep Green block of 6 (3 x 2) from left of sheet CTO with 
'BRISBANE/Q/l/ cds, MY 3 07. Perf separation between left-hand pair, otherwise superb with 
full OG and unhinged, ex Australia Post Archival Sale. SG 274, cat £780++ $750 

311 * 1907-11 Watermark Crown over A (Sideways) Perf 12½,13 2/6d Vermilion, 2/6d Dull Orange, 2/6d 
Reddish-orange, 5/- Rose, 5/- Deep Rose (few gum creases), 10/- Blackish-brown, £1 Bluish-
green, all very fine with large part OG and mostly lightly hinged. SG 309-12, cat £1032 (7) $700 

312 */O -: Perf 12½, 13 2/6d Reddish-orange and 5/- Carmine-red mint (latter a 'narrow' stamp, both 
large part OG), and 10/- Sepia used, fine. SG 309b, 310b, 311a, cat £730 (3) $500 

   Revenue Stamps 
313 O Heavily duplicated range on hagners with a QV Stamp Duties (values to 10/-, with quantities of 

the 1d), a few QV Impressed Duty, 1d KEVII Duty, 1d and 2d KGV Duty, few KGV Impressed Duty, 
etc. Also 1d (2) and 6d Queensland Government Railways Newspaper stamps, some faults (219) $140 

   Postal Stationery 
314 PS Postal Cards: 1911 1d Vermilion (H&G 17) with private overprint for use as an Esperanto "chain-

letter", some overall soiling on face, scarce $40 

   Moreton Bay District 
315 O Small group on Imperf Diadems comprising '87' (Ipswich) on 1d pair and single, 2d pair and single, 

and 6d, and '96' (Maryborough) on 6d, mostly four-margin and all with legible strikes (8) $250 

316 C 1857 (7 Aug) envelope to Newcastle-on-Tyne U.K. with Imperf 6d Olive-grey Diadem cancelled 
Brisbane '95' ray type numeral. Brisbane, Sydney and arrival (DE 7 1857) backstamps, 
envelope with some soiling $1000 

317 C 1857 (14 Dec) cover from Ipswich to Melbourne bearing Imperf 1d and 6d Diadems (both 
touched at top) tied by ray type '87' numerals. Reverse with Ipswich despatch an Sydney 
transit datestamp, and red "SHIP LETTER/FREE/G.P.O. VICTORIA" arrival (DE 22 1857) 
datestamp. Some ink marks on face, otherwise fine. Ex H. Gordon Kaye $1500 

318 C 1858 (23 Mar) entire to Ipswich with Imperf 2d Deep Blue Diadem (just touched top left and 
right) tied by '95' ray type numeral of Brisbane, fine $1500 

319 C 1858 (18 Jul) envelope from Ipswich to Melbourne with 1d Carmine-vermilion, 1d Orange-red, 
and 2d Deep Blue (2) Imperf Diadems (touched in places) cancelled (not tied) by '87' ray type 
numerals, Ipswich, Sydney, and 'SHIP LETTER/FREE/G.P.O. VICTORIA' (JY 27 1858) 
backstamps. Ex Sir Miles Rivett-Carnac $2500 
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   Queensland - Moreton Bay District (contd.) 
320 C 1860 (16 Mar) registered entire headed 'Warwick' to Tenterfield (NSW) bearing Imperf 2d 

Diadem tied by ray type '260' numeral of Maryland (transit cds of MR 7 1860 on reverse). 
Apparently carried across border for posting and with manuscript 'Rec'd 6d paid' and 
'Registered 76'. When Queensland became a separate Colony on 15 December 1859, the 
cross border rate rose from 2d inland to 6d intercolonial, and there was a certain apathy 
towards this increase. It was also apparent that border residents could hand letters to the 
mail contractor who would carry them across the border, where these 'loose letters' would be 
cancelled at the nearest Post Office. A very fine and unusual usage $1200 

321 C 1860 (26 Mar) entire from Brisbane to Sydney with 6d Fawn Imperf Diadem tied by '95' ray 
type numeral, Brisbane and 'SHIP LETTER/SYDNEY' (MR 30 1860) backstamps. One side flap 
missing and other small faults, nevertheless a fine cover from the provisional period of use 
of N.S.W. adhesives $650 

322 C 1860 (23 Oct) entire to Sydney with 6d Greyish-brown Diadem Imperf tied by numeral '96' in 
rays, with 'MARYBOROUGH/N.S.W.' cds alongside, endorsed 'p Waratah', and with 'SHIP 
LETTER/SYDNEY' arrival cds (OC 27 1860) on reverse. Some tone spots, otherwise a very fine 
late use of New South Wales stamps in Queensland during the provisional period $900 

   Postal History 
323 C 1864 (26 Sep) entire to Sydney with 1862-67 Chalon 6d Apple-green Perf 13 (rough) tied by '201' in 

rays (Rockhampton), and endorsed 'p Balclutha'. Horizontal filing fold, otherwise fine with despatch 
and arrival backstamps $220 

324 C 1867 (Jul) 'via Marseilles' cover with 2d (2) and 6d Chalons cancelled 131 numerals (Gladstone), 
addressed to Warwickshire and re-addressed by addition of GB 1d, Gladstone, Brisbane, 
Leamington and Weston Super Mare backstamps. Adhesives affected by a few rust spots, portion of 
back flap missing and other peripheral faults $120T 

325 C 1869 (4 Aug) cover from Maryborough to London with 1868-74 Watermark Crown over Q Chalon 2d 
pair and 6d tied by indistinct '96' in rays numerals, and endorsed 'Via Marseilles'. Redirected to Usk, 
Monmouthshire and with handstruck '1d' in circle added for redirection fee, despatch and receipt 
datestamps on reverse. Some flap faults, otherwise fine $300 

326 C 1900 (2 Jan) hand-illustrated envelope to Hobart (220 x 100mm) with 2d tied by Brisbane 'GPO' 
obliterator, and with Hobart arrival backstamp. The pen and ink illustration shows a well-executed 
(but now politically incorrect) black-faced harlequin figure in top hat. Fine and attractive $150T 

   Cancellations 
327 */PPC Numeral Cancellations: Range of numerals on Sideface issues, numbers ranging up to 486, mostly 

commoner numerals with a few scarce to very scarce numbers, many fine strike ad with some 
duplication, also 12 postcards with numeral cancels (258 + 12 postcards) $120 

328 O -: Group of scarce numerals on Chalons, with 14 (Nulalbin) Type 1a (rated RR) on 1860 Perf 14-16 
6d Chalon (very fine), 36 (St. George) Type 1c (rated RRR) on 1868-78 2d, 41 (Yaamba) Type 1c 
(rated RRR) on 1868-74 1d, 42 (unknown P.O.) Type 1c (rated RRR) on 1868-74 2d, 53 (Charleville) 
Type 1c in red (rated RRRR) in 1868-74 4d, 107 (Kilkivan) Type 1e (rated RRR) on 1879 6d, 110 
(Tiaro) Type 1e (rated RRR) on 1868-74 4d, and 120 (Cambooya) Type 1c (rated RRR) on 1868-74 
1d, generally good to fine strikes (8) $300 

South Australia 
329 */O 1860s-1912 modest mint and used duplicated range on hagners and leaves, mostly De La Rue 

types, few 1902-12 Long Types, OS overprints, 1d Railway Parcel stamps (5(), also a few low value 
duty stamps in mint multiples (32 M, 156U) $60 

330 P 1855 Perkins Bacon Reprinted Die Proofs on thin card, in Black with blank value tablet (34 x 
39mm) and in Greenish-blue with value tablet filled in (31 x 36mm), fine (2) $90T 

331 P 1855 2d Perkins Bacon Imperforate Plate Proof block of 4 in Black on wove paper, very fine $200T 

332 P -: Imperforate Plate Proof in Dull Lake on wove paper, margins all round (close at bottom) and very 
scarce, ex Peter Jaffe $300 
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   South Australia (contd.) 
333 O 1855 Watermark Large Star Imperf 2d Rose-carmine horizontal strip of 5, good margins all 

round, right-hand unit with ironed-out vertical crease, cancelled numeral '25' of Gawler. A 
very scarce multiple in this condition, with 1985 Holcombe and 2008 Sismondo Certificates. 
SG 2, cat £425+ $600 

334 P 1855 Perkins Bacon 6d Imperforate Plate Proof in Blue on wove paper block of 6 from right of 
sheet, margins all round (close at left), vertical crease through left hand pair, attractive $400 

335 O 1856-58 Local Prints Watermark Large Star Imperf 1d Yellow-green large margins three sides 
and just clear at lower right, cancelled '60' numeral obliterator, rare so fine and with 2005 RPSV 
Certificate. SG 6, cat £650 $450 

336 ^ -: 1/- Orange large to clear margins all round, tied to piece with Alberton cds alongside, AU 2 1856. 
SG 12, cat £475 $300 

337 P 1860-69 Perkins Bacon 4d Die Proof in Black on India paper pressed into card, stamp-size (23 
x 32mm), small stain at top left corner, and some stains on reverse die to previous mounting $500T 

338 P -: 4d Imperforate Plate Proof pair and single on wove paper in contrasting shades of Claret, fine (3) $75T 

339 P -: 9d Imperforate Plate Proof in Grey-lilac (issued colour) on unwatermarked white wove paper, four 
margins (close at top) and a rare proof, ex Peter Jaffe $500 

340 O 1860-69 Watermark Large Star Rouletted 1/- Yellow (SG 38) rejoined vertical pair cancelled 
'PAID/ADELAIDE' datestamp in blue OC 26 1861, a very scarce multiple $150 

341 * 1867-70 Watermark Large Star Perf 11½-12½ x Roulette 1/- Lake-brown part OG, a little toned on 
reverse but good colour and appearance. SG 61, cat £550 $300 

342 O 1868-79 Watermark Large Star Perf 11½-12½ 3d on 4d Prussian Blue, couple of slightly short 
perfs otherwise fine used, a very scarce stamp. SG 66, cat £850 $600 

343 O -: 9d Bright Mauve error 'Printed Both Sides' few blunt perfs at top and cancelled Adelaide 
cds NO 6 72, ex Peter Jaffe. SG 76a, cat £900 $800 

344 * 1870-71 Watermark Large Star Perf 11½-12½ x 10 1d Pale Bright Green, and 1d Deep Green, 
both part OG, former stained by brown gum, latter with small adhesion on reverse, otherwise fine. 
SG 99, 101, cat £600 (2) $400 

345 O 1871 Watermark V over Crown Perf 10 4d Dull Lilac used (3), one a large example with a missing 
perf at left, another straight edge at left, and the third in greyish shade which may be a changeling). 
SG 111, cat £975 (3) $300 

346 */(*)/O 1876-1900 Watermark Broad Star mint and used range on hagners, comprising Perf 11½-12½ 
3d on 4d, 4d Violet-slate, 4d Plum, 6d (2), 8d on 9d Brown-orange, 8d on 9d Grey-brown (2), 
9d (5), 1/- (13), 2/- (4) mint, 3d on 4d (2), 4d (3), 6d (2), 8d on 9d (6), 9d (5), 1/- (13), 2/- (3) used, 
most shades represented; Perf 10 6d used (2); Compound Perf 11½-12 and 10 4d Violet-slate 
(2), 4d Dull Purple, 6d (4), 2/- mint, and 4d (2), 6d (6), 1/-, 2/- (5, incl strip of 3) used, most 
shades represented. Also 1901-02 Wmk Crown SA 9d (2), 1/- (4), 2/- (3) mint, and 2/- CTO. 
Some stamps with small faults but mostly good to fine with most mint stamps part OG. SG 
catalogue £4000+ (41 M, 51 U) $1200 

347 O -: Perf 11½-12½ 1/- Red-brown horizontal pair error 'Imperforate Vertically', trimmed into 
design at left, cancelled G.P.O. Adelaide cds, DE 23 81. SG 125a catalogued as 'Imperf 
Between' £2500 $1100 

348 **/* 1901-02 Watermark Crown over SA (Wide) 9d Claret, horizontal strip of 6 from lower left corner of 
sheet showing row of watermarks in selvedge, strip of 6 from right of sheet and block of 12 from left 
of sheet (some perf separation), the strip and upper row of block showing wmk marginal letters only. 
Interesting positional pieces, fine large part OG with most units MUH. SG 146, cat £480+ (24) $350T 

349 * 1876 Watermark Crown over SA (Wide) Perf 10 1d Blue-green mint block of 6 (3 x 2) with wing 
margin at left, fine with part OG. SG 158, cat £660+ $400 

350 * 1886-96 'Postage & Revenue' Perf 11½-12½ £10 Bronze Perf, typical irregular perfs and 
centred lower right, with large part OG and a very fine example of this rare stamp. SG 206a, 
cat £9500 $4000 

351 P 1894 2½d and 5d De La Rue stamp-size Die Proofs in Grey-black (2½d) or Black (5d) on glazed 
card, fine (2) $250 
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   South Australia (contd.) 
352 R 1884 Reprints Watermark Crown over SA (wide): 6d Imperforate block of 24 from right of sheet 

(tear in bottom left unit and fold between top two rows) and block of 4 from left of sheet in Grey-blue, 
scarce multiples (28) $250T 

353 R -: 2/- Perkins Bacon Imperforate block of 12 from top left corner of sheet in Carmine, horizontal 
crease through top row caused during printing, a scarce multiple $150T 

   Official Stamps 
354 * 1891-99 Overprinted 'OS' Type O2 4d Violet Perf 13 horizontal pair with error 'Overprint 

Double (close)', perf separation reinforced by hinge, scarce. SG O69a, cat £1500 $1200T 
355 O 1899-1901 Wide 'OS' Overprint 1d Rosine error 'Overprint Double' fine used with 1979 BPA 

Certificate. SG O81a, cat £120 $140T 

   Postal Stationery 
356 PS Postal Cards: 1908 1d American Fleet Postcard, very fine unused $220 

   Postal History 
357 C 1869 (22 Feb) upper portion of folded form with 2d Orange rouletted tied by G.P.O. ADELAIDE cds, 

addressed to Kersbrook, with various endorsements to try Millbrook, Inglewood, Chain of Ponds and 
Williamstown, eventually receiving the straight-line 'UNCLAIMED' and 'DEAD LETTER/ADELAIDE 
cds, 69 AP 20. The cover's journey is indicated by no less than 12 datestamps on the reverse $200T 

358 C 1876 (15 Jun) entire to Huddersfield, Yorkshire with 2d Orange Perf 10 pair and single and 6d 
Indigo (cut from another cover but clearly belonging) tied by Hahndorf cds, endorsed 'Via Brindsia' 
(sic)and reverse with Adelaide transit and Huddersfield arrival datestamps. A 1d overpayment of the 
9d via Brindisi rate. Some toning, especially around perfs on adhesives $200T 

359 C 1876 (1 Dec) entire to Huddersfield, Yorkshire with 2d Orange Perf 10 (cut from another cover but 
clearly belonging) and 6d Bright Blue tied by Hahndorf cds, endorsed 'Via Brindisi', reverse with 
Adelaide transit cds and Huddersfield arrival cds, JA 14 77, fine $250T 

360 C 1880 (22 Oct) cover to London with 2d Perf 10 pairs (2, each with straight edge at right) tied by '295' 
numerals of Balaclava, endorsed 'Via Brindisi', London arrival cds on reverse together with unusual 
boxed 'A-9/LONDON E.C./DE 1/80' ds in red. Portion of back flap missing, creases at left and top, 
the latter affecting adhesives $150T 

361 C 1887 (28 Nov) OHMS cover from Adelaide to Yarralena via Beltana with 6d Bright Ultramarine 
overprinted Block 'O.S.' (SG O19) tied by Adelaide cds, with manuscript 'Not known here' and 
handstamped 'UNCLAIMED', Farina and 'DEAD LETTER OFFICE/ADELAIDE' backstamps. 
Reinforced peripheral tears, otherwise a scarce usage $250T 

362 PS 1892 (31 May) uprated use of France 15c lettercard to F.W. Wheatley, Way College, Unley, from a 
cousin (initials only) at Montpellier, message includes '. . . the flags & song of Australia have 
arrived . . . ', backstamped GPO Adelaide and Unley $30 

363 C 1912 (Jun 28) Colton, Palmer & Preston cover from Adelaide to New York, franked with QV 1d Red 
strip of three, each stamp with 'OK' private perfin tied by Adelaide machine cancel. Scarce and fine $50 

   Cancellations 
364 C Numeral Obliterators: 24 (Gawler Plains) legible strike on 1860-69 2d Roulette, rated RR $30 

365 O -: 78 (Encounter Bay) good strike on 1860-69 2d Roulette, rated RR $30 

366 O -: 113 (Middleton) and 120 (Seven Hills) good strikes on 1860-69 2d Roulette, both rated RR (2) $70 

367 O -: 188 (Burnside) fair strike on 1860-69 4d Roulette, rated RRR $50 

Tasmania 
368 */O Mint and used range on leaves and hagners, Chalon heads with some imperfs, mostly fiscally 

used, including 1858 1/- imperf pair cut into at right with gum but not guaranteed, Sideface issues, 
Tablets duplicated used range to 2/6d, Pictorials range of printings to 6d M & U (39M, 324U) $90 

369 O 1853 Locally Printed 4d Bright Red-orange Plate I Early Impression, pos [24], two large margins, 
close at base and touched at left, cancelled '64' numeral. SG 5, cat £1000 $250 
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   Tasmania (contd.) 
370 O 1853 Locally Printed 4d Red-orange Plate I Later Impression, pos [9], good to large margins all 

round, fine and cancelled '64' numeral. SG 7, cat £475 $350 

371 P 1855 Perkins Bacon 1d Imperforate Plate Proof in Brownish-red on unwatermarked wove paper, 
fine from left of sheet. With 1983 Friedl Certificate stating the stamp to be SG 7, which it is not $75T 

372 P -: Reprinted Die Proofs in Black, on thin card with value tablet filled with ornamental lines (33 x 
40mm), and on wove paper with blank value tablet (49 x 52mm) or value tablet filled with horizontal 
lines (44 x 52mm), fine (3) $180T 

373 O 1856-57 No Watermark Imperf 1d Pale Brick-red pair (touched at right), 2d Dull Emerald-green 
(small to large margins three sides, cut into at right), 4d Blue (2, both fine with four margins). 
SG 19,20,22 cat £2530 (5) $700 

374 O -: 1d Deep Red-brown on Pelure Paper (4), one very fine, others with close to touching 
margins (one with '85' of papermaker's watermark). SG 14, cat £3000+ (4) $1200 

375 */(*) 1857-67 Watermark Double-lined Numerals Imperf 1d Brick-red, 1d Dull Vermilion, 2d Slate-green, 
4d Blue, both 1d's touched one side, 2d and 4d with good to large margins, one 1d and 2d part OG, 
an attractive group. SG 27, 28, 34, 37, cat £1775 (4) $450 

376 O -: 1d Pale Red-brown vertical strip of 5 cancelled messy '62' (Newtown) numerals margins all round 
except top stamp just touched at left, a scarce multiple. SG 26, cat £200+ $180 

377 (*) -: 1d Carmine four good margins and showing portions of adjoining units at right and base and with 
partial kiss print, small patches of toned gum and of good appearance. SG 29, cat £375 $300T 

378 */O 1858 Watermark Double-lined Numerals Imperf 1/- Vermilion, three margins and just touched at left, 
part OG. Also 6d Dull Lilac four margins but with cleaned fiscal cancel. SG 40-41, cat £800 (for 1/-) (2) $400 

379 * -: 1/ Vermilion, fine with four even margins and part OG (possibly regummed). With 1931 
RPSL Certificate for a pair of which this is the left-hand unit. SG 41. cat £800 $600 

380 * -: 1/- Vermilion, four margins, small surface at middle left outside design, and part OG. SG 41, 
cat £800  $550T 

381 (*) 1863-71 Watermark Double-lined Numerals Perf 10 1d Brick-red and 1d Dull Vermilion, both no 
gum otherwise fine and good colour. SG 57-58, cat £400 (2) $300T 

382 O -: Perf 10 1d Carmine an attractive horizontal strip of 3 cancelled barred numeral '2', with 2002 Knopf 
Certificate. SG 59, cat £165 $140T 

383 (*) -: Perf 10 2d Yellow-green, no gum and toning at lower right corner. SG 60, cat £850 $350T 
384 * -: Perf 10 2d Yellow-green, a 'small' stamp of good appearance and part OG, scarce. SG 60, cat 

£850 $350 

385 (*) -: Perf 10 6d Dull Cobalt no gum and with a few tone spots on reverse. SG 65, cat £850 $350T 

386 * -: Perf 10 1/- Vermilion part OG with hinge remains, variety 'Double Perforation' at base. SG 68, cat 
£700+ $450T 

387 (*) -=: Perf 12 1d Dull Vermilion (with double impression), 1d Carmine, 6d Slate-violet and 1/- Vermilion 
all without gum, 1/- with some staining on reverse. SG 69, 70, 75, 77, cat £1250 (4) $600T 

388 * 1863-71 Local Separations 1d Carmine Oblique Roulettes 10-10½, typical uneven perforation 
but showing roulettes on all sides and with patches of toned gum on reverse, a very rare 
stamp. SG 93, cat £3000 $1500T 

389 (*) -: 1d Carmine Oblique Roulette 10-10½, a 'narrow' stamps showing uneven roulettes on all 
sides, unused and showing several small patches of oxidisation. A rarity. SG 93, cat £3000 $1000T 

390 O -: Serrated Perf 19 1d Carmine (6), two apparently unused (one a little faded) but both showing signs 
of cleaning, three fiscally used, and one apparently with a postal obliterator, generally fine and each 
with serrates on all sides. SG 118, cat £300 (6) $150 

391 * 1880-91 Watermark TAS 3d Red-brown Perf 12 strip of 3 from lower left corner of sheet with Plate 
No. '5' (trimmed), the corner unit being the variety 'Scratch Through THREE PE', part OG and fine. 
SG 165b, cat £120+ $100T 

392 P 1885 Unissued 2/6d Lilac and 10/- Dull Green Surcharges on 'Cyprus' Colonial Keyplate, 
prepared by De La Rue but never issued. 10/- with crease, nevertheless rare, ex Butler (2) $750 

393 P 1892-99 Tablet Issue Stamp-size Master Die Proof in Black on glazed card, fine $600 
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   Tasmania (contd.) 
394 S/* 1892-99 Tablet ½d - £1 overprinted SPECIMEN fine with part OG (10). SG cat £650 $550 
395 P -:t 2½d stamp-size Die Proof in Black on glazed card, very fine $400 

396 S/* 1899-1900 De La Rue Pictorials ½d to 6d overprinted 'Specimen', part OG and with American 
dealer's handstamp on reverse. SG 229-36s, cat £550 (8) $350 

397 */O/S 1903-09 De La Rue types, with Watermark V over Crown Perf 12½ mint (3, incl Ultramarine 
and Indigo shades), 9d Perf 11 mint, 9d, 1/- overprinted SPECIMEN, plus 9d, 1/- punctured 'T' 
and 1/- punctured 'OS' (2) used; and 1906-09 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A 8d, 9d (2), 
1/-, 10/- (2) Perf 12½, 8d, 9d (2), 1/- Perf 11, 9d (3), 1/- Cpd Perf 12 and 11, all mint. Also 1878 
8d punctured 'OS' used (4, incl pair). Mostly fine. SG cat £1900+ (30) $600 

398 **/* 1906-09 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A (inverted) 9d Blue block of 12 (2 x 6) with 
Current No. '50' Perf 12½ horizontally and first two columns vertically, other vertical columns 
Perf 11, thus two are Perf 12½ all round, two are Perf 12½ x 11 x 12½ x 12½, and eight are 
Perf 12½ x 11. Bands of gum toning on reverse, otherwise full OG with only two units hinged. 
SG 256/b, cat £1100+ $800 

   Reprints 
399 R 1886 Chalon Reprints on unwatermarked paper Perf 11½ 1d Brick-red, 4d Blue, 6d Red-lilac and 

1/- Vermilion overprinted 'REPRINT', all but 4d part OG. These reprints were originally printed in 
1871 (6d, 1/-) or 1879 (1d, 4d) and the remainders were overprinted 'REPRINT' in 1886. Scarce (4) $160T 

400 R 1889 Chalon Reprints on thin ungummed card and Imperforate, comprising 2d Yellow-green 
block of 4 (crease through upper pair) and singles (2), 4d Pale blue, 6d Red-lilac blocks of 4 (2, one 
marginal) and 1/- Vermilion marginal block of 4 and single, fine (18) $120T 

401 R 1889 Sideface 4d Deep Blue Reprint block of 4 from lower left corner of sheet with Plate No. '3' on 
thin ungummed card and Imperforate, minor crease in lower selvedge otherwise fine $140T 

402 R 1901 Chalon Reprints on thin gummed card Perf 11½ range comprising 1d Red pairs (2) and 
singles (3), 2d Green (2), 4d Blue (3), 6d Red-lilac (3), 1/- Vermilion (2), range of shades, and fine 
(17) $100T 

403 P -: Perf 11½ 4d Blue, 6d Red-lilac and 1/- Vermilion blocks of 4, 4d and 1/- from top of sheet with 
straight edge at top, fine (12) $90T 

404 R -: Perf 11½ comprising 6d Red-lilac block of 4, and 1/- Vermilion blocks of 6 (3) and 4, some minor 
perf separation otherwise fine (26) $160T 

405 R/** -: Perf 11½ 2d Yellow-green, 4d Blue, 6d Red-lilac and 1/- Vermilion overprinted REPRINT (17 x 
2mm). These were remainders of the 1889 reprints overprinted for distribution to Federal 
Parliamentarians. MUH and very fine and attractive, scarce in multiples of this size (80) $400T 

406 R 1901 St. George and Dragon 3d Yellow-green, 2/6d Rose, 5/- Brown and 10/- Yellow-orange Perf 
11½ on Thin Gummed Card, overprinted REPRINT, large part OG (4) $60 

   Postal Fiscals 
407 O 1900 Overprinted 'REVENUE' 1d Blue Platypus error 'Overprint Inverted' cancelled Hobart cds, NO 

30 00, very fine. SG F36c, cat £200 $180 

408 * -: 1d Blue Platypus horizontal pair from left of sheet with Current No. '8', right-hand unit error 
'Overprint Double', part OG with a few gum creases, and probably unique with marginal marking. SG 
F36d, cat £325+ $350 

   Postal History 
409 C 1844 (5 Mar) and 1847 (27 Apr) entires to Campbelltown rated '6' and '8' respectively, with Hobart 

despatch cds on reverse, and 1851 (10 Feb) entire to Launceston with manuscript 'C town/10/2/51', 
rated 4 (filing hole), small faults (3) $100T 

410 C 1845 (10 Mar) outer used locally in Launceston, with circular '1.O.CLOCK/10MR10/1845' and rated 
'2'. Very fine and believed to be the earliest recorded date for the Launceston marking $250T 

411 C 1846 (10 Apr) small envelope (106 x 62mm) addressed to Campbell Town with fine circular 'FREE 
ds in red, and with franking signature 'J Eardley-Wilmot (Sir John Eardley-Wilmot, Lieutenant-
Governor), very fine $300T 
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   Tasmania - Postal History (contd.) 
412 C 1847 (9 Feb) 'Johnstone' entire with manuscript post office endorsement 'Cambelton/9/2/47' further 

endorsed 'Money letter' and with 10 FEB 1847 Launceston arrival. Few tone spots on face, 
otherwise fine $120T 

413 C 1847 (21 Aug) 'Johnstone' entire to Launceston with 'P. Sorell/21/8/47' manuscript post office 
endorsement, rated '4' and with superb Launceston arrival backstamp, 23 AU 1847 $150 

414 C 1847 (26 Feb) 'Johnstone' entire with manuscript post office endorsement 'Campbelton/26/2/47' 
further endorsed 'Money letter', addressed to Launceston and with 27 FEB 1847 backstamp. 
Repaired filing hole, otherwise fine $150T 

415 C 1858 (5 Apr) outer from Hobart to Launceston with 1858 6d Dull Lilac Imperf tied by '61' numeral, 
with boxed 'PRE-PAID' arrival ds in red 6 AP 1858. Fine, and an unusually rated internal letter $300 

416 C 1862 (22 Nov) cover from Hobart to Wimbourne, Dorset with 1860-67 6d Grey Imperf tied by barred 
obliterator, very fine with JA 19 63 arrival backstamp $250 

417 C 1901 (21 Jan) cover with G.B. 1881 1d pair cancelled London squared circle ds, addressed to 
Hobart and underpaid (rated as double weight foreign letter), with handstruck hexagonal 'T/L', 
and receiving on arrival the oval (6)D/MORE TO PAY'. Postage due collected by affixing 1899 
6d Pictorial tied by Hobart cds, FE 27 01. A very rare use of postage stamps used for the 
collection of postage due, before the introduction of Commonwealth postage dues on 1 July 
1902, also a rare commercial use of the 6d Pictorial. A major postage due rarity $4000 

   Cancellagtions 
418 O Circular Datestamps: 1d (82) and 2d (42) Pictorials on hagners, some Hobart and Launceston but 

mostly country P.O.s, no rarities but many fine strikes (124) $75 

419 O Numeral Cancellations: Selection of Second allocation numerals on 1d and 2d sidefaces arranged 
on Hagners, numbers up to 342, with a few rated R and RR, and with three RRR. Many fine strikes 
and a useful lot (219) $200 

420 O Second Allocation Numerals: 89 (Three Hut Point) good (slightly over inked) strike on 1858-67 1d 
Imperf (touched one side), rated RR $50 

421 C -: 102 (Deddington) overinked strike on 1857-67 2d Imperf (cut into at base), rated RRR $50 

422 O -: '229' (Norfolk Bay) on 1d Sideface, rated RR $40 

423 O/^ Duplex Cancellations: Small collection of Hobart and Launceston on Sideface issues, mostly 1d 
and 2d values on pieces. Wide range of types and code letters represented, generally fine and a 
good basis for further expansion (approx 260) $100 

424 ^ Circular Datestamps: LIENA (corrected spelling) MY 7 12 fair strike on 1d Pictorial on small piece, 
rated RRR+ $200 

425 O Post Office Seals: 1878 2d Sideface vertical pair cancelled by intaglio post office seal, lettering 
indecipherable $30 

426 O -: 2d Pictorial cancelled by a good strike of 'POST OFFICE/crown/KELSO' P.O. seal $90 

427 C -: 1d Pictorial cancelled by a good strike of 'POST OFFICE/crown/THE OAKS' P.O. seal $220 

Victoria 
428 */O Mint and used accumulation on hagners with a few Imperfs incl 2/- Woodblock, Emblems incl 

group of 4d printings (28, many on pieces), few Laureates incl 1d (7), 2d (3) and 4d M (various 
wmks), 1884 large size Stamp Duties incl 1/6d Pink part OG, and 4/- strip of 3 and pair cancelled 
English Mail duplex, quantities of 1885-1913 issues though nothing outstanding, 1897 Charity 1d (3) 
and 2½d M, few Postage Dues. Mixed condition but some useful stamps included (approx 35M, 
360U) $150 

429 O 1850-54 Half-lengths Lithographed by Thomas Ham 3d Blue Third Printing Type 2 showing 'Retouch 
in Background Right of Crown', close to good margins, slight thin at top centre. SG 7a, cat £375 $270 

430 * 1867-81 Laureates Watermark V over Crown (V1) Perf 13 3d Lilac, few shortish perfs otherwise 
fine with part OG. SG 133, cat £475 $350 

431 (*) -: Perf 13 3d Lilac, fresh but largely no gum. SG 133, cat £475 $280 
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   Victoria (contd.) 
432 (*) 1867-81 Laureates Watermark V over Crown (V1) 5/- Blue on Yellow , very fine with good 

colour, no gum. SG 139, cat £2500 $1200T 
433 * -: Perf 13 5/- Grey-blue and Carmine Type I, small thin at upper left but of fine appearance and part 

OG. SG140c, cat £750 $300 

434 O 1873-87 Bell Designs Watermark V over Crown (V1) 1/- Indigo on Blue Perf 13, variety 
Watermark Sideways, thinned, fine used appearance. SG 180a, cat £750 $150 

435 R 1884 Stamp Statute £5 Black and Yellow-green, watermark V Crown Inverted, Perf 12½, 
overprinted 'REPRINT' in red. SG 233(R), cat £22,000 for normal $400 

436 P 1884-96 Stamp Duties Lithographed £2 Die Proof in Blue on Greenish wove paper (31mm x 
38mm) of complete design lacking only the letters 'J' and 'L', small mark on top frame 
otherwise very fine and the only example in this colour $500T 

437 * 1884-96 Stamp Duties Typographed Watermark V over Crown (V1) Perf 12½ 5/- Claret on 
Yellow, very fine with virtually full OG, trace of hinge. SG 260b, unpriced $140 

438 S/* -: 5/- Claret on Yellow Perf 12½ (SG 260b) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 21), large part OG, fine 
and scarce $200 

439 * -: Perf 12½ 5/- Pale Claret on Yellow, part OG and fine. SG 260c, cat £130 $120 

440 * -: 5/- Pale Claret on Yellow Perf 12½, very fine with large part OG. SG 260c, cat £130 $140 

441 * -: Perf 12½ 5/- Pale Claret on Yellow, part somewhat toned OG. SG 260c, cat £130 $80 

442 S/* -: 5/- Pale Claret on Yellow (SG 260c) overprinted italic 'specimen (Type 24a), fine with large part 
OG $50 

443 * -: 5/- Reddish-Purple on Lemon Perf 12½ very fine with part OG. SG 260d, £120 $200 

444 S/* -: 5/- Brown-red on Yellow Perf 12½ (SG 260e) overprinted italic Specimen (Type 24a), few rough 
perfs otherwise fine with large part OG $50 

445 S/* -: £1 Orange-yellow Perf 12½ (SG 262a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $50 
446 S/* 1884-96 Stamp Duties Typographed Watermark V over Crown (V2) 1d Ochre Perf 12 (SG 265a) 

overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a) fine with part OG, a rare overprint on this stamp $150 
447 S/* -: Perf 12½1/6d Bright rose-carmine (SG267a) overprinted italic 'Specimen (Type 24a), part OG and 

with some ink diffusion on right side $40 

448 S/* -: Perf 12½1/6d Pink (SG 267) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 21), large part OG with some ink 
diffusion on right side, very scarce $200 

449 * -: Perf 12½ 3/- Drab, fine with large part toned OG. SG 268, cat £150 $100 

450 S/* -: Perf 12½ 3/- Drab (SG 268) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 21), short perf at base otherwise fine 
with large part OG and very scarce $200 

451 * -: Perf 12½ 3/- Olive-drab fine with part OG. SG 268a, cat £140 $140 

452 * -: Perf 12½ 3/- Olive-drab part OG and fine. SG 268a, cat £140 $120 

453 * -: Perf 12½ 3/- Olive-drab very fine with large part OG. SG 268a, cat £140 $140 

454 S/* -: Perf 12½ 3/- Olive-drab (SG 268a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (type 24a), part OG and with small 
thin and couple of shortish perfs $30 

455 S/* -: Perf 12½ 3/- Olive-drab (SG 268a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $40 

456 S/* -: Perf 12½ 4/- Red-orange (SG 269) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 21), large part OG, fine and scarce $200 

457 S/* -: Perf 12½ 4/- Red-orange (SG 269) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $50 

458 * -: Perf 12½ 4/- Yellow-orange wmk upright, small thin at base, large part OG. SG 269a, cat £225 $120 

459 C -: Perf 12½ 4/- Yellow-orange (SG 269a) overprinted italic 'specimen' (Type 24a), large part OG and 
fine $50 

460 * -: Perf 12½ 5/- Rosine very fine with large part OG. SG 270, cat £180 $200 

461 S/* -: Perf 12½ 10/- Dull Blue-green (SG 272) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large 
part OG  $50 
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   Victoria (contd.) 
462 S/* 1884-96 Stamp Duty Typographs Watermark V over Crown (V2) 15/- Purple-brown (SG 273) 

overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), very fine with large part OG $50 

463 S/* 1884-92 Naish Stamp Duty Watermark V over Crown (V2) (sideways) 2/6d Yellow (SG 292a) 
overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 21), large part OG but with thinned top right corner, very scarce $120 

464 S/* -: 2/6d Yellow (SG 292a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), large part OG and fine $35 

465 S/* -: 2/6d Yellow (SG 292a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), part OG $30 

466 S/* 1884-95 Naish Stamp Duty Watermark V over Crown (V1) 8d Rose-red on Pink (SG 293a) 
overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a) part OG $25 

467 S/* -: 8d rose on Pink (SG 293) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 

468 S/* -: 8d Rose on Pink (SG 293) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 20a) part OG $25 

469 S/* -: 1/- Dull Blue on Yellow (SG 294a) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 20a), part OG and with some 
toning at top right $25 

470 S/* -: 1/- Deep Dull Blue on Lemon (SG 294) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 20a), fine with large part OG $25 

471 S/*  1884-95 Naish Stamp Duty Watermark V over Crown (V2) 3d Pale Ochre (SG 299a, wmk 
inverted) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24b), part OG $25 

472 S/* -: 3d Bistre-yellow (SG 299b) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 

473 S/* -: 4d Magenta (SG 300) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 20a with letters 'P' and 'E' broken), short 
crease at top left and with large part OG $25 

474 S/* -: 4d Magenta (SG 300) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 20a), fine with part OG $25 

475 S/* -: 6d Chalky Blue (SG 301) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 20a), part OG, with tone spot at upper 
left $25 

476 S/* -: 2/- Olive-green on Pale Green (SG 303) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), part OG $25 

477 **/* -: 2/- Apple-green block of 6 (3 x 2) very fine, five units MUH. SG 304, cat £168 $220T 

478 S/(*) 1885 'STAMP DUTY' Overprints 3d Yellow-orange (SG 308) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' Type 20a, no 
gum and fine, with 1981 RPSL Certificate $50 

479 S/* 1886-96 Watermark V over Crown (V2) ½d rose-red (SG 311b) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 
24a), fine with large part OG $25 

480 S/* -: 1d Yellow-green overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 20a), fine with large part OG $25 
481 S/* -: 1d Green overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 20a), fine with part OG $25 

482 S/* -: 1d Deep Red-brown (SG 313a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 

483 S/* -: 1d Orange-brown (SG 313b) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 

484 S/* -: 2d Deep Lilac (SG 314b) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $251 

485 S/* -: 2d Pale Lilac (SG 314) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 20A), large part OG, few short perfs at top 
and right $25 

486 S/* -: 2d Pale Mauve (SG 314a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a) fine with large part OG $25 

487 S/* -: 2d Pale Lilac (SG 314) U.P.U. distribution with 'SPECIMEN' receiving handstamp (22 x 3mm) in 
violet applied by Natal Post Office, fine with large part OG and rare $120 

488 S/* -: 2½d Brown-red on Yellow (SG 315a) overprinted italic 'Specimen’ (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 

489 S/* -: 2½d Red on Yellow overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 

490 S/* -: 2½d Red-brown on Yellow (SG 315) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 

491 S/* -: 4d Red (SG 316a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 
492 S/* -: 4d Red (SG 316a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 

493 S/* -: 5d Pale Reddish-brown (SG 317a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 20a), fine with large part OG $25 

494 S/* -: 5d Pale Reddish-brown (SG 317a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 

495 S/* -: 6d Pale Ultramarine (SG 318a) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 
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   Victoria (contd.) 
496 S/* 1886-96 Watermark V over Crown (V2) 6d Dull Blue (SG 318b) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 

24a), part OG $25 

497 S/* -: 9d Apple-green (SG 319) overprinted italic 'Specimen (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 

498 S/* -: 9d Apple-green (SG 319, wmk inverted) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24b), part OG $50 
499 S/* -: 1/- Dull Purple-brown (SG 321) overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (Type 20b) part OG and rare with only 

three recorded $150 

500 S/* -: 1/- Carmine-lake (SG 321b) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 24a), part OG $25 
501 S/* -: 1/- Brownish-red (SG 321c) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 20a), fine with large part OG $25 

502 S/* -: 1/6d Orange (SG 323) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 20as), part OG $25 

503 S/* 1891 Watermark V over Crown (V2) 1d Orange-brown Emergency Printing on Pink Paper (SG 329) 
overprinted italic 'specimen (Type 24a), fine with large part OG $25 

504 S/* -: 1d Orange-brown Emergency Printing on Pink Paper (SG 329) overprinted italic 'Specimen' (Type 
24a), large part OG with a few short perfs along top $20 

505 * 1896-99 Watermark V over Crown (V3) Perf 12½ 4/- Orange part OG, some adhesions on reverse. 
SG 0346, cat £170 $120 

506 */CTO 1897 Charity 1d (1/-) and 2½d (2/6d) large part OG but each with mild vertical crease, also both values 
CTO with Melbourne cds, NO 23 97, part OG but both with small thins. SG 353-4, cat £253 (4) $80 

507 C -: 1d pair and 2½d used on separate covers from Melbourne to Launceston, the first dated FE 2 99, 
and the second dated FE 4 99. Both covers with some tone spots, the 1d cover being more affected (2) $200 

508 * 1899-1901 Watermark V over Crown (V4) Perf 12½ 2/6d Yellow, small gum thins, otherwise very 
fine with part OG, a scarce stamp. SG 370, cat £600 $400 

509 * -: Perf 12½ 5/- Rosine, two small gum thins otherwise very fine with large part OG. SG 372, cat £200 $200 

510 * 1900 Boer War Fund 1d (1/-) Olive-brown and 2d (2/-) Emerald-green fine mint with large part OG. 
SG 374-5, cat £460 (2) $250 

511 * -: 1d (1/-) and 2d (2/-) part OG (somewhat toned), 1d with small thin. SG 374-5, cat £460 (2) $120 
512 S 1901-10 Watermark V over Crown (V4) 1d Rose obliterated by black bars for experiments in stamp 

vending machines, Perf 12 x 12½ block of 4 and strip of 10, and Perf 11 block of 4, fine and ex Bill 
McCredie (18) $150 

513 P 1901-10 £1 King Edward VII Die Proof State 3 in Carmine-rose (similar to issued colour) on 
thick off-white wove paper (43 x 53mm), very fine and rare $2000 

   Postage Due Stamps 
514 C 1890-94 Watermark V over Crown (V2) ½d - 5/- Dull Blue and Brown-lake, plus ½d, 4d Dull Blue 

and Claret and 1d, 2d Dull Blue and Brownish Red, all Wmk Upright and all part OG and generally 
fine. SG D1-10, cat £500+ (14) $350 

515 **/* -: ½d - 5/- Dull Blue and Brown-lake pairs (10d a strip of 3, and the ½d, 1d, 6d and 1/- with 
inverted wmk) with almost full OG and a number (incl 5/-) MUH. Also ½d, 1d (2), 2d and 4d later 
shades. Very fine, with very few multiples of the 2/- and 5/- known. SG D1-10, cat £1000++ (26) $700 

516 **/* -: ½d Dull Blue and Deep Claret, 1d and 2d Dull Blue and Brownish-red, 1d, 6d, 1/- and 5/- Dull 
blue and Brown lake, each in block of 4 with large part OG, some units MUH, stain on reverse of 
one 1/- stamp, otherwise very fine. Blocks of the first issue other than the low values are rare, 
and the 5/- offered here is the only one which we record. BW cat AU$2280++, SG cat £1284++ $1300 

517 */(*) -: ½d - 5/- Dull blue and Brown-lake, plus ½d, 4d Dull Blue and Claret and 1d, 2d Dull Blue and 
Brownish-red, all Wmk. Inverted. 2/- no gum, others part OG, 6d with vertical bend, otherwise 
generally fine. SG D1-10,cat £500+ $300 

518 S/* -: 1890-94 ½d Dull Blue and Deep Claret, 1d, 2d Dull Blue and Brownish-red and 4d - 5/- Dull Blue 
and Brown-lake handstamped italic 'Specimen' all large part OG and fine for this set, the ½d with 
inverted handstamp (not listed by BW). SG D1-10s, cat £475+ $400T 

519 C 1892 (7 Jul) cover from G.B. to Melbourne overweight and taxed 5d, superb early strike of oval 'T5D', 
5d Blue and Brown-lake affixed and tied by boxed 'L.C.2/AU 9/92' datestamp, roughly opened, 
scarce and not unattractive $50 
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   Victoria - Postage Due Stamps (contd.) 
520 * 1895-96 Watermark V over Crown (V2) ½d - 1/- Rosine and Bluish Green and 2/-, 5/- Pale Red 

and Yellowish Green, part OG, some with gum thins, and 2/- with light horizontal bend. SG D11-20, 
cat £350 (10) $200 

521 **/* -: mint multiples, comprising ½d Rosine and Bluish-green block of 16, 1d Rosine and Bluish-green 
block of 30, 2d Rosine and Bluish-green block of 15, and 6d Rosine and Bluish-green block of 6 
(crease through top row), most units MUH. BW VD11A,12A,13A,16 cat AU$1065+, SG 
D11,12,13,16 cat £1180+ (67) $450 

522 C 1891 (27 Jul) front from Everton Station to Collingwood with 1d Reading Design cancelled '936' 
numeral in blue, and struck with 'T' in oval in same blue ink twice, one with manuscript '2d' (double 
1d postage deficiency) and the other with manuscript '6d' (officially registered due to valuable 
enclosure). 1890-94 1d, 2d, and 5d Dull Blue and Brown-lake Postage Dues affixed and cancelled in 
manuscript. Heavy vertical crease and damaged lower right corner, but possibly the only known 
cover with three different values of the 1890-94 series $140 

523 C 1892 (29 Feb) cover to Melbourne with 1d Reading Design pair tied by Beechworth '9' duplex in blue 
and with 'T' in oval in same colour applied with '2' in manuscript, 2d Dull Blue and Brown-lake postage 
due affixed and tied by boxed 'L.C.2' ds. Minor peripheral faults and light soiling but Attractive $110 

524 C 1892 (25 May) cover from Auckland to Melbourne posted shipside with NZ 3d Second Sideface tied 
by Sydney duplex on arrival in Australia, where double oval 'LOOSE SHIP/LETTER' and handstruck 
'1D' were also applied (for loose letter fee). In Melbourne the 'T' in oval was struck over the '1D' 
handstamp, and a 1890-94 1d Dull Blue and Brown-lake Postage Due was affixed and tied by 
scarce 'circle of dots' obliterator. Fine and attractive $280 

525 C 1892 (8 Jul) cover from London to Melbourne with 2½d Jubilee, overweight and with handstruck 'T' 
and '25' (centimes) in blue pencil. On arrival the double deficiency was indicated by the 'T5D' in oval, 
and 1890-94 5d Dull Blue and Brown-lake Postage Due affixed and cancelled by smudged 'circle of 
dots' obliterator (rare on cover), Few tone spots and flap tears, a scarce postage due on cover $220 

526 C 1893 (26 Jan) cover to Bendigo with G.B. 1881 1d cancelled Peterborough squared circle ds, struck 
with hexagonal 'T/15' and with 'T3D' in oval added on arrival. 1890-94 1d and 2d Dull Blue and 
Brown-lake Postage Dues affixed and tied by Bendigo cds, MR 2 93. Minor creasing down right side 
of envelope, otherwise fine $180 

527 PS 1893 (27 Dec) U.S. 1c postal card sent from New York to Melbourne, additional adhesive affixed has 
fallen off and consequently the '15/CTMS/T' handstamp was applied, and the 'T3D' in oval double 
deficiency handstamp struck on arrival. 1890-94 1d and 2d Dull Blue and Brownish-red Postage 
Dues affixed and tied by boxed 'L.C. 2' ds, FE 7 94 $180 

528 C 1897 (12 July) unstamped cover from unknown overseas origin addressed to Melbourne, endorsed 
'per Taiyuan' and receiving Sydney cds on arrival in Australia, together with handstruck boxed 
'PAQUEBOT' and '5d' (for double 2½d deficiency). In Melbourne the 'T' in oval was overstruck on the 
'5d' handstamp, and Wmk V over Crown (V2) 5d Pale Scarlet and Yellow-green Postage Due tied by 
double circle 'P.B.R./G.P.O./MELBOURNE'. Some minor cover defects, but a scarce stamp on cover $220 

529 C 1904 (18 March) front of large OHMS envelope (damaged at top and with other small faults) from 
Nhill to Superintendent of Police at Stawell West, with 1d Punctured 'OS' (2, both slightly defective), 
but with weight noted as 3½oz and therefore underpaid. Watermark V over Crown (V4) 1d Aniline 
Rosine and Green block of 5 affixed (overlapping top of envelope and three with minor faults) tied by 
Stawell West cds, MR 19 04. An unusual franking $180 

530 C 1904 (26 May) cover from London with 1d KEVII, underpaid 1½d and with hexagonal 'T/15/L' handstamp, 
and on arrival 'T3D' in oval. Watermark V over Crown (V4) 1d and 2d Aniline Rosine and Green Postage 
Dues affixed and tied by 'G.D.B.' oval ds, JE 28 1904. Fine and a rare marking on cover $280 

531 C 1905 (7 Mar) local Brisbane letter with 1897-1907 1d pair, redirected to Melbourne and with 'TAX 
4D' in oval applied before despatch, unusually without any corresponding Melbourne tax handstamp. 
Watermark V over Crown (V4) 2d Aniline Rosine and Green Postage Due pair affixed and tied by 
'P.B. ROOM/MELBOURNE' cds, MR 11 05. Portion of back flap missing and one or two small 
peripheral faults, otherwise fine $140 

532 PPC 1905 (25 Nov) picture postcard from Munich to Melbourne with Bavaria 10pf, handstruck boxed 'T' 
with manuscript '12½ cts' converted on arrival to 2½d due. Wmk V over Crown (V4) ½d and 2d 
Aniline Rosine and Green Postage Dues affixed and cancelled in manuscript, but recipient refused 
to pay deficiency, and struck with a fair strike of the rare boxed 'REFUSED/ON ACCOUNT/OF TAX' 
(why pay once you have seen the message!) Few minor blemishes but very scarce $320 
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   Victoria - Postage Due Stamps (contd.) 
533 C 1915 (Dec 15) stampless cover from Buenos Ayres addressed to W.P. Heslop at Wonthaggi, 

with 'T' in hexagon with manuscript '050', censored on arrival with handstruck 'Passed' in violet, 
and with 'T' in oval with manuscript '5d'. The postage due was collected using Victoria ½d Wmk 
Crown over A (2) and Commonwealth 1909 1d Red and Green Die II (4, block of 3 on reverse 
showing catalogued value tablet flaws g and h) affixed and tied by Powlett River cds. Two light 
vertical folds otherwise fine and a very scarce State/Commonwealth combination usage $550 

   Revenue Stamps 
534 */O Duplicated accumulation of 20th century issues on hagners, with large and small 'Numeral 

'designs including 3d on 2d M corner block of 4, 1d - 1/6d rouletted Stamp Duty Relief, and a range 
of 'CATTLE' overprints on 2d, 3d and 2/- numeral types and 4/- and 5/- Stamp Duties, some faults 
(approx 150) $80 

   Postal Stationery 
535 PS Late uses of 2d Pink Embossed, 1d Green Naish Design and 2d Mauve Naish Design envelopes 

(each 120 x 70mm), and 1d Orange-brown postcard (uprated with 1d Rose) on 15 Aug 1922 from 
Melbourne to Mr A. Eugene Michel in New York. Also 1d Rose lettercard similarly used on 2 Oct 
1919, taxed and with block of 4 U.S. postage dues on reverse, together with informative marking re 
underpayment. See article in 'Postal Stationery collector', Nov. 2019 "Who was A Eugene Michel" (5) $60 

536 PS Lettercards: Unused range with 1890 1d Blue on Grey 'Price 1/3 per doz' (corner missing), 1892 1d 
Rose on Grey with 5 lines of text (3), 1893 1d Rose on Pale Grey 7 lines of text, 1895 'TWO PENCE' 
on 1d rose (2), 1901 2d Rose, 1911 1d on 2d, couple with small faults but mostly fine (9) $80 

537 PS Envelopes: 1885 2d Violet Naish Stamp Duty Design Size d (Stieg B4d) used from Hawthorn to 
Richmond, AP 6 91, a philatelic use but still scarce. Few minor wrinkles, otherwise fine $75 

538 PS -: 1890 1d Brown Embossed, comprising Size c (x 3, different 'knives'), Size d and Size e, couple 
with a few tone spots, otherwise fine unused (5) $75 

539 PS -: 1890 1d Orange-brown Size d (Stieg B7) used (2), one locally in Melbourne (fine), the other to 
Berne, Switzerland and thus under paid but not taxed (small tear at right) $60 

540 PS -: 1890 1d Orange-brown Embossed uprated with 1½d adhesive, endorsed 'Per "Mariposa" ' and 
used from Melbourne to Hamilton, Canada, JE 6 98, few creases. The sender has enclosed portion 
of the recipient's last letter to him to indicate the time taken in transit! $50 

541 PS : 1899 ½d Green Stamp Duty (Stieg B11) very fine unused and scarce $100 

542 PS Official Envelopes: 1907 1d Rose with drilled 'OS' for the Education Department (220 x 95mm), 
small part of top flap missing in crease barely visible when folded, otherwise of very fine appearance 
and scarce (Stieg DB3e) $125 

543 PS -: 1903 2d 'POSTAGE' with drilled 'OS' for the Education Department (265 x 111mm, Stieg DB4a), 
used from Teesdale to Geelong, 4 FE 13. Flap roughly opened, central vertical fold and some toning 
along right edge, but very rare with only two used entires recorded, ex 'Edgar' $400 

544 PS Stamped-to-order Envelopes: 1881 1d Green Embossed two examples on blue paper in an unusual 
shade of Olive-green, one Stieg KB3j, the other with 'cup' cut of envelope on reverse, (unlisted) $60 

545 PS -: 1875 2d Pink Embossed for Commercial Bank of Australia (Stieg KB6(1)) used from Geelong to 
Christchurch, N.Z., JA 26 76. Roughly opened with portions of flap missing otherwise generally fine $80 

546 PS -: 1881 2d Violet Embossed on blue laid paper (Stieg KB9) for Shire of St. Arnaud used from Donald 
to Melbourne, MR 23 89. Portion at upper left torn away and repaired $60 

547 PS -: Shire envelopes used, comprising 1887 2d Violet Embossed (137 x 79mm, Stieg KB9) and 1892 
2d Red Embossed (225mm x 100mm, Stieg KB12) for Shire of St. Arnaud, and 1890 1d Orange-
brown Embossed (Stieg KB11) for Shire of Seymour (226 x 95mm), two badly spotted and with other 
small faults, but scarce (3) $60 

548 PS -: 1887 2d Blue-violet Naish Stamp Duty Size b (Stieg KB4) with flap seal Type 11 for The Mutual 
Store, used in Melbourne JL 15 85, generally fine and rare in used condition $80 

549 PS -: 1890 1d Orange-brown Embossed (Stieg KB11) for Mercantile Bank of Australia Limited unused, 
and with handstamped 'LEAVE ENVELOPE UNFASTENED' on flap. Heavy horizontal and vertical 
creases, but scarce $60 
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   Victoria - Postal Stationery (contd.) 
550 PS Stamped-to-order Envelopes: 1893 1d Light Orange-brown Embossed (Stieg KB11) for William 

Adamson & Co. used in Melbourne, JA 30 93. Few stains, especially on reverse $60 

551 PS -: 1890 1d Orange-brown Embossed sack-type envelope (225 x 95mm) with back flap on right edge, 
few creases down left side otherwise fine, unusual and scarce (Stieg KB11) $75 

552 PS -: 1892 1d Carmine Embossed used 1901, and 1901 1d Rose Die 1 used in 1903 and Die 2 used in 
1911 (opened three sides), all for the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, minor blemishes (3) $75 

553 PS -: 1892 2d Red for Shire of St. Arnaud (220 x 97mm), Shire of Dandenong (223 x 97mm) and Shire of 
Euroa (224 x 96mm), each used to Melbourne and all with some faults, but scarce (Stieg KB12) (3) $80 

554 PS -: 1899 2d Violet Embossed Size b with printed address for A.M.P. Society in Sydney unused (3), all 
showing the constant variety 'Spur extending from Queen's nose'. Variable condition, but mint 
Stamped-to-order envelopes are scarce $60 

555 PS -: 1901 1d Red Embossed for Shire of Stawell (222 x 102mm, Stieg KB22) cancelled BN 152 and 
used to Melbourne. Vertical crease and some spotting, but scarce $75 

556 PS Registration Envelopes: 1881 4d Violet Embossed Size a (Stieg C1) used with 1886 2d and 
cancelled '1' in thin bars, used from Melbourne to Kent Town, S.A., MR 17 87, fine with Russian (?) 
dealers mark on reverse $100 

557 PS -: 1881 4d Violet Embossed Size b with 'T H SAUNDERS/SUPERFINE' Wmk (Stieg C1a) with 1883-
84 1d Naish Design, cancelled '1' in thin bars and used at Melbourne DE 30 90. Some tone spots 
both sides, otherwise a fine late usage of this issue $80 

558 PS -: 1903 (11 May) 3d registration envelope with 2½d cancelled 'M.O.&S.B./DIMBOOLA' cds, used to 
Reunion, and with 'R' in circle, 'REGISTERED/MAURITIUS' and Colombo transit ds, and St. Denis 
arrival backstamp. Two small holes (one through 3d embossing), and some toning on both sides $60T 

559 PS -: 1912(?) 3d Carmine Embossed with Deep Carmine text, and showing small size boxed 
'REGISTERED' unused (Stieg C13), few spots but rare $150 

   Postal History 
560 C 1843 (28 Sep) inwards entire headed 'Burlington Quay Sept 28 1843' and endorsed 'p "Wallace" ', 

addressed to 'Elibank Cottage near Melbourne Port Phillip', manuscript '3' incoming ship letter 
charge and with 'SHIP LETTER/MELBOURNE' oval ds in red for FEB 17 (45) on reverse, a fine 
early inwards cover $160T 

561 C 1855 (6 Aug) registered cover from Maryborough to Ticino, Switzerland franked with 6d 
Woodblock and 1/- Registered Imperf (former just touched at right) tied by indistinct Barred 
Ovals. Postage paid to U.K. only, with handstruck 'd6' registration fee. Liverpool 
'AUSTRALIAN/PAID/PACKET' cds in red on face, and with Maryborough, Melbourne and London 
backstamps. Back flap reinforced, otherwise generally fine, Palmer Census No. 15 $600 

562 C 1855 (26 Nov) registered cover from Maryborough to Carnoustie, Scotland, franked with 6d 
Woodblock and 1/- Registered (both four margins) tied by indistinct Barred Oval, manuscript '5' 
credit to GPO London, and handstruck 'd6' registration fee on arrival, Maryborough, Melbourne, 
Liverpool, Edinburgh and Carnoustie backstamps. Heavy toning $250 

563 C 1857 (26 July) cover locally used at Geelong with 1d Yellow-green Queen-on-Throne (touched 
in places) tied by Barred Numeral '2', with Geelong small crowned oval backstamp. Back flap 
torn and some overall soiling, but a very rare solo usage of the 1d Queen-on-Throne, 
representing a 1d underpayment of the town rate $600 

564 C 1858 (14 June) cover to London with 6d Orange Woodblock Imperf (2) in contrasting shades, both 
four margins, and unusually tied by Ballarat oval ds rather than the numeral. Ballarat despatch and 
Melbourne transit backstamps, and London arrival cds on face, 14 August 1858. Horizontal fold 
otherwise fine and a very unusual usage $350T 

565 C 1860 (Jul) cover to Locarno, Switzerland franked 1/- Octagonal Perf 12 and 6d Queen-on-Throne 
Rouletted tied by indecipherable numeral, with manuscript '6' accountancy mark in red, reverse with 
one flap fully and another partly missing, resulting in loss of despatch datestamp, various transit 
datestamps and Locarno arrival ds. Some soiling and other faults $150T 

566 C 1861 (Aug) mourning cover from Geelong to Manchester with 6d black Woodblock Perf 12 tied by 
Geelong '2' numeral, back flap (and Geelong despatch ds) missing, and with Manchester arrival ds, 
SP 20 61, fine general appearance. A very scarce stamp on cover, and surprisingly so for the 
intended packet rate to England $300T 
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   Victoria - Postal History (contd.) 
567 C 1862 back page of report (? Parliamentary Paper) folded for posting and franked with 1/- Octagonal 

Perf 12 (3, two damaged) tied by Melbourne '1' in thin bars, below which appears a boxed 
'INSUFFICIENTLY PAID/VIA THE/UNITED KINGDOM' in red. Inside is an elaborate 'KONIGL 
SVENSKA OCC NORSKA CONSULATET PORT PHILLIP' handstamp, and the French transit 
sorting cds of 9 JUIN 62. There is no address, which may have been on a wrapper band, although 
Scandinavia seems a reasonable guess. Very unusual $250T 

568 C 1871 (15 Jan) cover (repaired at top) from San Francisco to historic 'Whi Whi/North Shore' 
(Careening Cove, Sydney) via Honolulu, bearing U.S. 2c + 10c pair tied by cork cancels, fine San 
Francisco Cal Paid datestamp in red, and unusually fine strike of rare framed 'MIS-SENT 
TO/MELBOURNE-VICTORIA' on front, backstamped Melbourne and Sydney $300 

569 C 1876 (27 Dec) cover to London endorsed 'Via Brindisi' with 1876 8d on 9d Bell Surcharge tied 
by Melbourne duplex. Couple of very minor marks, otherwise very fine and a very scarce 
stamp used on cover $500 

570 C 1885 (24 Apr) incoming mourning cover from London to Melbourne with 1883-84 6d Dull Green, 
overweight and with boxed 'DEFICIENT POSTAGE 6d/FINE _________ 6d/1s' in violet applied, and 
on arrival the oval '1s/MORE TO PAY' was added. Very fine $250 

571 C 1886 (11 Feb) incoming cover from Edinburgh to Melbourne with 1883-84 6d Dull Green (a little 
faded) cancelled '131', endorsed 'Via Brindisi', subsequently redirected to Sydney, incurring a 2d fee 
indicated by the oval '2D/MORE TO PAY', fine $200 

572 C 1886 (29 Sep) incoming cover from Scotland to Melbourne with 1883-84 6d Dull Green (good 
colour), overweight and with handstruck boxed 'DEFICIENT POSTAGE 6d/FINE ________ 6d/1s' in 
violet. On arrival the oval '1s/MORE TO PAY' was applied, the cover was subsequently redirected to 
Sydney incurring a further 2d due, and the handstamp was altered to '1/2'. Some minor staining and 
a few marks on reverse, otherwise fine $300 

573 PS 1893 (24 Jul) Swedish 5 ore postcard uprated with 10 ore adhesive, sent from Landskrona and 
addressed to William Brettschneider in Melbourne, with message referring to stamps, few marks and 
minor creases $40T 

574 C 1901 (17 Aug) Boer War cover to Mornington endorsed from a member of the 5th Victorian Mounted 
Rifles 'On Service South Africa' franked 1901 1d Transvaal optd 'E.R.I.' tied by 'FIELD POST 
OFFICE/BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA' double ring ds, and with Pietermaritzburg (Natal) and 
Mornington backstamps. Few opts and slight soiling, otherwise fine and scarce $220 

575 C 1906 (1 Feb) registered mourning cover per 'Sydney' to Mauritius via Colombo, faint arrivals on front, 
Registered Melbourne and Colombo backstamps, minor blemishes, a scarce destination $30 

576 C 1909 (24 Sep) registered cover from Melbourne to Germany bearing black registration label, fine and 
early, handstamp of 'Max Hyman/9 Queen's Walk/Melbourne' (importer of tailor's trimmings) on reverse $80 

577 C 1910 (24 Feb) cover to Piraeus, Greece franked with 1d and 1½d cancelled Melbourne machine to 
meet the 2½d U.P.U. rate. Backstamped Port Taufiq transit and Piraeus arrival datestamps. Central 
vertical fold otherwise fine and a very unusual destination for Australian mail in this period $90T 

   Parcel Post Labels 
578 ^ 1895 (16 Mar) Inland Parcel Post label (black printing on white paper, 127 x 80mm) affixed to small 

piece of brown parcel wrapping (weighing 1 lb), with ½d (2), 2d and 6d Stamp Duty tied by Hastings 
cds. Label torn in half vertically and with portions missing in several places, but a very scarce type $120 

579 C 1910 (21 Nov) British, Foreign and Intercolonial Parcel Post 'FORM OF CUSTOMS DECLARATION' 
label (black printing on buff paper, 157 x 87mm) for parcel addressed to England containing 'Leather work 
& calendar', with 1/- Postage pair tied by Carlton cds. Label with a few minor defects, but very scarce $250 

580 C 1913 (26 Mar) Inland Parcel Post label (black printing on white paper) with 9d franking made up of 
Victoria ½d pair and 2d (2) Postage, South Australia 2d (creased) and Tasmania 2d Pictorial, 
presumably philatelic, tied by Prahran cds. Few wrinkles, otherwise fine and unusual $170 

   Cancellations 
581 O Butterfly Obliterators: 43 (Kinlochewe, later Donnybrook) weak strike in blue on 2d Half-length, 

touched in places, rated RRRR. With 1973 RPSV Certificate $120 

582 O Barred Oval Obliterators: 6 (Barwon, later Winchelsea) fine strike on 2d Cinnamon Half-length (just 
touched), rated RRR $100 
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   Victoria - Cancellations (contd.) 
583 O Barred Oval Obliterators: 7 (The Glenelg, later Casterton) good strike on 2d Half-length (very fine 

with four margins), rated RR $80 
584 O -: 8 (Buninyong) good strikes on 1d Half-length Fifth Printing pair (SG 12a, touched in places), rated RR $120 
585 O -: 9 (Muston's creek, later Caramut) good strike on 2d Half-length (just touched in two places), rated RRR $80 
586 O -: 11 (Burn Bank) good strike on 2d Half-length (touched two sides, small stain at top right), rated RR $70 
587 C -: 12 (Maiden's Punt) fine strike on 2d Half-length (margins close to touching) on small piece, 

rated RRR $80 
588 O -: 12 (Maiden's Punt) very fine strike on 2d Half-length (touched two sides), rated RRR $100 
589 O -: 13 (Pentridge) good strike on 2d Half-length (touched two sides, few small tone spots), rated RRR $70 
590 C -: 16 (Serpentine Creek) fair strike on 2d Half-length (just touched at top left), rated RRR. With 1973 

RPSV Certificate $80 
591 C -: 17 (Broadford) good strike on 2d Half-length (touched in several places), rated RRR $70 
592 O -: 20 (unknown post office) fair strike on 2d Half-length (good margins three sides, touched at right), 

rated RRRR $120 
593 O -: 20 (unknown post office) legible strike on 3d Half-length Fourth Printing (SG 11), touched along 

top, rated RRRR $120 
594 O -: 23 (unknown post office) legible part strike on 6d Woodblock, close to good margins, rated RRR $800 
595 O -: 27 (Mount Alexander, later Lockwood) legible strikes on 1d Half-length Fifth Printing pair (SG 12a), 

close to touching margins, rated RRRR $120 
596 O -: 29 (Elephant Bridge, later Darlington) good strike on 2d Engraved Queen-on-Throne (fine), rated RRR $80 
597 O -: 31 (unknown post office) legible strike on 2d Engraved Queen-on-Throne, touched at right, rated RRRR $120 
598 O -: 30 (Broken River, later Benalla) good strike on 3d Half-length, four margins, rated RR $70 
599 O -: 40 (Mount Sturgeon, later Dunkeld) legible part strike on 1d Half-length Fifth Printing (SG 12a, 

margins close to just touching), rated RRRR $120 
600 O -: 41 (unknown post office) good strikes on 1d Half-length Fourth Printing pair (SG 9a, very fine just 

touched at top), rated RR $140 
601 O -: 46 (Seymour) good strike on 1d Half-length Fifth Printing (SG 12a, margins large to touching), 

rated RR $70 
602 O -: 47 (unknown post office) good strike in blue on 2d Half-length (just touched lower left), rated RR. 

Blue strikes are not recorded by Freeman $80 
603 O -: 72 (Elphinstone) legible part strike on 3d Campbell Half-length (just touched at right), rated RR $70 
604 O -: 74 (Euroa) good strike on 3d Half-length Fifth Printing (SG 14, touched along left side), rated RR $70 
605 O -: 103 (Echuca) good strike on 3d Campbell & Fergusson Half-length, very fine with four margins, 

rated RR $70 
606 O -: 109 (Balmoral) very fine but partial (nevertheless identifiable) strike on 2d Campbell Queen-on-

Throne, very fine, rated RRR $80 
607 O/PPC Barred Numeral Cancellations: Range on hagners with numbers from 1 to 2023, mostly on later 

issues but with a few earlier stamps and a few KGV issues, mostly commoner numbers with some 
duplication and with many fine strikes, also four picture postcards with numeral cancels. Some 
useful pickings (377 + 4 PPC) $120 

608 O 2d Half-length Sixth Printing Dull Brown-lilac (small margins, touched in two places) cancelled 
Sydney dumb obliterator, very scarce $140 

Western Australia 
609 O Small used accumulation on hagners, with 1854 1d Black (close to touching all round), 1860 2d 

and 6d Sage-green (2, one close to touching all round, other fine and just touched on one corner), 
1d and 2d Wmk Crown CC issues, later issues to 1912 with much duplication, and including 1885 2d 
block of 8, 1/- block of 4 and 1899 2d block of 6 fiscally used on separate pieces. Also a few Postal 
Fiscals, plus £1/10/- fiscally, Swan design Stamp Duties, and Hospital Fund 1½d Purple mint pairs 
(2), and 3/6d Magenta used block of 4. Mixed condition but some useful pickings (186) $150 
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   Western Australia (contd.) 
610 O 1854 Watermark Swan 1d Black Rouletted 7½-14, indistinct cancel with roulettes on three sides. 

SG 2, cat £600 $250 

611 O -: 1d Black Rouletted 7½ to 14, fine with light void grid cancel and showing roulettes on all 
four sides, with 1985 RPSL Certificate. SG 2, cat £750 $500 

612 (*) 1854 Lithographs 1/- Pale Brown fine unused without gum. SG 6c, cat £500 $350T 

613 O -: 1/- Pale Brown Rouletted 7½-14, fine from top of sheet (line watermark) and showing 
roulettes on all four sides, cancelled 15-bar numeral '2'. SG 6a, cat £1100 $750 

614 (*) -: 1/- Grey-brown unused without gum and showing portion of the adjoining unit at right, two small 
tone sots along top edge. SG 6b, cat £700 $400T 

615 O 1857-59 Lithographed 2d Brown-black on Red variety 'Printed Both Sides' (inverted on reverse), 
margins three sides, touched at right, good colour. SG 15a, cat £800 $450 

616 O -: 6d Grey Black with major transfer variety 'Headless Swan' fine used with four margins 
(close at right and base) and cancelled 15-bar numeral '8'. SG 19 var, cat £550++ $750 

617 O 1860 Local Printings Imperforate 2d Pale Orange cancelled 150bar '16' numeral, 2d Orange-
vermilion cancelled 15-bar '1' numeral, and 6d Sage-green cancelled 15-bar '8' numeral, all with four 
margins and fine. SG 24,25,28, cat £560 (3) $300T 

618 O -: 6d Sage-green cancelled 15-bar numeral '8', very fine with good to large margins all round and 
excellent colour, a stamp rarely seen in this quality. SG 28, cat £400 $400 

619 O -: 6d Deep Sage-green, good to large margins, cancelled 15-bar numeral '17'. A very fine 
example of this difficult stamp. SG 28a, cat £550 $600 

620 O 1860 Local Printings Imperforate Rouletted 2d Pale Orange Rouletted 7½-14, fine with traces of 
roulettes on all sides. SG 29, cat £275 $200 

621 O -: 2d Pale Orange Rouletted 7½-14 on all sides, cancelled '2' in circle obliterator and fine. SG 29, cat £275 $160 

622 O -: 2d Orange-vermilion with roulettes at right and base cancelled 15-bar '1' numeral, and 6d Sage-
green a 'small' stamp with roulettes all round, cancelled 15-bar numeral '3', both fine. SG 30, 32, cat 
£1025 (2) $450 

623 O -: 6d Sage-green and showing roulettes on three sides, couple of roulettes at top stained, and 
cancelled 15-bar numeral '1' with 1985 RPSL Certificate. SG 32, cat £750 $500 

624 O -: 6d Sage-green cancelled 15-bar numeral '3', roulettes on right side only with good margins other 
sides. SG 32, cat £750 $300 

625 (*)/O 1861 Watermark Swan range, with 1d Rose, 2d Blue and 6d Purple-brown Intermediate Perf 14-16 
used, and 1d Rose Very rough Perf 14-16 unused without gum (2) and used (3); al20 1865 Wmk 
Crown CC Perf 12½d 4 (2) and 6d used. SG cat £1140 $400T 

626 (*)/O -: Intermediate Perf 14-16 1d Rose, 2d Blue, 6d Purple-brown unused (no gum), and 2d Blue, 
6d Purple-brown and 1/- Yellow-green used, mostly fine. SG 33, 34, 36, 37, £2500 (6) $1200 

627 * -: Intermediate Perf 14-16 1d Rose part OG, few tone spots on reverse barely visible on face. SG 33, 
cat £750 $350 

628 * -: Intermediate Perf 14-16 1/- Yellow-green, small part OG with some toning on perf tips. SG 
37, cat £2000 $900 

629 (*)/O -: Clean-cut Perf 14-16 2d Blue (2), 6d Purple-brown and 1/- Yellow-green unused (no gum), 6d 
with some perfs trimmed at left, plus 6d Purple-brown used, also a 6d forgery. Fine 
appearance for this scarce group. SG 41-43, cat £1820 (6) $650 

630 * -: Clean-cut Perf 14-16 6d Purple-brown, part OG with a few short perfs and staining on perf tips at 
top. SG 42, cat £550 $300T 

631 * -: Clean-cut Perfs 14-16 1/- Yellow-green, toned area in lower right corner, and a few perfs 
toned at top, both visible only from reverse, otherwise fine with part OG and rare in this 
condition. SG 43a, cat £1400 $1200 

632 **/* 1871 Watermark Crown CC Perf 14 3d Pale Brown, 3d Cinnamon part OG, and 1882-95 
Watermark Crown CA Perf 14 3d Pale Brown M, and 3d Red-brown block of 4 (MUH) and single. SG 
63, 86, 87, cat £187 (8) $80 
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   Western Australia (contd.) 
633 O 1882-85 Watermark Crown CA (sideways) Perf 12 x 14 1d Yellow-ochre very fine used and 

cancelled by Perth 'GPO' duplex. SG 81, cat £170 $140 

634 O 1885-93 Watermark Crown CA (sideways) 1d Carmine (with surface scrape at top) and 2d Grey 
(ironed out crease), both with variety 'Watermark Sideways Inverted' (Crown to Right of CA). SG 
95w,96w, cat £155 (2) $40 

635 P -: 2d stamp-size Die Proof in Black on glazed card, very fine $400 

636 * 1888 Watermark Crown CA (sideways) 4d Red-brown vertical pair, large part OG and fine. SG 105, 
cat £160  $120T 

637 */O 1898-1907 1d Carmine (3) and 2d Bright Yellow (2) variety 'Watermark Inverted', also 1905-12 
Watermark V over Crown Perf 12½ 3d Brown variety 'Watermark Reversed' mint and used (9), 
mostly fine, the latter not catalogued by SG. The 1d and 2d SG cat £720 (15) $400 

638 P -: 2d Imperforate Plate Proof in Bright Yellow horizontal pair very fine with large part OG $200 

639 * 1902-11 Watermark V over Crown Perf 12 x 12½ 10/- Deep Mauve, part OG. SG 127, cat £180 $140 

640 O -: Perf 12 x 12½ 10/- Deep Mauve fine used with Registered Perth oval ds, centred upper left. SG 
127, cat £100 $80 

641 * -: Perf 12½ x 12 £1 Orange-brown, centred right, lightly hinged with large part OG. SG 128, cat £425 $350 

642 * -: Perf 11 5d Bistre, 2/- Bright Red on Yellow, 2/- Orange on Yellow fine mint part OG (5d gum a little 
toned). SG 132, 134, 134a, cat £775 (3) $400 

643 */O 1905-12 Watermark Crown over Double Lined A largely mint range on hagners with Perf 12 x 
12½ or 12½ x 12 ½d (2), 1d (4, two wmk upright), 2d (2), 3d (2, one U), 4d (5, one U), 5d (3), 8d 
(2), 9d (8, four U, incl wmk upright M and U (2)), 10d (2), 5/- (5, cat £190 each); Perf 11 1d (2, 
one wmk upright), 2d (2), 3d (2), 5d (5, three U). Also 1912 Wmk W Crown A 6d (2) and 1/- (2), 
1912 Thin Paper 3d (2, one wmk upright, cat £200), and 1912 1d on 2d Surcharge (6, plus used 
on picture postcard). Most listed shades are represented, a few stamps with faults but mostly 
very fine and large part OG. SG cat £2400+ (50 M and 8 U) $1100 

   Postal Stationery 
644 PS Envelopes: 1909 1d Rose large die (23.5mm x 19.5mm) superb unused (2002 WA Catalogue No. 

EN6), with 2009 RPSV Certificate $300 

   Postal History 
645 C 1848 (25 Nov) entire endorsed as being from the Bishop of Adelaide addressed to London, 

with crowned octagonal 'GENERAL/POST OFFICE/PERTH' in black and oval 'SHIP 
LETTER/WESTERN AUSTRALIA/PAID' in red, good strikes of each, endorsed 'Via Sincapore' 
(sic) and rated '1/4' in black. Tear in back fold passes through top right corner of face, 
otherwise fine and attractive $750T 

646 C 1878 (18 Apr) cover to Sheerness, England with 6d Mauve Wmk Crown CC Perf 12½ tied by Perth 
GPO duplex, endorsed 'via Southampton' and with Sheerness arrival backstamp JU 6 78. Adhesive 
damaged at lower left corner, otherwise a fine and clean cover $400 

647 C 1888 (3 April) cover to London with 1864-79 6d Violet Wmk Crown CC Perf 12½ tied by 15-bar 
numeral and with Gin Gin cds at left (date completed in manuscript), Perth transit and London arrival 
backstamps. Back flap missing and other small faults, but a late use of the Crown CC stamp and 
very scarce $250T 

648 PPC 1903 (2 Dec) picture postcards (2) addressed to London and posted on board ship bound for 
Australia, each franked with GB 1d KEVII tied by Fremantle 'PO' duplex and with handstruck 
'PAQUEBOT', one very worn type approx 45mm long between lines, the other a fine strike 56 x 8mm 
without lines, former with small tear repaired by sellotape. An interesting pair showing the use of two 
different types of 'PAQUEBOT' mark at Fremantle on the same day on mail presumably off the same 
boat (2) $20 

649 C 1904 (17 Jul) cover with 1d pair cancelled indecipherable duplex, addressed to Nanjeenan, with 
manuscript 'T4d', and 1902-04 4d Postage Due affixed and tied by Killerberrin cds JY 21 04, fine $80 
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   Western Australia - Postal History (contd.) 
650 C 1907 (15 Jun) long OHMS cover to Tattersalls with 2d tied by Princess royal cds, oval 'MORE TO 

PAY' with manuscript '4d' inserted, and with 1902 Blank Base 4d Postage due affixed and tied by 
Hobart, with Perth and Hobart backstamps. Usual spike hole and a few creases however a fine 
goldfields cover $120 

   Cancellations 
651 O Letter Obliterators: Range on hagners, with 11-bar type 'AL' (2), 'AR', 'B' (6), 'BE'. 'D' (2), 'E' (2), 'F' 

(2), 'G' (2), 'GR' (4), 'GT' (6, one in blue), duplex types 'A' (2). 'B', 'D', 'F' (2), 'G' 4), 'K' (2), 'N', 'P' (2), 
'V' (3), 'Y' (4), and small 'F.' (4) and 'K.G.S.' (4). Range of values up to 6d, generally fine with mostly 
good to fine strikes (57) $250 

Australian Commonwealth 
652 P Stamp Replica Cards: Duplicated range between Nos. 1 and 48, generally two or three of each 

(some Nos missing), all very fine (123) $160 

Kangaroo Issues 
653 */O Largely used duplicated accumulation on hagners, First Wmk to 5/-, Second Wmk 2d (3), 6d (2), 

1/- and 2/-, Third Wmk to 5/- (3) and (fine) plus £1 Grey Type C SPECIMEN (damaged corner), 
Small Multi Wmk to 2/-, C of A Wmk to 5/- (5) and with 2/- M blocks of 4 (5). Some OS punctures 
and a few CTOs included, some faults but some useful stamps throughout (23M, 158U) $300 

654 */O Largely used selection on hagners, with First Wmk to 1/-, Third Wmk to 5/-, Small Multi Wmk to 
5/- (2), and C of A Wmk to 5/- (3) and 10/- (fine), and 2/- Redrawn Die imprint blocks of 8 (2). Few 
faults but including some useful stamps (20M, 84U) $150 

   First Watermark 
655 O ½d Green variety 'ROSTAGE' (2L12) States 1 (x 2), 2 and 3, fine. BW 1(2)e, ea and eb, cat AU$425 (4) $120 

656 FDC 1d Red Die I on 1913 (2 Jan) First Day Cover cancelled by 'REGISTERED/SYDNEY N.S.W.' cds 
with clear date, addressed to A.H. Pettifer (Secretary of The Sydney Philatelic Club). Only 
about a dozen First Day Covers recorded, this one without the Fred Hagen label affixed to 
reverse found on virtually all examples. Significant toning but rare. BW 2y, cat AU$15000 $6000 

657 O 1d Red Die II, variety 'Extra island (two Tasmanias)', clear dated example '23JY 13', sort perf at right 
otherwise fine used. BW 3(E)d, cat AU$400 $150 

658 C/PPC 1d Red Die IIA punctured 'T' and with variety 'Retouch to T and Frame over STRAL' (BW 4(G)k) tied 
by Hobart repeater to 1914 (10 Dec) official cover (roughly opened) to Ulverstone, also 1d Red Die I 
on redirected/taxed postcard from Sydney to Sweden thence London (2) $70 

659 C/PS 1d selection used on covers (5, one to England taxed for being overweight with GB 2d postage 
due affixed, some faults), picture postcards to Canada, England or New Zealand (2), some with 
small faults, and 1d Kangaroo postcard and wrapper unused and fine (11) $50 

660 O 3d Olive Die II variety 'White Flaw over T of THREE' (1L55) fine used cancelled Geelong cds AP 10 
15. BW 12(1)d, cat AU$500 $200 

661 O 6d Ultramarine 'Watermark Inverted', cancelled Melbourne cds 3 MR 15, pale shade but well-
centred and fine. BW 17a, cat AU$1000 $350 

662 O -: Punctured Small 'OS' variety 'Watermark Inverted', few small stains at upper left. BW 17a, 
cat AU$4000 (in footnote) $500 

663 S/(*) 10/- Grey and Pink horizontal pair with Type A 'Specimen' handstamp, no gum with mark above 
kangaroo's head on left unit, and a couple of short perfs at right, the right unit shows a partially 
doubled handstamp. A very scarce multiple $400 

   Second Watermark 
664 * 6d Ultramarine Punctured 'OS' lightly tone large part OG. BW 18ba, cat AU$750 $270 
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   Kangaroos - Third Watermark 
665 ** 3d Yellow-olive Die I centred upper right, fine MUH $40 

666 C 6d Blue used on 1929 (2 Jun) cover to Vienna, Austria, tied by Adelaide machine cancel, carried to 
Perth by airmail, thence to Vienna, with boxed 'Posted at (Vienna)/under cover to the Postmaster/at 
ADELAIDE' in violet, very fine $60 

667 O 6d Ultramarine Cooke Plates variety 'Die IIA Substituted Cliche' (1R60, and showing line wmk 
at right), few slightly short perfs at lower left, cancelled Sydney cds 2 MR 16. BW 19(1)ja, cat 
AU$3750  $1500 

668 O 2/- Brown Punctured Small 'OS' horizontal pair variety 'Watermark Inverted', cancelled Stock 
Exchange Melbourne cds (1917). Partly severed and reinforced, otherwise very fine and a rare 
multiple. BW 37baa, cat AU$3000+ $500 

669 * 2/- Maroon Punctured 'OS', two tiny gum thins otherwise fine. BW 38ba, cat AU$550 $180 
670 CTO 5/- Grey and Yellow Punctured 'OS' centred upper right and large part OG $80 

671 * 10/- Grey and Intense Aniline Pink centred to base with part OG and barely discernible vertical 
gum crease $300 

672 CTO 10/- Grey and Pale Aniline Pink Punctured 'OS' CTO, centered right with part OG, fine $80 
673 O 10/- Grey and Pink Punctured 'OS', well centred, postally used, very scarce. BW 48ba, cat AU$500 $200 

674 CTO £1 Light Brown and Pale Blue, Melbourne CTO cancel with gum, very fine. BW52Dw cat, 
AU$4000  $2000 

675 S/* £1 Grey optd SPECIMEN Type C large part OG and lightly hinged $140 

676 CTO £2 Purple-black and Rose, CTO without gum, well centred. BW 56Cw, cat AU$6500 $3000 

   Small Multiple Watermark 
677 C 6d Chestnut solo franking cover (central crease) tied by fine strike of scarce Sydney handheld roller 

cancellation to 1932 cover per R.M.S. 'Narkinda' to Switzerland, paying double foreign letter rate, 
backstamped on arrival. (The liner Narkinda SS, Capt. L. Parfitt DSC, was serving as an auxiliary 
transport during the Allied landings in French North Africa in November 1942. She disembarked her 
troops at Bougie and had turned about for home when, toward evening on the 14th, she was 
bombed and sunk some distance off Bougie. Thirty-one persons were killed) $50 

678 CTO 5/- Grey and Yellow-orange CTO, centred top left with large part OG $90 

679 S/** 10/- Grey and Pale Pink overprinted SPECIMEN Type C very fine MUH. BW 49x, cat AU$1250 $600 
680 S/* -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 2 with Shaved 'P', couple of shortish perfs at base, large 

part OG and lightly hinged. BW49xd, cat AU$1750 $550 

   C of A Watermark 
681 **/* 2/- Maroon vertical pair, upper unit variety ''White Flaw in Gulf of Carpentaria', lower unit variety 

'Flaw on S of AUSTRALIA', fine and hinged on upper unit only. BW 40(2)h,j, cat AU$150 $70 

682 O £1 Grey centered to base fine used $180 

King George V Sideface Issues 
683 */O Mint and used accumulation on hagners, mostly sorted by watermark, mostly single stamps but 

with a few mint multiples, all issues represented with shades, OS punctures and opts, range of 1/4d 
in all wmks, large group of CTOs, a number of 4d Lemon-yellows, with a few plate varieties noted 
throughout. Mostly fine with a high catalogue value (approx 125M, 870U) $250 

684 */O Accumulation on hagners and album pages, few mint to 1/4d, mixed watermarks used to 1/4d 
(20), including 4d lemon-yellow (2), OS punctures, small range of mostly minor plate varieties 
mounted. Also a 1929 airmail front from Broome to London with ½d, 1½d (2), 2d and 3d. Few faults 
but with some useful pickings (42M, 480U) $150 

685 */O Accumulation in stockbook ½d to 5d mixed watermarks, largely used with a few mint, 1d Green, 
1½d Die I, 4½d shades, large selection of 1½d Die I, 1½d Die II, 2d Die II plate varieties, etc. A 
useful lot (approx 650) $170 

686 O Used range in stockbook with all watermarks represented, values to 1/4d (9), and with some OS 
punctures. Also with other predecimal and decimal issues of little consequence (approx 310 KGV) $60 
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   King George V Sideface Issues (contd.) 
687 O ½d to 1/4d used range mounted on leaves comprising ½d Green (51), ½d Orange (22), 1d Red 

(67, few Die II), 1d Violet (41), 1d Green (37), 1½d Black-brown (30), 1½d Red-brown (47), 1½d 
Green (33), 1½d Red (84), 2d Orange (64), 2d Red (21), 2d Red-brown (15), 3d Blue (13), 4d 
Orange (10), 4d Violet (5), 4d Blue (11), 4d Olive (7), 4½d Violet (9), 5d Chestnut (20), 1/4d 
Turquoise (5). Includes shades, OS punctures, inverted wmks, and a quantity of identified plate 
varieties. Mostly fine and a useful lot (482) $120 

   Single Watermark 
688 O ½d Pale Green Electro 3 variety 'Crack Through S.W. Corner' (3L58), a late state, fine used 

and cancelled Rockhampton machine. BW 63(3)o, cat AU$2000 $800 
689 ** ½d Green Electro 4 corner block of four [L1-2/7-8], varieties 'White Flaw on Emu's Back', 'White 

Spot After 2 in Right Value Tablet', 'Retouch Shading Behind Kangaroo' and 'White Flaw Below TR 
of AUSTRALIA', MUH, partial separation. BW 63(4)d,e,g,h, cat AU$300 as hinged $200 

690 ** -: Electro 4 block of four [L3-4/9/10] variety 'Eight Wattles at Left', MUH. BW 63(4)f, cat AU$75 as 
hinged $50 

691 * -: Electro 4 pair [L13-14] variety 'Notch in End of Kangaroo's Tail', mint lightly hinged. BW 63(4)s, cat 
AU$75+ $30 

692 ** -: Electro 4 [R40] variety 'Barb on Fraction Bar at Right', MUH. BW 63(4)u, cat AU$90 as hinged $50 

693 ** -: Electro 4 pair [R55-56], varieties 'White Spot Before 2 in Right Value Tablet' and 'White Spot 
Between TA of POSTAGE', MUH, gum a little toned. BW 63(4)v,va, cat AU$150 for hinged $75 

694 O ½d Pale Emerald Single Line Perf 14.2 showing line watermark indicating position to be No. 
60 on pane, tiny stain on top right perf and one blunt perf at right otherwise fine and 
cancelled Melbourne cds 8 FE 16. BW 64, cat AU$1000 $550 

695 */O 1d Red duplicated range of plate varieties, few mint and with a range of shades, including RA Joined 
(3), Roo's Tongue Out (4), Secret Mark (3), Run N (4), Dot Before 1 (5), etc. Also 1d Green mixed 
watermarks with plate varieties, including mint multiples, mostly fine (36M, 72U) $80 

696 C -: used on 1915 (29 Sep) 'Souvenir Folding Post Card' featuring 22 coloured views of Sydney 
Harbour, used from Haymarket to Epsom (Vic), fine and attractive $160 

697 C/PS 1d Salmon-red Smooth Paper tied by Sydney repeater cancel to 1914 (22 Dec) locally addressed 
postcard (BW 761C - cat AU$350 on cover), also 4d KGV registration envelope (flapless, but foxed) 
uprated 1918 (23 May) by Rough Paper 1d, sent from Geelong to Melbourne (2) $40 

698 C 1d Dull Red (semi-surfaced paper) Die II tied by Ballarat repeater cancel to 1915 (14 Apr) cover to 
Queenscliff, roughly opened $30 

699 C 1d Deep Red Smooth Paper x 3 tied by 1916 (17 May) Hobart machine cancel to E.G. Tregear & 
Co. advertising cover to USA, fine application of Hobart censor handstamp $30 

700 O 1d Brown-red Punctured 'OS' centred left, fine with part Dandenong (Vic) cds, scarce. BW 71Wbb, 
cat AU$250 $150 

701 ** 1d Violet Punctured OS block of 4 showing punctures differently positioned on each row, couple of 
toned perfs otherwise fine MUH $120 

702 O 1½d Red Electro 15 variety 'Substituted Cliche' (15R40) with very light machine cancel. BW 89(15)ib, 
cat AU$800 $300 

703 * 2d Orange Electro 1 [L1] variety 'Retouched N.W. Corner', mint, lightly hinged. BW 95(1)d, cat AU$120 $60 

704 **/* -: Electro 3 block of four [L1-2/7-8] varieties 'Two White Flaws Right of Left Wattles' and 'White Flaw 
Between US of AUSTRALIA', lower units MUH. BW 95(3)d,e, cat AU$300 as hinged $150 

705 ** -: Electro 6 [L5], marginal variety 'Retouched LIA of AUSTRALIA', MUH. BW 95(6)d, cat AU$150 as 
hinged $75 

706 ** -: Electro 6 [R36], variety 'Retouched GE of POSTAGE', MUH. BW 95(6)h, cat AU$200 as hinged $100 

707 * -: Punctured 'OS' Watermark Inverted, mint lightly hinged. BW 94a/ba, cat AU$750 $150 

708 * 2d Brown Electro 12 [L1] variety 'Scratch Through Left Side', mint lightly hinged. BW 97(12)d, cat 
AU$140  $60 

709 ** -: Electro 12 [L21] variety 'Crack Over Emu's Head', MUH. BW 97(12)e, cat AU$275 as unhinged 
(under-rated) $150 
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   King George V Sideface Issues - Single Watermark (contd.) 
710 * 2d Brown Electro 12 [R28] variety 'White Flaw on Second A of AUSTRALIA', mint and lightly hinged. 

BW 97(12)j, cat AU$140 $60 

711 * -: Electro 16 [L1] variety 'Small Crack Through Top of Crown', mint and lightly hinged. BW 97(16)d, 
cat AU$140 $60 

712 ** -: Electro 16 block of four [L2-3/8-9], varieties 'Flawed Third Bloom in Right Wattles' and 'Bottom 
Frame Broken Under P of PENCE', MUH. BW 97(16)e,g, cat AU$280++ as hinged $200 

713 **/* -: Electro 16 marginal block of four [L4-5/10-11] varieties 'Large Flaw in Left Value Tablet', and 
'Bottom Frame Broken Under O of TWO', mint an lightly hinged, scarce composite block. BW 
97(16)f,h, cat AU$360++ $200 

714 * -: Electro 16 [L4] variety 'Large White Flaw in Left Value Tablet', mint lightly hinged. BW 97(16)f, cat 
AU$250  $100 

715 ** -: Electro [R42] variety 'White Flaw on Top of 2 at Right, and Bottom Frame Broken Below T of TWO', 
marginal MUH. BW 97(16)q, cat AU$140 as hinged $60 

716 ** -: Electro 16 marginal block of four [R53-54/59-60], varieties 'Damaged Upper Frame at Left', 'Lower 
Frame Missing', and 'White Flaw on Emu's Body - second state with additional white flaws', scarce 
composite block. BW 97(16)r,t,ua cat AU$780 $400 

717 * -: Electro 16 [R60] variety 'White Flaw on Emu's Body - second state with additional white flaws', 
mint and lightly hinged. BW 97(16)ua, cat AU$300 $100 

718 O 4d Orange, Violet and Blue used range of plate varieties on hagners, Orange shades including 
listed 1L58, 1R3, 1R25, 1R57, 2L7, 2L18, 2R12 (line through value), 2R30 and 2R58, Violet 2L18, 
2L56, Blue 1R3, 1R45, 2L7, 2L18, 2L30, 2R6, 2R17, 2R30, 2R58, 2R59. Some punctured OS, a few 
with minor faults, high catalogue value (36) $350 

719 * 4d Yellow-orange marginal Plate 1 [L58] variety 'Splintered S.W. Corner', mint and lightly hinged. 
BW 110I(1)k, cat AU$120 $100 

720 * 4d Orange Plate 1 [R3] variety 'White Spot in Upper Left Border', mint and lightly hinged. BW 
110A(1)l, cat AU$120 $60 

721 * -: Plate 2 [L31] variety 'Weeping 4 at Right', mint and lightly hinged. BW 110A(2)f, cat AU$120 $60 

722 * -: Plate 2 [R17] variety 'Horned Emu', additionally with Watermark Inverted, mint and lightly hinged. 
BW 110Aa(2)t, cat AU$120 for variety plus AU$100 for watermark inverted $100 

723 * -: Plate 2 [R29] variety 'White Scratch Behind Emu', mint and lightly hinged. BW 110A(2)v, cat 
AU$120 $60 

724 * -: Punctured 'OS' Plate 2 [R30] Watermark Inverted, with variety 'PE of PENCE Joined', mint and 
lightly hinged. BW 110Aa(2)va, cat AU$120 plus AU$100 for watermark inverted $80 

725 I -: Plate 2 [R58] variety 'Break in Upper Frame of Right Crown and White Spot Over FO of FOUR', 
mint and lightly hinged. BW 110A(2)ve, cat AU$120 $60 

726 C -: Plate 2 [R59] variety 'White Flaw on Second Lowest Wattle at Left and White Spot over FO of 
FOUR', mint and lightly hinged. BW 110A(2)vf, cat AU$120 $60 

727 O 4d Lemon-yellow and Orange-yellow shades range with mostly dated cds cancels, fine to very 
fine (17)  $220 

728 * 4d Lemon-yellow Plate 1 [R57] variety 'White Spot on AL of AUSTRALIA', mint and lightly hinged. 
BW 110C(1)p, cat au$600 $300 

729 O 4d Pale Milky Blue variety 'Thin FOU of FOUR' fine used, with 2019 Drury Certificate. BW 
112D(2)eb, cat AU$350 $120 

730 O 4d Dull Ultramarine Harrison Printing variety 'Watermark Inverted' used, a plated example (4L52) 
with 2017 Drury Certificate. BW 113Baa, cat AU$1000 $400 

731 I 5d Chestnut Smooth Paper Single-line Perf 14 [L13] variety 'Broken N.E. Corner', mint and lightly 
hinged. BW 122h, cat AU$225 $100 

732 * -: (very deep) Smooth Paper Single-line Perf 14 [L42] variety 'Broken S.E. Corner', mint and lightly 
hinged, rare in this shade. BW 122h, cat AU$225 as normal. $250 

733 * -: Smooth Paper Single-line Perf 14 [R15] variety 'Shaved Lower Left Corner', mint and lightly hinged. 
BW 122t, cat AU$225 $100 
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   King George V Sideface Issues - Single Watermark (contd.) 
734 * 5d Chestnut Smooth Paper Single-line Perf 14 [R29] variety 'White Flaw Behind Kangaroo's Neck', 

mint and lightly hinged. BW 122v, cat AU$225 $100 

735 * -: Smooth Paper Single-line Perf 14 variety 'White Scratch in Right Frame Opposite Emu's Feet', 
mint and lightly hinged. BW 122va, cat AU$225 $100 

736 * 5d Brown Single Line Perf JBC Monogram pair, R59 variety 'Retouched N.E. Corner State II', 
R60 variety 'Flawed P of PENCE State II', pencil notes in right selvedge erased, and with 
toned gum. BW 122zg, cat AU$1500 $600 

737 * 5d Chestnut Smooth Paper Comb Perf 14 [R59] variety 'Retouched N.E. Corner - State III, marginal 
mint and lightly hinged. BW 123veb, cat AU$150 $75 

738 * -: Smooth Paper Comb Perf 14 [R59] variety 'Retouched N.E. Corner - State IV, lightly hinged mint. 
BW 123vec, cat AU$200 as hinged $150 

739 O 5d Bright Chestnut Rough Paper Single Line Perf 14 Punctured 'OS' fine used with Melbourne 
cds $100 

740 ** 1/4d Turquoise-blue Punctured 'OS' block of 4 very fine MUH. BW 128ba, cat AU$1500 $350 

   Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 14 
741 (*) 1½d Red Plate 2 Mullett imprint block of 8 with variety 'Void Top Right Corner' fifth correction, Plate 

4 Mullett imprint block of 4, Plate 2 gutter pair from top of sheet miscut and showing Mullett imprint at 
top, also Perf 13½ x 12½ Plate 3 Mullett imprint pair, all no gum (16) $140 

742 (*) 2d Red-brown Electro 12 Mullett imprint pair, fine but no gum. BW 98(12)z, cat AU$1000 for M 
block of 4 $110 

743 ** 3d Blue Type A Punctured OS and Watermark Inverted, centred upper left, fine MUH. BW 106aa, 
cat AU$250 $100 

744 O 1/4d used range of hagners (50), mostly pairs with parcel post cancels, and similar for 1/4d Small 
Multi Wmk Perf 13½ x 12½ (53) also including many pairs. A few stamps are damaged, and many of 
the cancellations are heavy, however an unusual lot of high catalogue value (BW AU$150 each for 
SMW Perf 14) (103) $600 

   Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 13½ x 12½ 
745 ** 1d Green horizontal strip of 3, second and third units Die II, couple of ragged perfs at right side 

otherwise fine MUH. BW 81(1)ia, cat AU$250 $100 

   C of A Watermark 
746 O 4d Olive used range on leaves, with shades and plate varieties, including several BW listed varieties 

(4L25, 4R42, 4R48), generally fine (65) $60 

747 **/* -: John Ash Imprint Block of four, variety 'Diagonal white line under King's neck', lower units MUH, 
well centred and fresh. BW 117(4)za, cat AU$450 $200 

748 O 1/4d Deep Turquoise, a striking shade cancelled with Launceston South cds 17 AU 34, with 
the '7' officially altered to '6' in manuscript. Missing perf at right, otherwise fine. This stamp is 
clearly from a different sheet to that discussed in the BW footnote, sold in 1938 in 
Queensland. BW 131c, cat AU$6250 $750 

Other King George V Issues 
749 **/*/O 1927-37 duplicated range of commemoratives and pictorials on hagners, mostly mint and 

including Kingsford Smith (2 sets, plus 2d OS opt), Victorian Centenary (4 sets), Macarthur (3 sets), 
Anzac 1/- (4), Silver Jubilee (3 sets), SA Centenary (3 sets), NSW Sesquicentenary (3 sets), many 
are MUH, and mostly fine (110M, 43U) $350 

750 **/*/O 1929 1½d W.A. Centenary varieties 'Re-entry to Swan's Neck' in mint block of 4 (no gum) and used, 
unlisted 'Spot after S of AUSTRALIA' in mint pair and used, also hairline varieties $90 

751 ** 1931 Kingsford Smith 2d overprinted 'OS' top right corner block of 4, fourth unit with tone spot 
otherwise fresh MUH. BW cat AU$1300, SG cat £340++ $400 
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   Other King George V Issues (contd.) 
752 C 1931 2d and 3d Kingsford Smith overprinted 'OS' used with 3d Green Airmail pair, 3d Sturt (2) 

and 6d Kingsford Smith pair on airmail cover, tied by 'PARLIAMENT HOUSE 
CANBERRA/F.C.T.' cds, 12 MY 31, and addressed to Stanley Gibbons in London. A rare 
contemporary, albeit philatelic, usage (the earliest possible use of the OS opts was on 4 May 
1931). Cover with peripheral wear and ink stain at left edge, and with 2003 Ceremuga 
Certificate $1200 

753 ** 1932 Sydney Harbour Bridge 5/- very fine MUH $550 
754 O -: 5/- Green with private perfin for 'Farmer & Co', cancelled Sydney Chief Parcels section cancel. 

Only a handful of private perfins known on this issue $400 

755 O/CTO 1934 Victorian Centenary 3d (30) and 1/- (16) commercially used, and 1/- CTO (24, no gum), 
mixed Perfs 10½ and 11½, mostly very fine (70) $200 

756 ** 1934 Macarthur 2d Carmine-red 'Dark Hills' Ash imprint block of 4, very fine MUH, BW cat AU$325 $200 

757 ** 1935 Anzac 1/- Black block of 4 from top of sheet superb MUH $220 

758 ** 1935 Silver Jubilee 2/- Violet block of 4 from right of sheet superb MUH $180 

759 **/* -: 2/- Violet top left Plate No. 1 block of 4, perf separation of corner stamps reinforced with hinge, 
others fresh MUH. BW cat AU$325 $160 

King George VI Issues 
760 **/* 1937-49 Perf 13½ x 14 2d Scarlet KGVI Die I top left corner block of 4 with large portion of partially 

inked Plate No. '8' mounted in selvedge only which also has two small tone spots. BW 187zk, cat 
AU$1750  $350 

761 **/* -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die I block of 4 from top right corner of sheet showing lower portion of Plate No. 
'8', mounted in selvedge and on one unit only, small tone spot in right margin. BW 187zl, cat 
AU$1750 $350 

762 **/* -: KGVI 3d Blue Die I 'White Wattles' marginal strip of 3 MUH (selvedge largely detached, and two 
with black adhesions on reverse), 3d Blue Die I marginal block of 15 and single superb MUH, 3d 
Blue Die 1A mint, 3d Blue Die II Thin Paper mint, and 1/- Lyrebird Perf 15 x 14 Ash Imprint Pair (21) $600 

763 ** 1937-49 Robes duplicated range with 5/- Thick Paper Ash and By Authority imprint blocks of 4, Thin 
Paper imprint blocks of 4 (6) and imprint pair, 10/- Thick Paper (11, with imprint block of 4 (2) and 
pair), and Thin Paper imprint block of 4, £1 Thick Paper imprint pair. One unit of £1 pair with tone 
spots, otherwise very fine MUH and high cat value (51) $400 

764 C -: 10/- Robes Chalky paper + 1/6d Hermes + 4d Koala tied by GPO Sydney cds to 1941 (5 Jun) 
censored cover to USA (11/10d triple clipper rate for 1/1½oz letter) $100 

765 C 1937-49 Perf 15 x 14 2d Scarlet KGVI gutter block of 8 from top of sheet with Plate No. '4' (complete) 
fine virtually full OG with only one unit hinged. BW 187zc, cat AU$2000 $600 

766 **/* -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die II gutter block of 8 from top of sheet showing small portion of Plate No. '12' 
(Sheet A or B), two units mounted and with somewhat heavy fold through gutter. BW 188zj or zja, 
cat AU$1750 $300 

767 **/* -: 2d Scarlet KGVI Die II 'No Imprint' block of 16, from surplus stock printed from, coil plate 
perforated and placed on counter sale. Six units mounted, slight gum toning and light crease through 
one vertical pair, and crease through lower right corner just touching stamp. BW 188zs, cat AU$550 $120 

768 **/* -: 3d Brown KGVI gutter block of 8 from base of sheet with large portion of Plate No. '14' without 
dashes (Sheet C), two units mounted and small marks on reverse of two stamps. BW 196zc, cat 
AU$600 $200 

769 P 1951-52 3½d George VI presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note 
Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '14/2.11.51'(for Sir W. McKell, Governor-General), 
some foxing of design and mount. Eight die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the 
Royal Collection. BW253DP(1), cat AU$3000 $600 
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Queen Elizabeth II Issues 
770 PR Group of Post Office Publicity Cards, all with faults and/or staining, comprising 1953 1d QEII, 

1953 3d Tasmanian Stamp Centenary, 3½d Red Cross Centenary, 1954 Cobb & Co (2) and 1955 
3½d YMCA Anniversary. BW cat AU$1200 $150 

771 P 1953 Produce Food 3d and 3½d se-tenant strips of 3 presentation 'die proofs' in issued 
colours (actually imperforate stamps) in sunken mounts, with Note Printing cachets on 
reverse endorsed '6/23-1-53' (presented to Sir Daryl Lindsay of the Stamp Advisory 
Committee). Eight pairs of die proofs were prepared, one pair of which is in the Royal 
Philatelic Collection. A few tone spots on 3d Beef, otherwise fresh and superb and a rarely 
offered set. BW 287/8/9DP(1) and 290/1/2/DP(1), cat AU$18000 (2) $3500 

772 ** -: 3½d Scarlet upper right corner MUH block of 18 with variety 'Colour Spur at Top of B of BEEF' and 
'Retouch Beneath Milking Cup on Cow' Types II, III, V, VI, VII and VIII, BW 290 and 292 groups, cat 
AU$280+ $40 

773 ** -: 3d Green, upper pane positional block of 30 (6 x 5), varieties 'White Spot after "D" of FOOD' [2/7] 
and 'White line joining "R" to "A"', fine MUH. BW 287e,288g,289c,ca cat AU$?? $100 

774 ** -: 3½d Scarlet, upper pane positional block of 30 (6 x 5), varieties on "Butter" of 'Retouch beneath 
milking cup on cow' on [1/7, 1/10, 2/6, 2/9, 3/5, 3/8, 4/7, and 5/6], and on "Beef" of 'Colour spur at 
top of "B" of BEEF' [??], fine MUH. BW 287e,290ea,eb,ed,ee,ef,eg,ei,ek and BW 292d,ca,d $200 

775 P 1953-56 3½d Queen Elizabeth II presentation die proof in issued colour liberated from its 
sunken frame (50mm x 63mm), fine apart from a few wrinkles. Eight die proofs were prepared, 
one of which is in the Royal collection. BW 296DP(1), cat AU$2500 $800 

776 **/*/O 1954 3½d Red Cross Centenary accumulation of plate number blocks, with Nos. '1' left (5), '1' 
with dashes left (2), '1' with dashes right, '2' left, '2' with dashes left, '2' with dashes right (2), 
'3' with dashes left (3), '3' right, '4' left, '4' with dashes left (4), '4' with dashes right, and plate 
dot blocks - one dot left, one dot right (2), two dots left, two dots right (2). Largely MUH (one 
block used), few with tone spots but generally very fine. BW 312z-zq, cat AU$7100 $1100 

777 P 1957 4d Christmas presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing 
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '22/20.8.57' (for W.L. Russell, Stamp Advisory 
Committee), fine apart from small sellotape stain along base just impinging on design. Eight 
die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW339DP(1), cat AU$2500 $800 

778 P 1958 5½d Australian War Memorial presentation die proof of se-tenant pair in issued colour in 
sunken frame with Note Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '24/20.10.57' (for Sir G. 
Chippendall, Director-General of the PMG's Department), sellotape used for mounting has 
caused staining at left, right and base, just impinging on design. Eight die proofs were 
prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW341/2DP(1), cat AU$4000 $900 

779 C 1959-64 6d Banded Anteater solo franking on Radio Australia postcard from Melbourne to 
Indonesia, undeliverable and with various Indonesian instructional marks, plus D.L.O. 
Melbourne pointing finger and boxed 'RETURN TO SENDER' in red. Very attractive, and a 
scarce solo franking. BW cat AU$150 $60 

780 P 1962 1/2d Tasmanian Tiger presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note 
Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '27.3.62/2' (for C.W. Davidson, Postmaster-
General), fine apart from small stain in upper left corner outside design. Ten die proofs were 
prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW364DP(1), cat AU$2500 $900 

781 C -: solo franking on unsealed letter rate cover from Mornington (Vic) to Scotland, fine and much 
scarcer than the more usually seen postcard solo franking $30 

782 PPC -: used on 1962 (8 Dec) picture postcard from Mascot (NSW) to Dundee, Scotland tied by machine 
cancellation. Few tone spots, a scarce solo usage $30 

783 P 1959 2/3d Wattle presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing 
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '48/3.7.59' (for C.W. Davidson, Postmaster-General), 
superb. Nine die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW368DP(1), 
cat AU$2500 $1000 

784 P 1959 3/- Waratah presentation die proof in issued colour remounted in modern sunken frame, 
superb. Nine die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW 372DP(1), 
cat AU$2500 $800 
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   Queen Elizabeth II Issues (contd.) 
785 P 1959 3/- Waratah presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing 

Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '60/7.5.59' (for W.L. Russell, Stamp Advisory Committee), 
two small stains on mount, the proof is superb. Nine die proofs were prepared, one of which 
is in the Royal Collection. BW372DP(1), cat AU$2500 $1000 

786 P 1959 5d Queensland Self-Government presentation die proof in issued colours liberated from 
sunken mount (45mm x 52mm), superb. Note that the violet colour of the jacaranda bush was 
typographed on the issued stamp, and this colour is handpainted on the proof. Nine die 
proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW 375DP(1), cat AU$2500 $1000 

787 P 1961 5d Northern Territory Exploration presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken 
frame with Note Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '66/31.8.60' (for C.W. Davidson, 
Postmaster-General), superb. Eleven die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal 
Collection. BW 378DP(1), cat AU$2500 $1000 

788 P 1960 5d Melbourne Cup presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note 
Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '37/18.10.60' (for C.W. Davidson, Postmaster-
General), small stain sunken frame at right, otherwise very fine. Eleven die proofs were 
prepared one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW 379DP(1), cat AU$2500 $1000 

789 P 1960 5d Christmas presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing 
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '31/30-10-60' (for J.R.W. Purves, Stamp Advisory 
Committee), superb. Eleven die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. 
BW 381DP(1), cat AU$2500 $1000 

790 P 1961 1/- Colombo Plan presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note 
Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '21/15-5-61' (for F.D. Manley, Stamp Advisory 
Committee), fine apart from insignificant stain at lower right. Ten die proofs were prepared, 
one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW382DP(1), cat AU$2500 $1000 

791 P 1961 1/- Colombo Plan presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note 
Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '13/15-5-61' (for Sir D. Brooks, Commonwealth 
Administrator), very fine except for a couple of minor marks on frame. Ten die proofs were 
prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW382DP(1), cat AU$2500 $1000 

792 P 1961 5d Christmas presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing 
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '28/20.11.61' (for B.F. Jones, Deputy Director-General of 
the P.M.G.s Department), superb and with the envelope in which the proof was originally 
presented. Ten die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW 
385DP(1), cat AU$2500 $1000 

793 P 1961 5d Christmas presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing 
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '29/20.11.61' (for C.W. Davidson, Postmaster-General), 
small stain in bottom left corner of design. Ten die proofs were prepared, one of which is in 
the Royal Collection. BW385DP(1), cat AU$2500 $800 

794 P 1962 5d John McDouall Stuart presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note 
Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '28.3.62/2' (for C.W. Davidson, Postmaster-General), 
badly stained by sellotape used for mounting proof, also with original envelope which contained the 
proof. Note that we have never seen a pristine example of this proof, all are apparently stained to 
some degree by the sellotape. Ten die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. 
BW386P(1), cat AU$2500 $400 

795 P 1962 5d Country Women presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note 
Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed ''27.8.62/6' (for W.L. Russell, Stamp Advisory 
Committee), few stains on proofs and on frame. Ten die proofs were prepared, one of which 
is in the Royal Collection. BW 388DP(1), cat AU$2500 $700 

796 P 1962 5d Christmas presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing 
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '17.10.62/5' (for B.F. Jones, Deputy Director-General of 
the P.M.G.s Department), significant staining of proof caused by sellotape used for mounting. 
Ten die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW 389DP(1), cat 
AU$2500  $500 

797 P 1963 5d and 2/3d Royal Visit composite presentation die proofs in issued colours in sunken 
frame with Note Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '21.1.64/4' (for B.F. Jones, 
Deputy Director-General of PMG's Department), both proofs with degrees of staining from 
sellotape mounting, and with original envelope which contained the proofs. Ten die proofs 
were prepared, one of which is in the Royal collection. BW 392/3DP(1), cat AU$5000 $1200 
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  Queen Elizabeth II Issues (contd.) 
798 P 1963 5d Blue Mountains presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note 

Printing Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '11.7.63/4' (for B.F. Jones, Deputy Director-General 
of the P.M.G.s Department), and with the envelope in which the proof was originally presented. 
The proof is badly stained by the sellotape used to affix it to the mount (most proofs of this stamp 
are similarly affected). Ten die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal collection. 
BW396DP(1), cat AU$2500 $300 

799 ** 1963-64 Navigators 4/- to £2 including 10/- and £1 both papers, plus 5/- Cattle on cream and white 
papers, superb MUH (10) $120 

800 P 1963 5d Christmas presentation die proof in issued colour in sunken frame with Note Printing 
Branch cachet on reverse endorsed '4.10.63/4' (for B.F. Jones, Deputy Director-General of the 
P.M.G.s Department), and with the envelope in which the proof was originally presented. Few 
stains around edges of stamp design where sellotape has been used for affixing proof, 
otherwise fine. Ten die proofs were prepared, one of which is in the Royal Collection. BW 
410DP(1), cat AU$2500 $700 

801 ** 1964-65 Australian Birds 9d Black-backed Magpie Lower Sheet of 60 on ordinary paper, including 
R5/12 variety 'Grey Spot on Branch in Front of Bird' (BW 414d) $40 

802 P 1964 2/5d Blue Wren presentation stamp in sunken mount as presented to dignitaries (the numerical 
identification on the reverse identifying the recipient is missing). The sunken frame is close to the 
design, however it is known from other proofs that a perforated issued stamp was used, and not an 
imperforate proof. Fine apart from a slight bend on the right side of the sunken frame. BW 419x, cat 
AU$750  $350 

Pre-decimal First Day Covers 
803 FDC 1931 Kingsford Smith set on plain cover tied by Sydney cds 19 MR 31, and addressed to Ceylon, fine $100 

804 FDC 1932 1/- Lyrebird on plain cover (flap unsealed) tied by Melbourne cds, 15 FE 32, fine. BW 145y, cat 
AU$450  $140 

805 FDC 1934 Victorian Centenary 2d, 3d and 1/- Perf 10½ tied on plain cover by Newcastle cds, 2 JL 34, fine. 
BW 153y, cat AU$800 $300 

806 FDC 1934 Macarthur 2d, 3d and 9d on plain cover tied by Newcastle machine cancel, 1 NO 34, 9d 
additionally tied by Newcastle cds, fine. BW 160y, cat AU$650 $240 

807 FDC 1934 1/6d Hermes Airmail tied to envelope addressed to England, tied by Adelaide machine 
cancellation, 1934 1 DEC, fine. BW 161y, cat AU$500 $160 

808 FDC 1938 5/- and 10/- Robes on plain cover tied by Sydney cds, 1 AP 38, clean and fine. BW cat AU$450 
for 5/- and AU$750 for 10/- $320 

809 FDC 1937-49 Perf 15 x 14 1½d Maroon KGVI on illustrated first day cover cancelled at Sydney, no back flap $25 

810 FDC 1938 £1 Robes on plain cover tied by Sydney machine cancellation, 1 NOV 1938, very fine and rare. 
BW 216y, cat AU$3500 $1600 

811 FDC 1959-63 4d Lake QEII Definitive booklet plane of 6 used on plain first day cover cancelled at 
Canterbury (NSW), 18 March 1959, very fine. BW 354y, cat AU$250 $40 

Pre-decimal and Decimal Collector’s Sets 
812 PR/CTO/S c1933 Collector's Set in Brownish-grey horizontal folder containing 65 stamps comprising 

current and obsolete issues complete and with OS punctures and overprints CTO, including 
Small Multi Wmk 10/- and Third Wmk £1 and £2 Kangaroos optd SPECIMEN Type C, 2d and 
3d Kingsford Smith OS opt, and 5/- Bridge. Typical mixed centering otherwise fine with all 
stamps unmounted $2000 

813 PR/CTO/S c1933 Collector's Set in Brownish-grey horizontal folder (brown printing) containing the 
current and obsolete issues complete up to the 1932 Bridge set (65 stamps), the Kangaroo 
SPECIMEN opts being Type C £1 and £2 Third Wmk and 10/- C of A Wmk. Mixed centering as 
always, otherwise very fine and unmounted. The three high value Kangaroos are well-centred 
and alone catalogue AU$3850 $2200 
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  Pre-decimal and Decimal Collector’s Sets (contd.) 
814 PR/CTO/S c1942 Collector's Set in buff horizontal folder (brown printing), comprising 6d, 9d, 2/- and 5/- 

Kangaroos CTO plus 10/-, £1, £2 C of A Wmk optd Type D SPECIMEN, ½d - 1/4d KGV, 1938-42 
KGVI issues complete CTO or optd SPECIMEN (10/- Robes) (lacking only the 1d and 2d Die I), 
special and commemorative issues with 3d Airmail, 1931 2d, 3d, 6d, K Smith (plus 2d and 3d 
optd OS), 6d Brown Airmail (2, one optd OS), 1932 6d and 1/-, 1932 Bridge (plus 2d, 3d optd 
OS), 1934 Vic Centenary, 1934 Macarthur, 1934 1/6d Hermes, 1935 Anzac, 1935 Silver Jubilee. 
Mixed centering as always, otherwise very fine and unmounted (70) $700 

815 PR/CTO/S c1953 Collector's Set in grey folder with values ½d Kangaroo to 5/- Arms CTO, plus Arms 10/- to 
£2 overprinted Specimen, MUH. Rare type with only minimal sales, few stains on back of folder (20 
stamps) $300 

816 PR/CTO/S c1962 Collector's Set in grey folder with QEII 1d to 5/- Cattle CTO plus Arms 10/- to £2 overprinted 
Specimen, fresh MUH (22 stamps) $250 

817 PR/CTO/S 1966 Collector's Set in buff folder (C.258/66 imprint) comprising the original 1966 definitives, 1c to 
50c CTO and 75c to $4 optd SPECIMEN, fine unmounted (22) $80 

818 PR/CTO/S c1968 Collector's Set in buff folder (C.2651/68) comprising 1c - 5c QEII, 7c - 10c Marine Life, 24c 
Bird, 6c - 30c Floral Emblems, 40c, 50c Navigators all CTO plus 75c - $4 optd SPECIMEN, fine 
unmounted (22) $80 

819 PR/CTO/S -: in buff folder (stained, C.2651/68 imprint), comprising 1c - 5c QEII, 7c - 10c Marine Life, 24c Bird, 
6c - 30c Floral Emblems, 40c, 50c Navigators all CTO, and 75c - $4 Navigators optd SPECIMEN, 
fine unmounted (22) $80 

820 PR/CTO/S -: in buff folder (C.2651/68 imprint), comprising 1c - 5c QEII, 7c-10c Marine Life, 24c Bird, 6c - 30c 
Floral Emblems, 40c, 50c Navigators all CTO, and 75c - $4 Navigators optd SPECIMEN, fine 
unmounted (22) $80 

Decimal Issues 
821 S/** Range of Post Office Training School SPECIMEN overprints in various types and colours, 

comprising 1966 1c pair, 3c block of 4 and strip of 3, 4c pair, 5c QEII block of 4 and pair, 6c block of 
4 and pairs (2), 7c block of 4, strip of 5 and pair, 8c, 9c pair, 10c pair, 15c pair and single, 20c strip 
of 3, 30c block of 4, strips of 3 (2) and pair, and 1968 Floral Emblems 15c block of 4 and single, 20c 
pairs (2), 25c strip of 3, and 30c block of 4 (75) $120 

822 FDC 1967-1993 range of scarcer First Day Covers with booklet panes, comprising 1967 5c on 4c QEII 
on Parade cover, 1972 Prime Ministers two sets of 4 on large and small Post Office generic covers, 
1985 Cockatoos pane on plain cover, 1986 Wildflowers panes (x 2) on Australia Post cover, 1990 
43c Skateboarding on Australia Post cover, 1990 43c Thinking of You on Australia Post cover, 1992 
Wetlands and Waterways on plain cover, 1992 Threatened Species on plain cover, 1992 45c 
Thinking of You on plain cover, and 1993 Dinosaurs on plain cover. also 1989 41c Cycling booklet 
with FDI cancels (17 covers + 1 booklet) $150 

823 S/** 1984-1993 SPECIMEN overprints made for fund-raising purposes, duplicated selection on hagners, 
all issues represented (including AAT issues), including a number of stamps in blocks of 4 (some 
blocks heavily duplicated) (395) $100 

824 **/B 1990-2013 range of limited edition overprints, both private and Australia Post productions, for 
philatelic exhibitions on booklets (10), miniature sheets (17), sheetlets (5, two cancelled), and 1993 
45c Heritage blocks of 4 (3). Also Tamworth 2000 Slim Dusty, 2004 Swan River Stampshow (2), 
Australia 2013 Genesis of the Kangaroos and 1913-14 Unissued Stamps, and 2015 ACCC of NSW 
Anniversary personalised stamp sheetlets, and 1998 Johnny O'Keefe limited edition frame (34 items) $250 

825 ** 1966 Photogravure Coil 'P.M.G./DEPT.' test coil in Black strip of 11. BW cat AU$88 $50 

826 P 1966-71 Queen's Head Definitives 6c Die Proof in Orange (issued colour) in sunken frame 
(95mm x 100mm), superb. Only three die proofs are recorded in private hands, two of which 
are in the issued colour $2500 

827 ** -: 6c Orange lower left corner block of 4 showing medium strength 'Offset', superb MUH. BW 446c, 
Cat AU$400 $120 

828 S/** 1966 Navigators 75c, $1, $2 and $4 overprinted SPECIMEN, the 75c and $1 being the scarce 
15mm type, very fine MUH (4) $140 
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829 C 1966 Navigators $4 Philip Parker King used with $2 George Bass and 1968 30c Waratah affixed to 

reverse of Post Office collection card for Hospital Benefits Association cancelled 'L.C. 
ROOM/MELBOURNE' cds, 4 MR 71, and endorsed 'H.B.A./$6.30'. Pin holes at upper right from 
where it was affixed to a postal article. A very scarce and legitimate usage of the $4 Navigator stamp $200 

830 PR 1970 Stamp Pack with 1c - $4 Definitive set (birds denominations replaced by Floral Emblems) in 
folder with background notes on designs and technical details of the stamps themselves. BW 466w, 
cat AU$275 $120 

831 PR 1966 4c Lifesaving Anniversary block of 4 affixed to publicity card, two small creases at top 
otherwise very fine. BW 470x, cat AU$150 $80 

832 PR 1966 4c Christmas block of 4 affixed to publicity card, very fine. BW 471x, cat AU$150 $100 

833 ** 1967 5c Christmas vertical pair from right side of sheet error 'Imperforate Three Sides' superb 
MUH. One of the most important decimal errors, of which eight examples (four pairs) were 
found in a sheet sold at Toowoomba. BW 479b, cat AU$20000 (2002) $10000 

834 P 1969 5c 150th Anniversary of Macquarie Lighthouse Die Proof in black on Pale Yellow stamp 
paper (issued colour) affixed to thin card (51 x 85mm), thumbprint (probably of workman who 
pulled the proof) at left clear of design, otherwise very fine $750 

835 C 1969 50th Anniversary of England-Australia Flight 5c vertical se-tenant strip of 3 used with 5c 
Namatjira booklet stamp pair on 1969(24 Nov) airmail cover to New York, cancelled by Sydney roller 
postmark. A very scarce commercial usage of the se-tenant strip on cover $100 

836 ** 1970-74 Floral Coil 7c Sturt's Desert Pea pair, variety 'Buff omitted'. SG 466ce cat £450, BW 535ce 
cat AU$600 $200 

837 ** -: 7c Sturt's Desert Pea Coil error 'Buff Omitted and Green Misplaced' strips of 5 and 3, and single, 
all fine MUH. BW 535ce, cat AU$2700 (2002), SG 468bb, cat £2025 $250 

838 FDC 1972 Munich Olympic Games set in matching Perth FDI cancelled blocks of 4 on Post Office 
'Wattle' long generic FDCs (4), unaddressed, very scarce $30 

839 ** 1975 10c Star Sapphire Definitive variety 'Printed on Gummed side' block of 4 from right of sheet, 
also single MUH. BW 648ci, cat AU$500 $220 

840 ** -: block of 4 'Printed on Gummed Side', one unit toned on reverse otherwise fine MUH. BW 648ci cat 
AU$400 in 2002; SG 552ae cat £200 $120 

841 ** 1973 Architecture 7c Opera House, corner block of four, variety 'Light Blue Misplaced 2.5mm to 
Right', normal for comparison, MUH. BW 653cb, cat AU$400 $200 

842 C 1975 10c International Women's Year variety 'Misplaced Perforations' horizontal pair from base of 
sheet fine MUH, BW 691b $40 

843 ** 1975 18c Helichrysum Definitive vertical strip of 10 error 'Black Omitted' from Rows 3-10, Row 2 
showing partial omission, fresh MUH. BW 725Ca, cat AU$600 (2002) $350 

844 ** 1975 45c Callistemon Definitive vertical strip of 5 from lower left corner of sheet, error 'Dull Yellow-
green Omitted' from third unit, fourth unit with partial omission, superb MUH. BW 727ce, cat AU$750 
(2002)  $350 

845 ** -: vertical strip of 5 from base of sheet, error 'Dull Yellow-green Omitted' from third unit, with slight 
omission from unit above. BW 727cd, cat AU$750 (2002) $320 

846 ** -: vertical strip of 4 from bottom of sheet, second unit error 'Dull Yellow-green omitted', third unit 
partly omitted, superb MUH. BW 727ce, cat AU$750 (2002) $300 

847 ** -: vertical pair from left of sheet, lower unit error 'Dull Yellow-green Omitted' with slight omission from 
upper unit. BW772cd, cat AU$750 (2002) $270 

848 ** -: variety 'Dull Vermilion Misplaced' MUH, with normal for comparison. BW 727cj, cat AU$80 $50 

849 ** 1976 Olympic Games 40c horizontal strip of 5, fourth and fifth units error 'Black Omitted', 
fresh MUH, only ten strips exist. BW 745ca, cat AU$3500 $1600 

850 ** 1977 Silver Jubilee of Queen Elizabeth II 18c printing by Government Printer, Sydney, pane of 50 
from Sheet B (Left Pane) showing colour control markings in top selvedge, a few tone spots in lower 
selvedge otherwise fine. Very scarce, this printing comprised only 2% of the total printed. BW 765zb, 
undercatalogued at AU$50++ $100 
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851 ** 1977 Silver Jubilee of Queen Elizabeth II 18c block of 30 error 'Imperforate' showing colour control 

markings in lower selvedge, heavy horizontal and vertical creases affect ten stamps, and with a few 
other minor blemishes. From the uncut sheet said to have gone astray at Tullamarine Airport en 
route to the Note Printing Branch for perforation. BW 765b, cat AU$3000 $1100 

852 ** -: 18c pane of 50 error 'Imperforate', few minor wrinkles and one stamp with mark on reverse 
otherwise fresh MUH. From the printer's sheet said to have gone astray at Tullamarine Airport en 
route to the Note Printing Branch for perforation. Almost certainly the largest surviving multiple. BW 
765b, cat AU$5000 $2200 

853 P -: 45c Imperforate Plate Proof gutter block of 8 on thin card showing colour control markings in gutter. 
One uncut printers sheet of 200 reached the market. BW 766PP(1), cat AU$2000+ $700 

854 FDC 1977 18c Parliament House Anniversary on Australia Post FDC cancelled at Grenfell Street 
Adelaide, showing error 'Illustration at Left Omitted', with normal FDC for comparison $80 

855 ** 1978 Famous Aviators 18c Charles Ulm block of 10 from base of sheet, the central column with a 
prominent paper join variety. Very fine, BW 793cb $100 

856 ** 1980 National Stamp Week 22c right-hand pane of 50, fourth row with paper join variety through all 
units. this and the following lot (from the same sheet) are the only recorded examples. Couple of 
tone spots in selvedge, otherwise fine, BW 878ba $300 

857 ** -: 22c left-hand pane of 50 with all selvedge removed, the fourth horizontal showing a paper join 
variety affecting all units. From the same sheet as the previous lot. Light tone spots on some units 
including the variety stamps, BW756ba $200 

858 ** 1980 Australian Aircraft 22c Wackett block of 15, variety 'Perforations Misplaced 6mm to right' in 
first column, resulting in narrow stamps, and partial double perforation of the second column, superb 
MUH. Similar to BW 883b, but a smaller misplacement $220 

859 ** 1981 24c International Year of Disabled Persons top marginal block of 4 error 'Imperforate' 
superb MUH. It is believed that a pane of 50 may have been found. BW 916 unlisted $400 

860 ** 1984 Frama Barred Edge Design strip (238mm) of unprinted paper with audit label printed in black 
at top, few minor blemishes. BW 1023PP(4)z, cat AU$500 (2002) $150 

861 O 1985 30c Australia Day ('The Walls of China' design) error 'Misplaced Perforations 5mm to the left' 
fine used with machine cancel, the only recorded example as far as is known. BW 1087 
uncatalogued variety $150 

862 ** 1985 Children's Books 33c Ginger Meggs/Blinky Bill pair, left unit error 'Imperforate Three Sides' 
superb MUH. BW 1109b, cat AU$500 (2002) $220 

863 ** -: 33c Blinky Bill/Snugglepot & Cuddlepie pair, left unit with error 'Imperforate Three Sides' superb 
MUH. BW 1110b, cat AU$500 (2002) $220 

864 ** 1986 36c Wildlife Definitives strip of 10 from base of sheet showing wide selvedge with colour 
control circles and 'MODULE 4', fresh MUH. BW 1153z, cat AU$150 as a block of 20 $60 

865 ** 1987 Christmas 30c se-tenant pair from the right side of the sheet, the left-hand unit error 
'Imperforate' and the right-hand unit with misplaced perforations, superb MUH and very rare, with 
only several examples recorded. BW 1252b, cat AU$1000 (2002) $400 

866 B 1989 Sports Definitives 39c Fishing in $3.90 booklet (Leigh-Mardon Scoresby printing on CPL 
paper Perf 13.33 x 13.60) error 'Misguillotined Booklet' resulting in booklet pane 'zig-zag' 
effect with no stamps complete. BW 1374cb, cat AU$2000 (2002) $750 

867 B 1992 45c Thinking of You Booklet error 'All Printing on Stamp Pane Omitted', very fine and 
one of two recorded examples, with 2000 RPSV Certificate. BW B190Ac, cat AU$4000 $1500 

868 B 1992 Threatened Species Self-adhesive Booklet Original Printing error 'All Printing (except 
helecon) Omitted', very fine, with normal booklet for comparison. BW 1564ca, which states 
about five booklets have been recorded, cat AU$3000 $1200 

869 B -: Self-adhesive Booklet first reprint (1 Koala) variety 'Misplaced Die-cuts 6mm Downwards and 5mm 
to Left', very fine and probably the most spectacular of all the various misplacements found on these 
booklets. BW 1565ba, cat AU$750 $400 

870 B -: Self-adhesive Booklet (second reprint with 2 Koalas) error 'Die-cuts Omitted', very fine, 
approximately 20 recorded. BW 1566(1)b, cat AU$450 $220 
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871 B 1992 Threatened Species Self-adhesive Booklet Third Reprint (3 Koalas in selvedge) showing 

variety 'Die-cuts Misplaced 4mm Downwards' (and slightly to left), very fine. BW 1566(2) unlisted $350 

872 B _; Self-adhesive booklet sixth reprint (1 Kangaroo 1 Koala) error 'Helecon Omitted', very fine and 
rare, BW 1566(5)c which states four booklets exist, cat AU$1000 $400 

873 ** -: Self-adhesive Sheetlet of 5 with overprint for World Columbian Stamp Expo error 'Imperforate', 
superb. It is believed that 48 sheetlets (an uncut printer's sheet) were issued thus. BW 1328cb, cat 
AU$500 $220 

874 ** -: Self-adhesive Sheetlet of 5 error 'Punch Hole at Bottom of Sheetlet', superb. BW 1567b, cat AU$200 $100 

875 ** -: Self-adhesive sheetlet of 5 trial printing with 'All-over Helecon'. BW 1328c, cat AU$150 $80 

876 ** 1992-99 Australian Wildlife Definitives 85c Pelican second reprint (2 Koalas) block of 30 from 
lower right corner of sheet with variety 'Deep Mauve Doubly Printed' caused by a blanket offset, the 
variety is most prominent at top left of the block and becomes progressively less obvious towards 
the lower right, fresh MUH. BW 1615c, cat AU$50 per stamp $300 

877 ** 1994 International Year of the Family $1 blocks of 4 from top left and bottom right corners of sheet 
variety 'Misplaced Perforations 5mm upwards), with normal block for comparison, fresh MUH. BW 
1716b, cat AU$400 (12) $170 

878 ** 1994 45c Kangaroos and Koalas Definitives se-tenant block of 6 error 'Misplaced Perforations 
6mm upwards' superb MUH, with normal block for comparison. BW 1722ba, cat AU$500 (2002) $250 

879 ** -: Self-adhesive sheetlet of 5 with error 'Punch Hole at bottom of Sheetlet' superb mint. BW 1752b, 
cat AU$150 (2002) $75 

880 PR 1996 Australia Post publicity folders (8) prepared for gratis distribution of various 1996 issues 
(including Christmas Island and Cocos (Keeling) Islands) and including background information 
together with first day covers, stamp packs and packaged blocks of the issued stamps. Also a similar 
folder for the 2013 Black Caviar issue, and a 2004 Australia Post booklet for Dame Joan 
Sutherland's Gala Tribute, including a packaged sheetlet of the stamp issue. Rarely seen material 
(10 items) $80 

881 P 1995 Australian National Trust $1 and $2 single colour proofs in Deep Olive-green marginal from 
left of sheet, with normals for comparison. These proofs were part of the composite $1/$2 printing 
plates but were intended to be guillotined off and discarded. BW 1841/2PP(1). cat AU$800 $300 

882 P -: $1 and $2 single colour proofs in Deep Olive-green marginal from right of sheet, with normals for 
comparison. These proofs were part of the composite $1/$2 printing plates but were intended to be 
guillotined and discarded. BW 1841/2PP(1), cat AU$800 $300 

883 C 1995 'The World Down Under' 45c Giant Trevally design error 'Misplaced Die-cuts 6mm to the 
right' used on small piece with machine cancel. Believed to be from a booklet rather than a roll, and 
showing a small portion of a marginal inscription to the right that is normally trimmed off the booklet 
panes. Rare, it is not certain that any other examples survive. BW 1894b, cat AU$100 (2002) $100 

884 B 1995 Christmas 45c Self-adhesive Booklet error 'Imperforate', very fine. BW 1901Ab, which 
states three complete booklets exist, cat AU$3500 $1400 

885 ^ -: block of 4 from $8 booklet error 'Die-cuts Omitted' block of 4 on small piece cancelled at 
Toowoomba (Qld), May 1996. Minor wrinkles on lower units, otherwise very fine and the only 
recorded used examples. BW 1901Ab, cat AU$3200 (2002) $900 

886 B 1996 Australian Rules Football Centenary $4.50 Geelong Booklet error 'Imperforate'. It is 
believed that only three error booklets have been discovered. BW 1935(2)b, cat AU$2500 $1000 

887 ** 1997 The Dreaming 45c gutter block of 10 error 'Imperforate' superb MUH. It is believed one 
sheet of 50 exists, this being the unique gutter block with colour control circles. BW 2043b, 
cat AU$1750+ $750 

888 ** 1997 Creatures of the Night 45c Spotted-tailed Quoll horizontal strip of 3 self-adhesive roll stamps 
error 'Imperforate'. As the roll stamps were arranged vertically, this strip must from an uncut printer's 
sheet and not issued in the normal way. the only example of this error so far reported $300 

889 ** 2000 Australian Olympic Games Gold Medallists: 45c Grant Hackett digitally-printed sheetlet 
of 10 error 'Printing Inverted' resulting in gross misplacement of perforations (the printing 
was made on pre-perforated sheets), fresh MUH and very rare. BW 2356 unlisted (similar 
errors on other stamps of this issue cat AU$6000) $2200 
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   Decimal Issues (contd.) 
890 ** 2003 50c Christmas marginal horizontal strip of 5 with colour control circles at left and error 

'Imperforate', superb MUH and rare $300 

891 PR Australia Post folder (in printed envelope) produced for the 2008 24th UPU Congress in Geneva, 
Switzerland, and containing the Definitive International Stamps issued between 7 June 2005 and 3 
March 2008, plus the 2006 Australian Wildflowers $10 Waratah miniature sheet (face value 
AU$55.30), not often seen $80 

Booklets 
892 B 1968 $1 Famous Australians Booklet, Edition N68/3 stapled remake with advertisements 20, 18c, 

19c, 81, 82, 6, 86, 86, 84 (unlisted, and a curious duplication of the same advertisement). The 
stapled remake is unlisted in this edition $30 

893 B 1982 60c Test Stamp Folders (2 x 1c Zebra Finch, 2 x 2c Crimson Finch), 2 x 27c Blue Mountains 
Tree Frog perf 12.63 x 12.80) x 10. BW B142, cat AU$150 $50 

Postage Dues 
   1902 Black Base 
894 S/* ½d - 8d Emerald overprinted vertical SPECIMEN as used for the Tasmanian U.P.U. distribution, 

the 1d, 3d, 4d, and 6d with watermark inverted. Horizontal crease on 1d, otherwise fine with large 
part OG. BW cat AU$700 (7) $300 

895 O 1d Emerald-green Perf 11, with manuscript indelible pencil cancel and part OG, a very fine 
example of this rare stamp. BW D4 cat AU$1250, SG D12 cat £900 $600 

896 O 6d Emerald block of 4 cancelled Western Australian barred obliterator, upper left unit variety 'SW of 
NSW' Not Fully Removed', fine and very scarce in a multiple. BW 9k, cat AU$325+ $200 

897 S/(*) 3d and 6d Emerald with W.A. four concentric circle CTO for U.P.U. distribution and with 
additional 'ULTRAMAR' handstamp in blue (unlisted by BW), also 3d Emerald unused affixed 
to small ledger piece with Tasmanian U.P.U. 'SPECIMEN' opt and 'ULTRAMAR' handstamp in 
blue, and 1902-04 Base Completed 2d Emerald unused with 'ULTRAMAR' handstamp in violet 
(from Queensland U.P.U. distribution, unlisted by BW). No gum, otherwise fine, and scarce 
examples of issues handstamped at Lisbon prior to distribution to Portuguese Colonies (4) $600 

898 O 5/- Emerald used horizontal strip of 3, few perfs separated between the left-hand pair otherwise fine 
and scarce. BW D11, cat AU$375+ $150 

   1902-04 Completed Design 
899 **/* Perf. 11½, 12 1d, 3d, 5d, 10d, 1/-, 2/- (2, shades); Cpd Perf. 11½, 12 and 11 ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 

5d, 6d, 8d, 10d, 1/-, 2/-, 5/-; Perf 11 ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 1/-, 5/-. Complete except for the 
Perf 11½, 12 2d (not known mint) and the 10/- and 20/- high values, and very fine for these, 
with large part OG (5/- Perf 11 with stained gum) and mostly lightly hinged (a few are MUH). A 
rare opportunity to acquire all the perf variations in superior condition. SG cat £6773 (28) $3500 

900 O 5d Emerald Perf. 12½,12 block of 24 from base of sheet with manuscript crayon cancellation in 
black (some perf separation and reinforcement), and 10d Emerald Perf 11½,12 block of 18 cancelled 
Poste Restante Perth cds (part OG but with adhesions on reverse), scarce multiples. BW D29, 35, 
cat AU$1170+ (42) $300 

901 ** 1d Emerald Perf 11 x 11½,12 block of 20 (2 x 10) from left of sheet with selvedge three sides 
MUH, crease through 7th row, and bands of toning on reverse but very fine colour and an 
outstanding multiple of this scarce perforation. BW D20, cat AU$3500, SG D23 cat £420++ $1750 

902 * -: Perf 11½,12 x 11 block of 15 from base of sheet part OG, few units with marks on reverse and 
stain in lower selvedge under one unit, however a scarce multiple. BW D16, cat AU$225+  $150 

903 O 3d Emerald Perf 11½,12 x 11 Watermark Upright block of 39 from right side of sheet cancelled 
'PARCELS POST/G.P.O. SYDNEY' cds, 3 OC 09. Significantly toned on reverse, particularly around 
perfs which is partially visible on face. Nevertheless a rare and possibly record multiple of this stamp. 
BW D24A, cat AU$975+ $300 

904 O 5/- Emerald Perf 12 x 11 Watermark Inverted (as normal) block of 4 cancelled G.P.O. Adelaide cds, 
OC 6 08, very fine. BW D42, cat AU$200 $120 
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   Postage Dues - 1902-04 Completed Base (contd.) 
905 O 10/- Dull Green cancelled by portion of Sydney Parcel Post cds in violet, very fine and rare, and 

with 2007 BPA Certificate. BW D44 cat AU$4000, SG D43 cat £1800 $2000 

  1906-08 Watermark Crown over Single-lined A 
906 **/* ½d-6d Green Perf 11½,12 x 11. Very fine for this issue with large part OG (½d and 1d MUH), 

3d slightly toned gum but also MUH. SG D45-50, cat £1000+ (6) $750 
907 O ½d Light Green blocks of 20 (x 2) and 3 cancelled straight-line 'FEB 26 1912' in violet, fine and 

attractive. BW D46A, cat AU$430 (43) $150 

908 * 3d Light Green very lightly hinged and good colour, some light gum toning but a fine example of this 
scarce stamp. BW D52 cat AU$750, SG D48 cat £650 $450 

  1907 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A 
909 * ½d - 6d Light Green, the ½d and 1d with Watermark Inverted. All large part OG, the 4d and 6d a 

little gum toned. SG D53-57, cat £750 (5) $350 

910 ** ½d Light Green the bottom three rows of a sheet with Watermark Inverted, Rows 9 and 10 
being Watermark Marginal Letters only. Very fine and fresh MUH with full OG, a very scarce 
multiple. BW D56, cat AU$3300++ (36) $1500 

   1908-09 Stroke After Value 
911 * 1/- and 5/- Dull Green fine with part OG. BW D61,62, cat AU$750 $300 

912 * 2/- Dull Green marginal from right side of left pane very fine with good colour and large part 
OG. BW D63 cat AU$1000, SG D60 cat £1000 $700 

913 * 10/- Dull Green with Watermark Inverted as always, very fine with good colour and large part 
OG. BW D64 cat AU$3750, SG D61 cat £2500 $1750 

914 * 20/- Dull Green marginal from left side of right pane, excellent colour, gum somewhat toned. 
BW D65 cat AU$10000, SG D62 cat £6500 $5000 

915 O Cancellations: Selection of postmarks on Monocolour issues, all States represented, with NSW 
numerals and straight-line 'MORE-TO-PAY', Queensland circular and oval datestamps, including 
coloured cancels, South Australia squared circle datestamps, numerals, Tasmania datestamps, 
Western Australia dumb obliterators, oval and circular datestamps, also various 'T' handstamps, 'R' 
in ova and straight-line dates. Wide variety of issues represented with values to 1/- and including a 
number of multiples. An interesting lot (175) $350 

   1909-10 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Thick Paper 
916 O Group of multiples comprising 1d Die II block of 24 and 3d block of 12 cancelled oval 

'REGISTERED/PERTH W.A.' ds, 2d Die II blocks of 12 (2) cancelled 'REGISTERED PERTH' cds, 
and 6d block of 4 cancelled Dandenong (Vic) cds, all fine and with full gum (64) $120 

917 O 1d Rose-red and Green Die II block of 60 from top of sheet (full OG, one stamp damaged), 2d 
Die I blocks of 16 and 10 all full OG (one 1d stamp damaged), and 4d corner block of 6 all 
cancelled straight-line 'FEB 26 1912' in violet. The 1d block is line perf 12.4 (BW D78b, cat 
AU$60 each). Attractive multiples (92) $800 

918 O 3d Rose-red and Green block of 24 from top right corner of sheet cancelled 'PARCEL POST/G.P.O. 
SYDNEY' 'clock' cds in violet, JA 22 1912. some perf separation between top two rows, a scarce 
multiple. BW D84, cat AU$480+ $180 

919 **/* 6d Rose-red and Green block of 4 from top left corner of sheet, very fine with upper pair MUH. BW 
D86, cat AU$220 $120 

920 **/* 1/- Rose-red and Green very fine top left corner block of 18 with only one unit mounted. A very 
scarce multiple. BW D88, cat AU$1300, SG D69, cat £540++ $700 

921 **/* -: mint block of 4, very fine with lower pair MUH, scarce. BW D88, cat AU$210 $150 

922 O -: used vertical block of 12 cancelled 'REGISTERED PERTH' cds, a scarce large multiple. BW D88, 
cat AU$180 $90 
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   Postage Dues - 1909-10 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Thick Paper (contd.) 
923 O 1/- Rose-red and Green variety 'Offset of Value Plate' used block of 4 cancelled Brisbane cds, 

10 DE 14. Still with part gum (hence the survival of the offset, which is medium strength on 
the left-hand pair and weaker on the right-hand pair). The only recorded piece and the basis 
of the Brusden-White listing. BW88c, cat AU$2000 $600 

924 ** 2/- Rose-red and Green superb MUH block of 4. BW D89, cat AU$700 $400 

925 ** 5/- Rose-red and Green corner strip of 3 with JBC monogram fine MUH but gum somewhat 
toned, rare. BW D90zd, cat AU$2500 $900 

926 O £1 Rose-red and Green fine used cancelled '376' numeral used at Sydney G.P.O. BW D92 cat 
AU$425, SG D73 cat £300 $250 

927 S/* -: CTO for U.P.U. distribution and with additional diagonal 'MUESTRA' handstamp in violet. 
Fine with large part OG, and believed to be the only recorded example. This handstamp was 
applied in Madrid to stamps sent out to Spanish Colonies, and was only applied to high 
values. BW D62wb, cat AU$1000 $800 

928 S/(*) -: CTO for U.P.U. distribution and with boxed 'SPECIMEN/Collection/ . . . ' handstamp applied 
to stamps received by Gabon. Fine without gum and unique, unlisted by BW $800 

   1909-10 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Thin Paper (contd.) 
929 ** Perf 12½ ½d Scarlet and Pale Yellow-green 'Watermark Inverted' MUH block of 4, very fine. BW 

D93a cat AU$700, SG D76w cat £440 $250 
930 ** ½d Rose-red and Green Watermark Sideways matching blocks of 30 from the lower left and 

lower right of the sheet showing No Monogram. Superb MUH and a fine and rare pair. BW 
D94z,za, cat AU$550++ (2014) (60) $500 

931 **/* 2d Scarlet and Pale Yellow-green block of 6 from lower left corner of sheet with CA 
monogram, superb and hinged only in lower selvedge. A very rare block in this condition. BW 
D99Azb, cat AU$1250 for a strip of 3 (2020) $900 

932 **/* 3d Carmine and Pale Green block of 4 from top right corner of sheet, minor bend on one unit, 
otherwise very fine with stamps MUH, a scarce multiple. BW D100, cat AU$1500+ $900 

933 * 3d Carmine and Pale Green variety 'Watermark Sideways' fine mint from the only recorded 
block of 4 which has been split. A very rare stamp. BW D100A, cat AU$9000, SG D82a, cat 
£7500  $7000 

934 * 4d Carmine and Pale Green variety 'Watermark Sideways' fine mint with large part OG, rare. 
BW D101a cat AU$1500, SG D83b cat £1000 $750 

935 * -: variety 'Watermark Sideways' marginal from left side of sheet, faint trace of hinge with a couple 
of barely discernible tone spots on reverse. BW D101a cat AU$1500, SG D83ba cat £900 $700 

936 O -: variety 'Watermark Sideways' cancelled G.P.O. Adelaide cds MR 1 (22), very fine. BW D101a cat 
AU$750, SG D83ba cat £450 $300 

937 **/* 1/- Scarlet and Pale Yellow-green block of 35 from lower right corner of sheet with CA monogram. 
Some perf splitting between third and fourth columns otherwise very fine with hinges on two stamps 
in the top row and in lower selvedge only. A rare multiple. BW D102zb, cat AU$2400++ (2014) $1000 

938 O Cancellations: Range of postmarks on 1909-10 and 1912-23 Watermark Crown over Double lined 
A issues, with various types of 'T' handstamps (including 1d marginal block of 12), straight-line 
'CANCELLED' boxed 'PAID', Money Order, Parcel Post and Delivery Room datestamps. Values to 
5/- and mostly fine, a useful lot (74) $100 

   Third Watermark 
939 **/* ½d Carmine and Pale Yellow-green block of 24 from base of sheet (lacking side selvedges) 

with Harrison imprint. Sensible hinge reinforcement of some split perfs, otherwise fine with 
most units MUH, a rare multiple. BW D105Bz, cat AU$450++ (2014) $500 

   Postage Dues on cover 
940 C 1902 (30 Oct) cover from Port Elizabeth, Cape Colony with 1d, underpaid 1½d for U.P.U. rate and 

octagonal 'T/15c' applied. addressed to Toowoomba (interesting routing backstamped Hobart) with 
handstruck 'T' on arrival with manuscript '3' double deficiency, 1902-04 1d Postage Due vertical strip 
of 3 affixed and tied by Toowoomba cds. Some toning on postage dues, otherwise fine $150 
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   Postage Dues on Cover (contd.) 
941 PPC 1903-1909 picture postcards (8) franked ½d, 1d or 1½d, all taxed and to addresses in NSW, 

Queensland, South Australia or Victoria, various tax markings applied at both origin and destination 
including various handstruck numerals, postage due franking of either 1902-04 or 1906-08 series, with 
1d solo (3), 2 x ½d, 1d plus 2d (2), 2d, and 1d strip of 3, mostly manuscript cancelled, generally fine (8) $180 

942 C 1903 (17 Feb) U.S. 2c stationery envelope uprated with 3d, sent from Nashua to Toowoomba, rated 
as overweight and handstruck 'T/25' in circle added, with double deficiency of 5d indicated by 'T5D' 
in oval on arrival. 1902-04 1d and 2d pair Postage Dues affixed and tied by Toowoomba cds, 
Brisbane and Toowoomba backstamps. Fine and attractive $180 

943 C 1903 (18 Mar) Tattersalls cover to Hobart with Tasmanian 2d Pictorial tied by 'T.M.l. RY. - No. 
3/TASMANIA' cds, very fine strike of oval 'LATE LETTER/_____ 1d/TO PAY' and with 1902 
Blank Base 1d Postage due affixed and tied by Hobart cds. Roughly opened with flap damage 
and usual spike hole, however very rare $600 

944 C 1904-13 range of underpaid postcards used within Australia taxed and with postage dues added, 
from New South Wales (4), Queensland (2), South Australia (4) and Victoria (2), good selection of 
tax handstamps, frankings include 1d, 2d monocolours and 1d, 2d bicolours, also two taxed 
postcards without postage dues added. A fine group (14) $300 

945 C 1904 (19 Dec) Tattersalls cover from Nhill (Vic) with 1d tied by numeral duplex, handstruck 'T2D' in 
oval, on arrival 1902 Blank Base 2d and 6d pair of Postage dues were affixed and tied by Hobart cds, 
representing the total postage due on a bundle of letters. Usual spike hole, otherwise very fine and a 
scarce franking (BW cat for 6d combination franking AU$500) $250 

946 C 1905 (31 May) local Brisbane cover with 1d tied by 'GPO' obliterator, with 'LATE FEE' and 'T3D' in 
oval, 1902-04 1d and 2d Postage Dues affixed and tied by pencil manuscript crosses. Fine $80 

947 C 1905 (14 Aug) folded 'Aloha From Hawaii' illustrated lettercard to Hobart with U.S. 5c tied by 
Honolulu cds, taxed 25 centimes, with handstruck '5D' applied on arrival, and with 1902 Blank Base 
1d and 4d postage dues affixed and cancelled by somewhat messy Hobart South cds. Card partly 
split along fold $90 

948 PPC 1906 (3 Jan) unstamped picture postcard from Wellington (NZ) to Manly (NSW), circular '2d/ 
DOUBLE DEFICIENCY TO PAY' applied, and 1902-04 1d Postage due pair affixed and cancelled by 
straight-line 'MORE TO PAY', very fine $100 

949 C 1907 (30 Aug) Tattersalls cover from Oakleigh (Vic) to Hobart with oval 'T4D' overwritten mss '2', on 
arrival 1902 Blank Base 8d Postage Due affixed (collecting tax on several letters) and tied by Hobart 
cds, usual spike holes otherwise fine. The 8d is a very scarce stamp on cover, but more so as a solo 
franking (BW cat AU$500) $350 

950 C 1908 (15 Apr) cover (opened three sides) from Nowra (NSW) with 1d pair, addressed to a ship's officer 
at Melbourne, forwarded to Port Adelaide. Boxed 'DEFT 2D/FINE 2D/4d' overstruck by 'T4D' in oval, 
and reverse with 1906-08 1d strip of 4 tied by Port Adelaide squared circle ds. minor cover faults $100 

951 PPC 1908 (25 Aug) picture postcard sent from Mount Perry (Qld) using South Australian 1d adhesive, not 
at that stage valid for postage so left uncancelled with Mount Perry cds alongside and manuscript 
'T2d', Brisbane machine transit cancel, addressed to Sydney with 1906-08 1d Postage Dues (x 2, a 
little damaged due to overhanging postcard) affixed and tied by Markets NSW cds, the card 
subsequently re-addressed to Grantham, Qld $150 

952 C 1910-38 range of underpaid covers and postal stationery envelopes from USA showing a range of 
deficient postage markings and all with postage dues added on arrival. Many are 3d double 
deficiencies, and include single frankings of the 1909-10 3d (BW cat AU$200) and 1912-23 3d (BW 
cat AU$400), also two with unusual 2½d deficiency, two covers with WWI censor tape, and 1916 
and 1938 covers with advisory handstamps. A few with small cover faults, but generally a fine and 
interesting group (13 covers) $250 

953 C 1914-1929 group of underpaid picture postcards from Great Britain (4) or Switzerland, underpaid 
with appropriate tax markings and with ½d pair, 1d (3) or 1d plus ½d bicolour postage dues affixed, 
generally fine (5) $120 

954 C 1914 (26 Oct) cover from New York to Sydney with U.S. 2c tied by machine, underpaid 3c and twin 
circle 'T/NY CENTIMES/30/A' applied. 'OPENED BY CENSOR' tape at left, unusually without tax 
handstamp on arrival, double deficiency indicated by affixing 1913-21 1d strip of 3 cancelled by the 
'376' numeral used at the G.P.O., very fine $120 
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   Postage Dues on Cover (contd.) 
955 C 1916 (6 Apr) 'MORE TO PAY LABEL' (75 x 60mm, printed in black on orange) with 1909-10 

Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Thick Paper 3d, 6d and 1/- tied by 'PP/PERTH' 
datestamps. Minor creases otherwise fine and rare $500 

956 C 1919 (2 Apr) OHMS 'NOTIFICATION of a case of/INFECTIOUS DISEASES' lettersheet posted at 
Melbourne without stamp, and with oval 'T1½D', 1912-23 Wmk Crown over Double-lined A Thin 
Paper ½d and 1d Postage Dues affixed and tied by faint 'L.C. ROOM/MELBOURNE' datestamps. 
Fine and a scarce deficiency rate $90 

957 C c1920 Shierlaw front with KGV 1½d Red-brown Single Wmk tied by straight-line 'POSTED IN LATE 
FEE BAG', and with framed 'T1D', 1d Wmk Crown over Double-lined A Thin Paper postage due 
affixed for payment of late fee, tied by manuscript pencil $100 

958 C 1921-36 underpaid picture postcards from U.S.A. to New South Wales (3) or Victoria, with 
appropriate tax markings and with 1d bicolour postage dues affixed, one 1936 card showing 1d 
postage due cancelled Neutral Bay (NSW) cds in violet, generally fine (4) $120 

959 C 1921-39 covers (3) showing rejected use of revenue stamps, with 1921 (12 Jan) cover (faults) from 
Dubbo to Sydney with NSW 1d Stamp Duty, 1913-21 4d Postage Due affixed, 1921 (19 Jan) local 
Sydney cover with NSW 2d Stamp Duty, 1913-21 4d Postage Due affixed; and 1935 (26 Dec) cover 
(faults) from Cambridgeshire with G.B. 1/3d Health & Pensions, to Melbourne (redirected to Sydney), 
with 1922-30 3d Postage Due affixed. In each case the postage dues are cancelled by the 
'DELIVERY ROOM/SYDNEY' cds (3) $120 

960 C 1921 (7 Apr) long cover to Moss Vale (NSW) with 2d KGV Orange and endorsed 'Legal Documents Only', 
manuscript 'T8d' in pencil and with 1912-23 2d and 1909-10 6d (damaged) tied by Moss Vale cds $70 

961 C 1921 (Dec) cover from New York with U.S. 2c, addressed to Sweden but underpaid and with twin 
circle 'T/N.Y./CENTIMES/30/A' applied, Swedish 25 ore postage due label affixed on arrival, but then 
redirected to Sydney where a 1913-21 1d Postage Due strip of 3 was affixed and tied by 'DELIVERY 
ROOM/G.P.O. SYDNEY' cds. Fine and attractive, an unusual dual country postage due usage $160 

962 C 1925 (23 Jul) McKenzie & Co. Auctioneers oversize/overweight cover sent from Echuca to Melbourne 
franked 2d only, oval 'T' and mss 'over 6ozs' and '1/5d', Third Watermark 2d and 5 x 3d postage dues 
affixed and tied by Private Box RoomMelbourne cds, some blemishes, attractive for Exhibit $100 

963 PPC 1925 (25 Jul) picture postcard (Gold Coast Building at the Wembley Exhibition) with 1d Wembley 
cancelled Exhibition machine, addressed to Cleveland, Queensland, with hexagonal 'T', on arrival 
the oval 'T1½D' was applied and 1922-30 1½d Postage Due affixed cancelled in manuscript. Corner 
crease otherwise fine, and a scarce postage due on cover, BW cat AU$200 $90 

964 C 1930 (6 Jun) airmail cover from Broome to Perth with KGV 4½d tied by Broome cds, overweight and 
therefore underpaid 3d airmail fee, handstruck 'T' with manuscript '6D', 1922-30 Third Wmk 3d 
Postage due pair tied by Perth cds, 10 JE 30. Very fine. BW cat AU$100 on cover $80 

965 C 1931 (7 March) U.S. 2c stationery envelope used from Boston to North Adelaide, underpaid 3c for 
U.P.U. rate and circular 'CENTIMES/30/T' applied, and at San Francisco a five-line informative 
handstamp in purple was struck relating to the deficiency. On arrival the double deficiency was 
indicated by the 'T3½D' in cartouche, and 1922-30 Third Wmk ½d and 3d Postage Dues affixed and 
cancelled in manuscript $150 

966 PS 1932 (3 May) and (14 Jun) 1d wrapper fronts sent from Melbourne to Edgecliff (NSW), each with 
boxed 'NEWSPAPER/OVER 6 OZS', the first with tax marking cut away but with printed red label 
'TAXED MAIL/Check with Mail Advice' affixed, the second with oval 'T2D' and with 1931-36 1d 
Postage Dues (2) affixed and manuscript cancelled (2) $80 

967 C 1934 (10 Dec) airmail cover (opened three sides) from Nottingham to Kerang (Vic) carried on the 
second direct flight from England to Australia. Franked 4d representing only the surface rate plus 
airmail within Australia, the correct rate was 1/3d and hence 10½d underpaid, indicated by 
hexagonal 'T' handstamp with mss '210' (gold centimes), and with 'T' in oval added on arrival with 
mss '1/9' double deficiency. Reverse with 1941-36 ½d pair, 2d pair and 4d block of 4 Postage Dues 
cancelled Kerang cds 1 JA 35. A fine underpaid air mail cover $120 

968 C 1935 (15 Jan) cover from Tangier to Western Australia with ½d KGV tied by 'BRITISH POST 
OFFICE/TANGIER' cds, with handstruck 'T' and manuscript '2d', on arrival 1931-36 2d C of A Wmk 
Postage Due affixed and tied by Kellerberrin cds, 13 MR 1935. Subsequently marked 'UNCLAIMED' 
and eventually returned to Ceres, South Africa, various transit datestamps. $75 
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   Postage Dues on Cover (contd.) 
969 C 1937 (22 Sep) large part parcel front and back from Gisborne (NZ) franked 1936 8d Pictorial and 

1937 6d Coronation tied by roller cancel, with Parcel Post label overstruck 'DUTY FREE' in violet, 
and Parcel Post Customs Declaration (some tears). Addressed to Sydney and redirected to Camden, 
'MORE TO PAY' label affixed indicating 6d due for redirection, and 1931-36 2d Postage Due strip of 
3 affixed tied by Camden cds. Some inevitable creasing but an unusual and scarce usage $150 

970 C 1940 (29 Dec) Department of defence cover posted without stamps from Sydney to Gunning, with 
boxed 'TAX/4D/No. 1 SYDNEY' in red, reverse with 1938 C of A Wmk 2d Postage dues (2) tied by 
Gunning cds, 31 DEC 40. Cover is open three sides and is sealed on the other side by a gummed 
strip with printed 'THIS ARTICLE WAS/NOT PACKED/SECURELY/PLEASE INFORM SENDER 
THAT ADEQUATE/PACKING IS NECESSARY TO PREVENT LOSS/RECONDITIONED BY 
_____G.P.O. SYDNEY' in red. Minor peripheral damage, unusual $80 

971 C 1941 (12 Aug) On Active Service censored cover from Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika with 15c 
pair and 1/- tied by 'E.A./A.P.O. 2' ds, underpaid for air mail and with manuscript tax endorsement. 
Addressed to Goulburn (NSW) with handstruck boxed 'TAX/(2/7/No. 1 SYDNEY' in red, with 
interesting mixed issue Postage Due franking of 1931-36 1d and 4d corner block of 6 and 1938 2d 
and 4d tied by Goulburn cds. flap missing and a few minor blemishes, otherwise fine and attractive $120 

972 C 1941 (30 Aug) Turley registered air mail cover from Wandearah East (S.A.) with ½d Kangaroo, 1½d 
KGVI and 3d KGV punctured 'OS' tied by cds., and with provisional registration label. The use of the 
3d puncture was illegal, and an oval 'T' has been struck with manuscript charge of '1/-' levied, with 
1938 1/- Postage Due affixed and tied by manuscript initials. Fine and unusual, solo use of the 1/- 
postage due is unpriced by BW $200 

973 C 1946 (10 Feb) American Red Cross cover from an American soldier, 'U.S. ARMY/POSTAL 
SERVICE' machine cancel, endorsed 'Free' but not accepted as such, marked 'T 50 CTMS' in violet. 
On arrival in Melbourne converted to a double deficiency of 7½d, with 1922-30 Third Wmk 1½d and 
1938 C of A Wmk 6d Postage Dues affixed and tied by manuscript pencil, Melbourne L.C. Room 
backstamp. An unusual double deficiency rate $100 

974 C 1946 (29 Apr) cover from Cardiff, Wales with 3d KGVI pair tied by machine cancel, endorsed 'Over 
½ oz' and underpaid for air mail, with hexagonal 'T' with manuscript '4/-' added on arrival in 
Melbourne. Block of 4 1938 1/- Postage dues affixed and cancelled 'ELIZABETH ST./MELBOURNE 
C.1' cds. Fine, BW cat $125++ on cover $120 

975 C 1952 (19 Nov) cover from Toronto, Canada to Cumnock (NSW) franked 1951 15c Stamp Centenary 
tied by machine cancel, underpaid for airmail transmission and with circular 'B/T/60/CENTIMES' in 
purple, converted on arrival to 1/8d double deficiency. Postage due collected by affixing on reverse 
1946-56 Redrawn Value Plate 2d Postage Due strips of 3 (2) in combination with 2d Queen Mother 
and 6d Kookaburra, tied by Cumnock cds, 24 NO 52. Fine, and an unusual combination of ordinary 
and postage due stamps $100 

976 C 1954 (22 Dec) Business Reply Post cover from Melbourne to South Melbourne, with 1946-56 
Redrawn Value Plates 1/- block of 8 and single tied by South Melbourne cds, paying for 9/- worth of 
reply paid mail, single 1/- damaged otherwise fine $100 

977 C 1955 (17 Oct) meter franked cover from Mayfield (NSW) to Sydney (readdressed to Pymble), with 
'OUT OF COURSE/SYDNEY' cds, boxed 'REGISTERED IN/ACCORDANCE WITH/RULE (297)/ 
RECEIVING SECTION/SYDNEY No. 3' in violet, and boxed 'T (1/0½)/3.B' in violet. 2d strip of 4 and 
singles (2, one damaged) affixed but uncancelled. Range of backstamps, some spotting down left 
edge, otherwise fine and unusual $120 

978 C 1956 (Jun) part parcel front and back from Sears, Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles addressed to 
Hawthorn (Vic) with 3c and 50c strip of 3 precancels, handstruck 'UNSOLICITED GIFT' and with 
'INTERNATIONAL PARCEL POST' label affixed indicating weight of 4lb8oz. On arrival of Customs 
Assessment label was affixed indicating £1/2/2d duty payable, plus a 'MORE TO PAY' label 
indicating 1/- due for special handling of overseas parcel with customs duty payable. 1953 1/- 
Postage Due affixed tied by Hawthorn cds. Vertical fold and a few minor creases, an unusual and 
scarce postage due charge $120 

979 FDC 1957 (24 Apr) unaddressed cover with Adelaide cds and framed 'T8D', 8d Postage Due affixed and 
tied by scalloped oval 'DELIVERY WINDOW/G.P.O. ADELAIDE' ds of 24 APR 1957, being the day 
of issue. BW D137y, cat AU$200 $100 
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   Postage Dues on Cover (contd.) 
980 C 1958 (14 Jan) Qantas Round-the-World flight cover with 2/- commemorative, boxed 'T/2F' with 

manuscript '4/-' as underfranked 2/- for return service, on arrival back in Australia 1953 2/- Postage 
Due pair affixed and cancelled with manuscript date in pen. A scarce stamp on cover, BW cat 
AU$200 $120 

981 C 1959 (23 Jun) cover posted at Kempsey without stamps, addressed to Sydney and receiving a faint 
boxed 'T' handstamp with manuscript '8', 1953 2/- and 1958-63 No Wmk 1d Postage dues affixed 
and tied by 'DELIVERY ROOM G.P.O.SYDNEY' cds, indicating collection of deficient postage of 
several covers to the same addressee. The 2/- is scarce on cover (BW cat AU$200) $100 

982 C 1960 (29 Mar) and 1961 (24 Dec) covers posted without stamps from Jannali (NSW) and Melbourne 
respectively, with 10d Postage Dues affixed for collection of double deficiency of 5d postage; the 
1961 cover undeliverable with a range of instructional handstamps. Also 1963 (6 Feb) and (21 Feb) 
similar stampless covers from Adelaide and Melbourne respectively posted after discontinuation of 
postage dues, with 10d double deficiency collected by affixing pairs of 5d QEII (4) $80 

Cinderellas 
983 CIN Range with 1919 Ross Smith vignette facsimile, 1950 Anpex labels (2), 1967 Melbourne Emergency 

Mailing Service 6c - $1 (2 sets), 1971 Postal Strike Melbourne-London and London-Melbourne 
Emergency Air Mail Service Imperf sheetlets of 2 (2) and Perf sheetlets of 4 (2), 1970 Cook 
Minisheet with Anpex 70 opt used on FDC, Anpex 72 facsimile sheetlets (2), 1974 UPU Centenary 
SPECIMEN opts (5), etc. All fine $60 

Revenue Stamps 
984 **/* Customs Duty: No Watermark Perf 12 small group of multiples comprising ¬d block of 6, ½d blocks of 

8 and 4, and 1d blocks of 8 and 6 and pair, several 1d's damaged, others fine and mostly MUH (34) $50 

Postal Stationery 
   Lettercards 
986 PS 1913-14 1d Kangaroo Die 2 'Town Hall Sydney' in Bright Pink, very fine unused. BW L16(133), cat 

AU$175  $80 

   Envelopes 
987 PS 1916-18 1d Red 'Star' Die 2 fine unused and showing variety 'Die Crack over E of PENNY'. Small 

tear in flap otherwise fine. BW EP8d, cat AU$400 $150 

988 PS 1915 ½d Bright Emerald KGV 'Star' Embossed CTO with 'MELBOURNE/VICTORIA' cds 3 JL 15 
for U.P.U. distribution, very fine. BW EP6, cat AU$250 $130 

989 PS 1928 KGV Oval Embossed ½d Orange, 1d Green, 1½d Red, 2d Brown each CTO with 
'G.P.O./MELBOURNE' cds for U.P.U. distribution, very fine. The ½d, 1d and 2d represent the 
only printings of these values on Post Office stock, the dies being reserved otherwise for 
stamping of private envelopes. BW EP29,30,31w,33, cat AU$1100 (4) $500 

990 PS 1942-78 mainly mint collection of KGVI and QEII Post Office envelopes, with KGVI BW EP42(7)A, 
B, EP44(2), EP45(1), EP46, EP48(1) optd SPECIMEN, EP48(4), EP49(2), QEII pre-decimal issues 
largely complete including 4d and 5d Light Blue long type optd SPECIMEN, and 5d Dark Blue and 
5d Light Blue cancelled first day, and Decimal issues 4c to 20c showing various text and font 
changes (55) $250 

991 PS Stamped-to-order Envelopes: 1916-18 ½d Yellow-green KGV 'Star' Embossed on laid batonne 
stock without any printing, fine unused. BW ES25, cat AU$400 $180 

992 PS -: 1920(?) KGV 1d Red 'Star' Embossed + ½d Green 'Star' Embossed + ½d Green Sideface cut-out 
cancelled at Melbourne, 12 March 1921. The famous 'tripleton' of which only about half-a-dozen 
complete envelopes are recorded. BW ES38, cat AU$500 as cut-out $350 

993 PS -: 1922-24 1d Violet, 1924-28 1d Green and 1922-23 2d Red KGV 'Star' Embossed, each unused 
with printed address for British Australian Wool Realisation Association Ltd., 2d with vertical crease, 
others fine. A scarce group, BW ES41, 43 and 61, cat AU$800 (3) $400 
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   Postal Stationery - Envelopes (contd.) 
994 PS Stamped-to-order Envelopes: 1919-21 1½d Brown KGV Die 3 'Star' Embossed on off-white wove 

envelope. There is no printing on the envelope but this stock was not used for Post Office issues. 
Very fine unused, BW ES52, unpriced unused $180 

995 PS -: 1938 1d Green George V + 1d Green George VI Oval Embossing uprated with 1d Green 
Queen Elizabeth Die 1 for the 3d foreign rate, used from Hobart to Los Angeles, 2 May 1939. A 
single order of 1,000 was printed of this doubleton, of which it is thought about six examples 
survive. Torn flap extending to a small tear into the face of the envelope, couple of small 
marks but otherwise good. BW ES68, cat AU$4000 $650 

996 PS -: 1930 'TWO/PENCE' on 1½d Red KGV Embossed Oval for Dennys, Lascelles Ltd unused, tear at 
base. BW ES70, cat AU$400+ $50 

997 PS -: 1937-41 1d Green KGVI Embossed Oval ('AUSTRALIAN/DEFENCE/CANTEENS') and 2d Red, 
latter folded at centre for return to The Texas Company, unused. BW ES75 and 83 (2) $40 

998 PS Official Envelopes: Group of large (approx 228 x 102mm) Education Department envelopes, 
comprising 1½d Brown Sideface with 'OS' in electro (2, Type 1 electro used from Charlton to 
Melbourne 11 MR 26, and Type 2 electro used Barongarook to Melbourne 20 MAR 24), 1½d Red 
'Star' Embossed with 'OS' in die used Rutherglen to Melbourne 14 AU 24, and 
'THREE/HALFPENCE' on 2d Red 'Star' with 'OS' in die used Cape Clear to Melbourne 29 SE 24. 
Condition fine, and a scarce group. BW EO7A,EO7B,EO14,EO15, cat AU$650 (4) $75 

999 PS -: 1920 2d Orange KGV Sideface with 'OS' in electro stamped-to-order window envelope for 
Commonwealth Treasury, Melbourne, used 19 SEP 1921. Small portion of back flap missing, 
otherwise fine. BW EO9, cat AU$500 $75 

1000 PS -: 'OS' in Die selection comprising 'Star' Embossed 'THREE/HALFPENCE' on 2d Red (fine), 1½d 
Scarlet, 'TWO/PENCE' on 1½d Scarlet, and Oval Embossed 'TWO/PENCE' on 1d Red, three 
typically late uprated usage up to reign of QEII, odd fault (4). BW EO14, 15, 16 and 18, cat AU$625 
(4) $80 

1001 PS =: 1923 'THREE/HALFPENCE' on 2d Red 'Star' Embossed with 'OS' in die, large (228 x 102mm) 
Education Department envelope used from Thornbury to Melbourne, 21 AU 24, fine. BW EO14, cat 
AU$250 $30 

1002 PS Military Envelopes: 1916-1919 group of 1d Military Envelopes, comprising 'AUSTRALIAN 
IMPERIAL FORCE' 1st setting (ME1) mint (somewhat grubby); 'A.I.F., ABROAD' 1st setting used 
from Campbelltown (Tas) with pencil endorsement indicating the addressee was a prisoner-of-war 
(minor peripheral damage, and stamp impression damaged at top left), 2nd setting mint (3, one 
addressed but not posted); 'AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE, ABROAD' 1+st setting mint. BW cat 
AU$1900 (6) $150 

   Registration Envelopes 
1003 PS 1913 4d Orange Kangaroo long envelope (230 x 110mm) unused with 1d Violet KGV affixed, few 

tone spots on lower half of face. BW RE2, cat AU$1000 $400 

1004 PS 1915 4d Orange KGV Sideface, Setting 3 (vertical line through comma after 'penny'), very fine 
unused. BW RE5c, cat AU$1000 $500 

1005 PS -: on remainder N.S.W. stock, with printed device on flap in orange, Setting 1 (115mm from 'R' of 
'REGISTERED' to right edge of stamp impression), very fine unused. BW RE7B, cat AU$500 $250 

1006 PS 1922 5d Brown KGV Sideface on De La Rue stock (curved flap), fine unused. BW RE12, cat 
AU$500 $220 

1007 PS -: on De La Rue stock, address panel on left side, very fine unused. BW RE13, cat AU$300 $120 

1008 PS 1923 'FOURPENCE/HALFPENNY' on 5d Brown KGV Sideface on De La Rue stock with address 
panel at left, very fine unused. BW RE16, cat AU$300 $140 

1009 PS -: with reset text, variety 'envelpe' spelling error on reverse, fine. BW RE17d, cat AU$200 $80 
1010 PS 1924-28 4½d Violet KGV Sideface, group of four comprising 1924-28 with text in violet on De La 

Rue stock ('envelope' unused and 'envelpe' CTO) and on Hodgson stock unused (variety 'No Top to 
Crown'), and 1925-28 with text in red unused (variety 'No Top to Crown'), generally fine unused. BW 
RE18,18dx,19d,20Ad, cat AU$575 (4) $220 

1011 PS 1924-25 4½d Violet on De La Rue stock variety 'envelpe' with U.P.U. 'G.P.O. MELBOUERNE/VIC' 
CTO datestamp, 18 MY 24. BW RE18dx, cat AU$100 $60 
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   Postal Stationery - Registration Envelopes (contd.) 
1012 PS 1928-68 duplicated range comprising KGV 4½d BW RE21, 5d on 4½d RE24B, RE25B, 5d RE27; 

KGVI 5d RE28B, RE29, 5½d RE31, RE32, RE33, 8½d RE34, 9d RE35, 1/0½d RE36 (3, one optd 
SPECIMEN); QEII 1/0½d RE37 (2, one optd SPECIMEN), 1/7d RE38 (2, one optd SPECIMEN), 
RE39, 2/5d RE40A (2), RE40C, RE42, RE43, 24c RE45A, RE45B, 25c RE46. All fine to very fine 
unused BW cat AU$1865 (26) $500 

1013 PS 1959-62 2/5d Red QEII Embossed Provisional on Deep Buff 1/7d Stock, Setting 2 of the 
Compensation clause obliterated by 11 bars, fine unused and scarce. BW RE41C, cat AU$300 $140 

   Wrappers 
1014 PS 1913 ½d Green Kangaroo unused, light horizontal fold and with several creases at base. BW W1, 

cat £100 $40 

1015 PS -: used 1913 (11 Oct) Melbourne to Prahran cancelled by cds, and 1914 (14 Jan) Melbourne to 
Coburg cancelled by machine, both much finer than normally seen for this wrapper (2) $50 

1016 PS Small collection of 1914-19 George V issues, with 1915 ½d Green mint (x 3), 1914 1d Red mint (x 
5) and used (x 5), and 1919 ½d + ½d Green mint (x 2). Range of paper stocks, all folded and some 
with creases or small tears. BW 3, 4, 5, cat AU$855 (13) $250 

1017 PS 1915 ½d Green KGV Sideface (BW W3) uprated with ½d Green and used 1919 (8 Feb) Windsor to 
Moonee Ponds (Vic), 1918 ½d + ½d Green KGV Sideface (BW W5) used 1919 (22 May) in Sydney, 
and 1920 ½d + ½d Green 'NEWSPAPER ONLY' Setting 3 (BW W9(3)) fine unused (3) $75 

1018 C -: small collection comprising unused (3) and used (4) all cancelled with legible datestamps, and 
showing various shades of printing and paper, one used example being on horizontal laid stock. A 
couple with small faults, otherwise generally fine, BW W3 (7) $100 

1019 PS 1914 1d Red KGV Sideface (BW W4) unused, and used from Adelaide showing scarce 
'AUSTRALPA' variety, fine (2) $100 

1020 PS -: cancelled Sydney '50' cds, 20 JA 22, two small stains at base otherwise fine and possibly 
cancelled-to-order, BW W4 $100 

1021 PS 1922 1d Violet KGV Sideface (BW W11) unused (3) in distinct shades, one variety 'No Top to 
Crown', and used (2), one 1924 (31 May) usage from Townsville to Scotland, the other a very late 
1957 Melbourne usage uprated with ½d Kangaroo and 1d QEII (5) $75 

1022 PS -: cancelled-to-order 'G.P.O./MELBOURNE' cds MR 23 for U.P.U. distribution (2), one with variety 
'Fishtail Second P of NEWSPAPER', this being very scarce with CTO cancel. BW W11(1)dx and x, 
cat AU$150+ $150 

1023 PS 1924-27 1d Green KGV Sideface 'NEWSPAPER ONLY' Die 1 unused (2), one showing badly 
deteriorated electro and heading, and Die 3 mint (2), one variety 'Fishtail Second P of 
NEWSPAPER', and used. Generally fine, BW W12,14 (5) $130 

1024 PS -: 'NEWSPAPER ONLY' Die 1 (BW W12) uprated with ½d Orange (over edge of wrapper and thus 
somewhat defective) for March 1927 usage from Cobram (Vic) to England, the electro showing a 
large white flaw under the neck $40 

1025 C 1924 KGV Sideface 1d Green Die II on vertical laid paper fine unused. BW W13(2), cat AU$500 $220 

1026 PS 1927-31 1d Green KGV Sideface with 3-line admonition Die 3 with comma after 'recognised' 
uprated with 4d Olive KGV for June 1928 usage to Germany, fine and scarce, BW W16 $75 

1027 PS 1931 1d Green KGV Sideface with 4-line admonition (BW W19) (2), the first used 1931 (5 May) 
from Melbourne to Germany, the second used 1932 (19 Sep) from Booboorowie to Adelaide, few 
creases (2) $75 

1028 PS Small collection of KGVI issues, with 1938 1d Green mint (x 3) and used (trimmed), 1942 1½d 
Green used (tears), 1942 1½d Green mint (x 5, two reduced width), 1950 1½d Violet mint (x 2), 1951 
2½d Brown mint (x 3) and overprinted SPECIMEN in red, mostly unfolded, few with small faults but 
generally fine. BW W20-25, cat AU$1120 (16) $250 

1029 PS 1942 1½d Green KGVI (BW W21) used from Sydney to California (slight ageing on reverse), and 
used at Yorketown (SA) in May 1942, relative positions on printing on wrappers vary due to variation 
in guillotining (2) $75 
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   Postal Stationery - Wrappers (contd.) 
1030 PS Duplicated collection of QEII wrappers, with 1953 2½d Brown Die I mint (x 2), CTO (x 2) and 

opt. SPECIMEN in red, Die II mint (x 4), 1959 5d Blue mint (x 3), CTO, and opt SPECIMEN in red, 
1965 5d Red mint (x 2). Mostly unfolded and fine, few with minor blemishes. BW W26-30, cat 
AU$380 (16) $140 

1031 PS Duplicated collection of decimal issues, with 1966 4c mint (x 2), used (x 2) and handstamped 
'SPECIMEN ONLY', 1967 5c mint (x 2), 1969 5c mint (x 2), 1970 6c mint (x 4), 1972 7c mint (x 3), 
1975 11c on 7c mint (x 5) and used (x 2), various surcharge settings, 1978 25c on 7c mint (x 8) and 
used (x 6). mostly unfolded, a few with small faults. BW W31-37 (37) $100 

1032 PS 1940s 'AIR MEDAL SECTION' registered wrapper for delivery of medals to Australian servicemen, 
superb unused $50 

1033 PS -: for delivery of medals to Australian servicemen, superb unused $50 

1034 PS Stamped-to-order Wrappers: 1915-19 1d Red KGV Sideface Die II enclosing complete copy of 
the Sydney Stock Exchange 'Monthly Stock Share List', couple of minor tone spots otherwise 
an exceptional example of this very rare wrapper. BW Ws9, cat AU$2000 $1400 

1035 PS -: 1919 1d Red + ½d Green KGV Sideface cut-out (68 x 42mm) cancelled at Hobart, 5 FE 19. Only 
about four cut-outs are known, this being the BW illustrated example, WS10, cat AU$400 $220 

1036 PS -: 1922 1d Violet KGV sideface used 1924 (23 May) within Sydney, small stain at left otherwise fine,. 
BW WS11, cat AU$200 $75 

1037 PS -: 1924 1d Green KGV Sideface Die 1 (BW WS12) two examples printed from electros used from 
Sydney 1926 (22 Jan) and 1930 (27 Oct), and another printed from steel die used from Sydney 1936 
(18 Sep). Also Die 3 (BW WS13) used from Sydney 1927 (Feb). All very fine and a scarce group, 
BW cat AU$800 (4) $400 

1038 PS -: 1919 1½d Black-brown KGV Sideface cut-out (37 x 36mm) on typical thin wrapper stock cancelled 
Hobart cds. Listed as BW WS14, however no example had been recorded at time of publication and 
unpriced  $450 

1039 PS : 1923 1½d Emerald KGV Sideface on very thin brownish stock, large piece (147 x 62mm) with 
sufficient inscription to indicate use by the Hobart 'Mercury' newspaper, cancelled at Hobart 18 JL 
23(?). BW WS16 which recorded only one complete wrapper and no cut-outs, cat AU$2000 $450 

1040 PS : 1923 2d Red KGV Sideface large piece (103 x 75mm) used from Hobart for the 'Illustrated 
Tasmanian Mail', 6 MY 24, addressed to New York. The only recorded example of the 2d Sideface 
stamp on wrapper, BW WS18, cat AU$500 $300 

1041 PS : 1924 2d Brown KGV on part illustrated Tasmanian Mail manilla wrapper, addressed to California 
and cancelled Hobart 1925 cds. Tear at left but very rare $220 

1042 PS : 1938 1d Green Queen Elizabeth used locally in Sydney, 1947 2½d KGVI Red Embossed used 
from Melbourne to Indiana 31 Dec 1947 (earliest known date), 1950 2½d + 2½d KGVI Red 
Embossed used from Melbourne to Argentina, generally good except last has two short tears at left. 
BW WS21, 27 and 28, cat AU$325 (3) $120 

1043 PS : 1942 KGVI 1½d Green (188 x 250mm), horizontal fold and a few other minor blemishes, otherwise 
fine unused and scarce. BW WS25, the illustrated example, cat AU$400 $180 

1044 PS : 1959 5d QEII Dark Blue for Sydney Stock Exchange Official Gazette unused, several light 
horizontal folds otherwise fine unused. BW WS35, cat AU$350 $180 

1045 PS : 1966 4c Red and 1967 5c Orange QEII embossed used for Sydney Stock Exchange Official 
Gazette, the former uprated with 12c adhesive, fine and very scarce. BW WS38-39, cat AU$500 (2) $220 

1046 PS Official Wrappers: 1919 1d Red KGV Sideface with 'OS' in solid engraving, for the Deputy 
Commissioner of Maternity Allowances and used locally in Hobart, 21 OCT 21, very rare. BW 
WO2, cat AU$1250 $700 

1047 PS -: 1924-33 1d Green KGV Sideface with 'OS' in solid engraving, used for the Deputy Commissioner 
of Maternity Allowances, cancelled Melbourne cds 26 Se 25 and addressed to Footscray. Fine and 
rare, BW WO8, cat AU$750 $350 
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Postal History 
1048 C Group of KGV frankings, values to 5d, and including 1934 and 1937 (2) airmail uses to New 

Guinea, others airmail uses to Austria (1937), Denmark (1937) and Batavia (1936), internal airmail 
usages including 1937 Narromine-Cobar first flight, 1½d Pink SMW Perf 13½ x 12½ punctured OS 
(x3) on undeliverable 1927 Perth cover (a scarce shade), and 1½d Red Die I unusually deep shade 
+ 3d Violet-blue punctured 'OS' on 1926 (30 Apr) unclaimed registered Perth cover. Few small faults, 
but generally fine (10 covers) $220 

1049 C 1919-1950 collection of registered mail from Queensland post offices (including three 
registration envelopes), wide range of different registration label types, with red and black label 
(1919 Yarraman, 1935 Palmerville), red labels (1935 Gracemere provisional, 1936 Raglan converted 
to Rockhampton by handstamp), blue and black labels (including 1947 Altona Downs provisional, 
1936 Edungalba converted to Rockhampton by Handstamp), blue labels (1942 Mulgeldie, 1935 
Teviotville, 1935 Yatala provisionals, 1945 Charleville with 5½d Emu cancelled three-line 
'CHARLEVILLE/22 OCT 1945/Q'LD AUST', and manuscript provisionals from Quinalow (1934), 
Kalbar (1935), Yatala (1936) and RAAF PO Drayton (1950). A number of scarce and closed post 
offices with rated cds by Deel & Price. Some covers with mostly small faults, but generally good and 
a fine collection of scarcer registered mail (46 covers) $300 

1050 PPC Circa 1913 picture postcard ('Sydney Heads') with message in French but unaddressed and 
apparently sent under cover, ½d Kangaroo affixed cancelled by indistinct double circle 'CONSULAT 
GENERAL de FRANCE/SYDNEY' cachet, and with very fine second strike alongside, unusual $30 

1051 C 1915 (3 Aug) cover from Sydney to Bomen with ½d KGV pair, endorsed 'Book only' but apparently 
enclosed in envelope and hence struck with boxed 'INSUFFICIENTLY/OPEN FOR INSPECTION', 
the sides being then opened. Presumably charged as a letter, with circular 'MORE TO PAY/2D' and 
1912-23 1d Perf 11 affixed and cancelled Boman cds. Roughly opened and cover tears but unusual $70 

1052 C/PPC 1921 (26 Oct) picture postcard from Sydney to U.S.A. with 2d Orange KGV cancelled Sydney 
machine, and 1922 (10 May) OHMS envelope with 2d Orange KGV punctured 'OS' used from 
Brisbane to Gatton (2 covers) $80 

1053 C 1932 (17 Feb) small cover from Melbourne to Carnegie with 2d KGV, with printed label in red affixed 
'DELAYED Owing to/Insufficient Address./Please ask Writer to Include/Postal District Number'. 
Unfortunately with some heavy spotting on both sides $20 

1054 C 1939 Official Returned Letter bearing fine strike of razor-blade 'SUPT. MAILS/ADELAIDE/-7 JAN. 
1939/No' datestamp, earliest date by one month $30 

1055 C 1941 (18 Apr) telegram form to Darwin bearing 'COLLINGWOOD/POST OFFICE' oval datestamp 
(PPA116 - RR) whilst in a state held together by two rubber bands, accompanied by original cover 
(opened roughly) with a better strike of cancel $30 

1056 C 1960s-1980s small group of commercial decimal frankings including a number of scarcer solo 
frankings, coil usages (including 1967 5c concessional Vietnam rate), good assortment of 1972 
Pioneer Life frankings (including G/NSW punctures), 1970 6d Famous Australian booklet pane on 
registered cover, airmail postcard rates, etc, few with small faults but generally fine (59) $180 

1057 PS Registered Mail: 1924 (23 Apr) 4½d on 5d registration envelope (opened three sides) cancelled 
Flinders Naval Base cds and used to Sydney, with red registration label. also 4½d registration 
envelope used 1924 (20 Jun) used from Prahran to London with red registration label (2) $40 

1058 C -: Sydney 1925-26 registered covers with red labels, bearing KGV 4½d Violet (distinct shades) and 
comprising 1925 from William Street, and 1926 from Castlereagh Street (2) $30 

1059 C Military Postal History: World War II Prisoner of War Post inscribed envelope, fine unused, very 
scarce edition $30 

1060 C -: 1951-63 small group of concession rate covers, with 3d airmail rate on 1951 Tattersalls cover from 
Japan, and 1960 and 1963 illustrated covers from Woomera to Adelaide and U.K. respectively; 1955 
local Sydney cover with 1d QEII and 'NAVAL SERVICE' in blue; and 1956 cover from HMAS 'Anzac' 
with ½d and 4d cancelled 'PASSED FREE/SURFACE/POSTAGE machine and with 'H.M.A. SHIPS' 
in violet. Generally very fine and a useful group (5 covers) $60 

1061 C -: 1971 (18 May) registered cover to Townsville with 7c QEII and 30c Waratah pair tied by 'AUST. 
F.P.O./7' cds, and with typewritten 'MILPO/TOWNSVILLE' registration label, scarce $80 
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Aerophilately 
1062 PS 1914 (Jun) A.B. 'Wizard' Stone postcard produced for the scheduled flight from Melbourne to 

Sydney. Addressed and franked with uncancelled 1d Kangaroo, very fine. AAMC No. 2a $150 
1063 C 1929-1940 group of airmail covers to U.K. showing various rate make-ups, with 1929 from 

Melbourne via Karachi with 1½d KGV and 3d Airmail (x 3), 1934 advertising cover from Sydney with 
2d Victorian Centenary and 6d Kookaburra (x 2), 1934 from Stanley (Tas) with 1/6d Hermes, 1935 
from Melbourne with 5d KGV and 3d Victorian Centenary, 1935 from Melbourne with 1/4d KGV and 
3d Victorian Centenary, 1936 from Launceston with 3d pair and 1/- S.A. Centenary, 1937 from 
Surrey Hills (Vic) with S.A. Centenary set and 1d KGV, 1940 clipper cover from Sydney with 5d 
Merino pair and 5/- Robes and with 'PRISONER OF WAR SERVICE'. A few minor blemishes on 
some covers, otherwise an attractive selection (7 covers) $200 

1064 C 1930s-1960s small group of first flight covers, including 1931 Australia-England, 1951 Round 
Australia Jubilee flight, 1955 Canadian Pacific Airlines Sydney-Amsterdam Polar flight (corner fault), 
1958 round the World flight (2), 1959 Qantas Inaugural Boeing Jet flight (x 3, to Fiji, Hawaii, and San 
Francisco), 1960 Qantas Boeing Round the World flight, plus others. mostly fine (11) $80 

1065 C Group of airmail covers bearing 9d or 2/- Kangaroo frankings, with 1933 2d envelope from 
Sydney to France to France uprated with 9d and underpaid, 1934 from Toowoomba to Scotland with 
9d pair and 2d Victorian Centenary via Karachi service, 1935 from Sydney to Germany with 2/- plus 
1d late fee, 1935 covers to Batavia (2) from Melbourne or Sydney with single 9d frankings, latter with 
additional 1d late fee, 1937 Sydney to Munich with 2/- plus 1d late fee, 1938 Coogee to London with 
9d pair, 1937 re-addressed from Melbourne to New York via Hong Kong with 2/- pair, 2d KGV and 
6d Airmail (creases clear of stamps), 1938 from Sydney to Munich (2, from same correspondence) 
with 9d plus 1/- Lyrebird. Generally fine and an attractive selection (10 covers) $200 

1066 C 1934 (6 May) commercial airmail cover from Carnarvon to Perth franked 3d airmail x 6 + KGV 3d 
pair, aggregate 2/- representing 2d letter rate x 3 + 3d airmail surcharge x 6, attractive despite small 
blemishes $40 

1067 C 1934 (16 Nov) autogiro flight postcard registered at Portland, stamps tied by 'M.O.O. PORTLAND/ 
VIC' cds, AAMC 461b, very fine and scarce $30 

1068 C 1934 (9-10 Dec) return Australia-England QANTAS/Imperial Airways flight Brisbane to Singapore 
intermediate cover bearing scarce solo franking of 9d Macarthur, very fine (unopened cover) $50 

1069 C Group of airmail covers to U.S.A. and Canada, with 1935 uprated 2d envelope to Quebec with 
2/2d franking, 1938 Melbourne to New York with 4d Koala pair and 3d KGVI, and 1945 Sydney to 
Boston with 4d Koala pair, both paying U.S. airmail only, 1937 covers (2) Sydney to New York with 
1/8d frankings (including 2d late fee), 1937 and 1938 covers to Ohio with different make-ups of 1/7d 
rate, and 1940 cover from Casino to British Columbia with 5/- Robes solo franking, a 1/1d 
overpayment of the 3/11d rate via Transpacific Clipper service. A fine and attractive group (8 covers) $100 

1070 C 1940 (20 May) Columbia Pictures cover (blemishes) Sydney to New York by airmail bearing 1/6d 
Hermes pair + QE 1d tied by GPO Sydney cds, Sydney censor tape/handstamp (1.7d first half oz. + 
1/6d additional half oz.) $30 

1071 C 1946 (9 Apr) G.B. Air Letter with typed overprint for England - Australia QANTAS 'Kangaroo' route 
return flight, AAMC 1039b $3 

1072 PS 1949 (6 Sep) 1½d newspaper wrapper uprated with 1½d QE, 9d Platypus and 1/6d Hermes for 
Qantas/BOAC Australia - England second class air mail first flight, with vignette affixed and Qantas 
air mail etiquette, fine $60 

1073 C 2005 (18 Oct) airmail cover from GB to Victoria, signs of trauma en route, with GB 'Our Sincere 
Apologies' protective cover explaining 'damaged whilst in our care' (unspecified). Dated by Customs 
Declaration label on reverse. Ex Sinfield $30 

B.C.O.F. 
1074 FDC 1946 ½d to 5/- (Thick Paper) set used on plain First Day Cover, tied by 'AUST UNIT POSTAL 

STN/495' cds, 8 MY 47, very fine $500 

Australian Territories 
1075 ALB Christmas Island: Seven Seas Christmas Island Hingeless Album 1958-1995, as new $50 

1076 PS -: Postal Stationery 1959 30c, 1970 25c and 1972 53c registration envelopes superb unused (3) $100 
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   Australian Territories (contd.) 
1077 PS Christmas Island: Postal Stationery 1959 30c Red and 1972 53c Red Registration Envelopes fine 

mint (2)  $25 

1078 PS -: Postal Stationery 1970 25c Red Registration Envelope superb unused. Only 1,676 were sold. ASC 
RE2, cat AU$150 $60 

1079 PS Cocos (Keeling) Islands: 1965 (26 Apr) use of Australian 2/5d registration envelope (BW RE42) 
addressed to Tattersalls in Melbourne, cancelled Cocos (Keeling) Islands cds, and with 'Cocos 
(Keeling) Islands/Indian Ocean' registration label. Opened two sides and with minor peripheral faults, 
however a scarce usage $60 

 

Rest of the World 

Aitutaki 
1080 ** 1920 Pictorials 1/- Black and Purple error 'Frame Doubly Printed' from the printer's waste and off-

centre as usual, superb MUH. SG 29 var, cat £225 (footnote) $180 

1081 C Postal History: 1920 (7 Oct) 'Wilson' registered cover to Birmingham with 1917-20 ½d KGV block of 
4 cancelled Aitutaki cds, also tied by boxed 'INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID', and with registration label 
with 'AITUTAKI' handstamp in pink, and mss 'T6d' in blue crayon. Struck with '6D/466' on arrival and 
two G.B. 3d postage dues affixed, and with Rarotonga and Liverpool backstamps. Fine and rare 
underpaid mail from the island $200 

Bahamas 
1082 ** 1954 QEII Definitives ½d - £1 and 1965 QEII Definitives ½d - £1 superb MUH. SG cat £150 (31) $120 

1083 **/* 1971-1979 apparently complete mint and mostly lightly hinged (some with mild tone spots) plus a 
few later issues. Good thematic interest (155 + 29 M/S $50 

Basutoland 
1084 ** 1954 QEII Definitives ½d - 10/- superb MUH. SG cat £110 (11) $70 

Belgium 
1085 **/*/O Collection on hagners, with 1865 10c, 30c, 40c imperf reprints, 1883 50c Violet U on piece, 1934 

Sunday stamps incl 1f Carmine on Green, 1905-08 1f Orange, Orange-yellow Sunday stamps, 25c 
to 3f75c Telephone Stamps, 1918 Red Cross Fund to 50c + 50c, 1920 Railway Parcels to 5f, 1921 
Railway Parcels 2f, 3f, 15f, 20f, 1923-31 Railway Parcels range, 1930 Antwerp Philatelic Exhibition, 
1931 Disabled Soldiers, 1935 Brussels Philatelic Exhibition miniature sheets (all with faults), range 
of later issues up to 1970s. Mostly mint, some faults but many useful stamps (220M, 19U, 4 M/S) $75 

British Honduras 
1086 ** 1953 QEII Definitives 1c - $5 superb MUH. SG cat £95 (12) $60 

British Indian Ocean Territory 
1087 ** Range on hagners, complete from 1968 to 1973 Easter issue (except for 1969 2r25c) and including 

1968 opt set and 1968 definitives, all superb MUH (47 + 1 M/S) $25 

 

 

British Solomon Islands 
1088 C Postal History: 1938 (28 Jul) first 'all-up' EAMS flight from U.K. to Solomon Islands, local unclaimed 

and Return to Sender handstamps on front, Tulagi Dead Letter Office datestamp on reverse $30 
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Cape of Good Hope 
1089 C Revenues: Small group of revenue documents, with 1869 and 1907 with impressed duties, 1903-

1930 Deeds of Transfer (5) with values to £4, few with small faults (7) $60 

Cayman Islands 
1090 ** 1953 QEII Definitives ¼d - £1 and 1962 QEII Definitives ¼d - £1 superb MUH. SG cat £205 (30) $120 

Ceylon 
1091 ** 1964-72 Definitive 60c Jungle Fowl, error 'Red Omitted', MUH, popular thematic. SG 494a, cat £55 $60 

Chile 
1092 P 1853 Perkins Bacon 5 centavos Imperforate Plate Proof block of four in Black on thin card, fine $250T 

Cook Islands 
1093 **/* 1899 'ONE/HALF/PENNY' on 1d Blue block of 4 centred top left with lower units MUH. SG 21 cat £136+ $50 

1094 * -: block of 4 large part OG, light diagonal crease in top right unit; SG 21, cat £128+ $40 

1095 P 1932 Pictorials 1d Imperforate Plate Proof Pair in Black and Lake on gummed paper, superb and 
an excellent Captain Cook thematic item $30 

1096 * -: No Watermark 2d Black and Brown error 'Centre Inverted' from the printer's waste, lightly hinged 
with large part OG. SG 101 var, cat £500 (see footnote) $350 

Egypt 
1097 * 1946 Aviation Congress overprinted 30m Green, error Overprint Inverted, superb mint lightly 

hinged. SG 314a, cat £400 $200 

Fiji 
1098 S/* Postage Dues: 1918 ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d Black overprinted 'SPECIMEN' in red, fine and lightly 

hinged. SG D6010s, cat £160 (5) $120 

France 
1099 ** 1964 'PHILATELIC' Minisheet, MUH. SG MS1651a, cat £375 $160 

1100 ** 1964 'PHILATELIC' Minisheet, CTO on FDI, SG MS165a, cat £275 $120 

Germany 
1101 ** Germany - Allied Occupation (French): 1949 30pf Engineers Congress, 2nd printing (loop of 'B' 

partly filled), fresh MUH with 2002 Straub Certificate. SG FP46a, cat £800 $400 

Gibraltar 
1102 **/FDC 1995-2002 issues believed complete MUH, including 1995-2001 Year Collections, £5 Nelson and £5 

Kittens booklets, 2000-2002 first day covers (24), face value approx £300 (approx 250 plus 20 M/S) $280 

Gold Coast 
1103 O 1889-94 Keyplates Watermark Crown CA 20/- Dull Mauve and Black on Red fine used. SG 25, cat £35 $30 
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Great Britain 
1104 C 1840 1d Black Plate 8 lettered 'SD' (good margins three sides, close to just touching at left) used on 

1841 (7 Jan) outer (lower flap missing) from Leeds to London, cancelled indistinct Maltese Cross. 
Few marks on back flap, and slight overall Soiling $180 

1105 ** 1925 British Empire Expedition 1d Scarlet (20) and 1½d Brown (8) in various multiples, fresh MUH, 
some perf separation in places. SG432-33, cat £620 (28) $250 

1106 B Stamp Booklets: small range of QEII Wilding Booklets, with 1/- vending machine booklets (4), 2/- 
salmon cover, 2/- yellow cover Apr 1961 (4), 2/- Holiday booklet, 3/- Jan 1959 and Aug 1959 (2), 
4/6d Apr 1959 (2), Jun 1959 (3), 5/- Jan 1959, Jul 1959, and 10/- undated (1961), all fine (20) $50 

1107 C Interesting range of 1950s-1980s covers, with group of British European Airways Letter Service 
covers, 1971 Postal Strike (incl a few mint stamps) and other postal 'go slow' covers, express 
delivery, various instructional and tax markings, paquebot covers, etc. Generally very fine (24) $120 

1108 C 1799 (2 Feb) entire written from H.M. Sloop "Trinkamaly" in Bombay Harbour addressed to Admiral 
John Duckworth, Captain of H.M.S. "Leviathan" at Plymouth Dock, Devon. Apparently carried by 
hand and put in the post in London (AU ?? 99 datestamp), rated '8' in black. The "Leviathan" took 
part on the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805, and from 1916 until 1844 served as a convict hulk at 
Portsmouth housing convicts awaiting deportation to Botany Bay $150T 

Grenada 
1109 P 1861 Chalon Head Proof in Black on wove paper (17 x 25mm), 1d Imperforate Plate Proof pair and 

single in Rose, and 6d imperforate Plate Proof pair in Rose (a little toned) (6) $180 

1110 P 1861 1d and 6d Imperforate Plate Proof in Rose No Watermark, each in a horizontal pair, close to 
good margins all round (4) $120 

1111 * 1861-62 6d Lake Perf 11-12½ part OG and fine apart from slight traces of oxidisation in lower tablet, 
with 1973 RPSL Certificate. SG 3a, cat £750 $280 

1112 */(*) 1863-71 Watermark Small Star (sideways) Rough Perf 14-16 1d Green, 6d Rose (2, pale and deep 
shades, latter part OG) and 6d Orange-red unused, generally fine. SG 4, 6 and 7, cat £1960 (4) $400 

1113 * 1873-74 Watermark Large Star Intermediate Perf 15 1d Blue-green block of 4 (wmk sideways) very 
fine large part OG, and 6d Orange-vermilion fine with small part OG. SG 11-12, cat £1140 (5) $300 

1114 P/* 1875 1/- Deep Mauve with part OG (2), one a paler shade, also Imperforate Plate Proof in Black of 
undenominated fiscal plate. SG 13, cat £700+ (3) $300 

1115 S/* -:  rejoined horizontal pair handstamped large SPECIMEN, fine part OG and scarce $120 

1116 O 1875 Watermark Large Star (upright) Perf 15 1d Green, centred top right, fine and rare, with 
1999 RPSL Certificate. SG 15, cat £2250 $900 

1117 (*) 1881 Surcharges Watermark Large Star ½d Deep Mauve error 'Imperforate' horizontal pair without 
gum, faint horizontal bend. SG 21a, cat £300 $100 

1118 * -: 2½d Rose-lake error 'Imperforate' horizontal pair with part OG, very fine. SG 22a, cat £650 $300 
1119 (*) -: 2½d Rose-lake variety 'PENCF', fine unused. SG 22d, cat £475 $160 

1120 * 1886 Surcharges on Revenue Stamps 1d on 1½d (2), 1d on 4d (2), 1d on 1/- (2), part OG and 
generally fine. SG 37-39, cat £560 (6) $180 

1121 * 1888 4d on 2/- Orange group, with 4mm Surcharge (3), one with variety 'Wide Spacing 
between TWO and SHILLINGS' (couple of tone spots on reverse), and another variety 'Upright 
d', and 5mm Surcharge (2), one variety 'Wide spacing between TWO and SHILLINGS', all part 
OG and generally fine. SG 41, 41a, 41b, 42, 42a, cat £1595 (5) $500 

1122 * 1889 ½d on 2/- Orange (2), one error 'Surcharge Double', 1890 1d on 2/- Orange (2), and 1891 1d 
on 2/- Orange, all part OG and generally fine. SG 43, a, 44, 45, cat £587 (5) $200 

1123 S 1902 Watermark Crown CA ½d - 10/- overprinted SPECIMEN with additional ULTRAMAR 
handstamp in blue as applied to stamps distributed to Portuguese Colonies, affixed to piece, very 
fine and scarce (10) $270 

1124 S/* 1913-22 Watermark Multiple Crown CA Perf 14 ½d - 10/- overprinted SPECIMEN, including 3d x 2, 
1/- x 3, 5/- x 2, 10/- x 2 different papers, large part OG and generally very fine. SG 89-101s, cat £410 
(15) $200 
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   Grenada (contd.) 
1125 **/*/O/C Postage Dues: Range on hagner with 1892 1d on 6d M & U, 2d on 6d and 2d on 8d U, Keyplate 

1892 Wmk Crown CA 1d, 2d, 3d (2) M, 1906 Wmk Multiple Crown CA 1d, 2d, 3d M, 1921-22 Wmk 
Multiple Script CA 1d (2), 1½d (2), 2d (2) and 3d (2) M, and another set U, 1952 2c - 8c M. plus 2c, 
4c and 6c (2) M blocks of 6 with wmk errors. Also 1892 local cover franked 1d due, and four covers 
(two local, one from Barbados and one from Argentina) showing use of decimal dues. A useful group 
(45 M, 6 U, 5 covers) $300 

Hong Kong 
1126 **/CTO/FDC 1992-2011 range of modern issues, mostly in year packs or other folders, 1992 History of Hong 

Kong Definitive Stamps Prestige Booklet (selling price AU$38), etc, virtually all MUH (a few CTO) 
plus a small range of FDC (approx 250 plus M/S). $100 

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 
1127 **/*/O/C Officials: Mint and used accumulation on hagners, with 1959 set to £1 (3M and 1U), also 10/- and 

£1 used on piece with other values, and two covers to Canada, one with 10c, 1/- and 2/- and the 
other with 5c, 10c, 50c, 1/- and 5/-; 1960 set to 5/- (5M and 1U), and 50c pair on 1961 inland cover 
(160 + 3 covers)  $200 

1128 C Accumulation of covers, mostly commercial, mostly from 1940s to 1960s (few earlier), and a larger 
group of modern Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania on mostly commercial covers, including a group of 
larger size frankings from Tanzania to Australia. Some philatelic covers, and other miscellaneous 
items, including a few pieces of postal stationery, and a few Zanzibar covers. Mixed condition, but 
some useful frankings noted (approx 120) $120 

1129 C Range of KGVI and QEII commercial covers with a wide range of issues represented, values to 
5/-, many registered, formular aerogrammes, airmails, WWII censor markings, many destinations 
including a group to Australia. Also a few more modern Kenya and Uganda frankings. Generally fine $120 

Mexico 
1130 */O Mint and used accumulation in stockbook, with 1856 to 4r (14), 1861 to 8r (13, incl 4r bisect on 

piece), 1864 Arms to 85 (11), 1868 and 1872 Hidalgo range with district names (55), 1874 Porte 
de Mar stamps (13), good range of later 19th century issues, 1911 unissued Madero type range 
of mint incl multiples and offsets, 1913-15 Civil War issues, later issues up to 1930, also 
OFFICIAL overprints, and a sheet of Raoul de Thuin forgeries. Some stamps throughout with 
faults, but condition is generally good to fine, and with high catalogue value (approx 900) $600 

Natal 
1131 PS Postal Stationery: Small group with QV 1½d Green small and large envelopes, QV 4d Blue 

registration envelope, QV ½d postcard and ½d wrapper all unused, QV 1d Carmine envelopes used 
(2, one damaged), KEVII 1d wrapper used, and 1908 picture postcard to Victoria with KEVII ½d, with 
'T/10c' in oval. Mostly fine (9) $75 

New Guinea 
1132 * 1914-15 G.R.I. Surcharges 5mm Setting: 1d on 3pf Brown variety '1 with Straight Serif', very fine 

part OG and with dealer's guarantee handstamp. SG 16c, cat £150 $80 

1133 O North-West Pacific Islands: 1915-16 First Watermark 6d Ultramarine 'Watermark Inverted' type a, 
fine with Rabaul cds. SG 78w, cat £400 $250 

1134 O -: 1918-23 Fifth Setting 10/- Grey and Bright Pink fine used cancelled neat Rabaul cds. SG 117, cat £250 $120 

1135 P 1932-34 Sunken Die Proof of 2d Undated Bird in Red on sunken card with manuscript 
'11/3/32.' Minor flap fault otherwise a superb item free of tone spots. The only recorded 
example, and a superb item for a "Bird" or New Guinea exhibit $2200 

1136 PS Postal Stationery: 1915 Postcards Surcharged 'G.R.I.' and Value: 1d on 1913 5pf Green Wmkd 
Type A Surcharge, and 1d on 5pf Green Divided Outward Half of Reply Card Type A Surcharge, 
both fine unused, and 2d on 10pf Carmine Divided Reply Half of Reply card CTO with Rabaul oval 
ds in violet, very fine. BW NG2A, NG3A, NG8, cat AU$650 (3) $250 
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New Zealand 
1137 */O 1870-1908 largely used accumulation on hagners, few Chalons (incl 2d pair and single Hausburg 

reprints), 1873-92 ½d Newspaper printings, 1874-78 First Sidefaces various printings to 1/- (4), 
1882-1900 Second Sidefaces shades and perfs incl 1/- with advert, 1989-1908 Pictorials various 
printings to 2/- (3) and 5/- (4), with some mint. Condition mixed, but with useful pickings (48 M, 
approx 450 U) $160 

1138 */O 1898-1971 mint issues in Stanley Gibbons New Zealand album, from 1898 Pictorials largely 
complete but with a few key stamps missing (1898 5/- is fiscally used, 1913 Auckland Exhibition, 
1931 Smiling Boy represented only by used 2d + 1d, no 1891 Life Insurance, and no £sd Arms 
type postal fiscals). Many better stamps, incl 1899 Postage Dues complete, and incl all Health 
miniature sheets. Generally fine mint hinged, a few are used (approx 700 + 38 M/S) $600 

1139 */O 1909-1935 mint and used accumulation on hagners, with 1909-16 KEVII to 1/-, 1913 ½d 
Auckland Exhibition M (2), 1915-33 KGV Recess and Typo printings to 1/-, various perfs and papers, 
1920 Victory, 1925 Dunedin Exhibition set M, 1926-34 Admirals incl 2/- and 3/- M, 1931 Air Mail M 
and U sets, 1934 7d Trans-Tasman M (2) and U, Healths with 1929 M (2), 1930 M (2), 1931 Smiling 
Boy 2d + 1d U, 1932 M, 1933 M and U (2), 1934 M (8, incl block of 4) and U (2). Some faulty stamps 
but mostly fine (114 M, 390 U) $200 

1140 P 1855 Perkins Bacon Chalon 2d and 1/- Imperforate Plate Proofs in Black on wove paper, both fine (2) $100T 

1141 P -: 2d Imperforate Plate Proof Block of 4 in Black on wove paper, very fine $200T 

1142 P 1906 Perkins Bacon 3d, 4d and 1/- Hausburg Reprinted Plate Proof blocks of 4 in Black in thin 
card, two are marginal, fine (12) $75T 

1143 O 1855 Blued Paper No Watermark Imperforate 1d Red, close to good margins, just touched at 
lower right and with light obliteration, an attractive example. With 2000 RPSNZ Certificate.    
SG 4, cat £2000 $600 

1144 O -: 1/- Green, small to good margins three sides, just clear to touching in places along top, 
lightly cancelled, an attractive stamp. SG 6, cat £3750 $750 

1145 O 1864 Watermark 'NZ' Imperf 1d Carmine-vermilion, small to large margins all round, very fine. SG 
97, cat £350 $200 

1146 O -: 1/- Green, small to large margins all round, very light obliteration leaving profile clear, an 
attractive stamp. SG 100, cat £1100 $600 

1147 O 1864-67 Watermark Large Star 1d Pale Orange-vermilion variety 'Imperforate', small margins, 
Cancelled Wellington cds MY 28 68. SG 111a, cat £2750 for pair $400 

1148 * 1909 Watermark NZ and Star De La Rue Paper 1d Dominion showing strong variety 'Offset' on 
reverse, couple of toned perf tips on reverse. SG 405 var $100 

1149 P 1915-30 KGV Engraved 3d Die Proof Colour Trial in Carmine on thin paper (64mm x 79mm), 
very fine. A beautiful and rare proof $900 

1150 O 1915-33 KGV Recess printed on Thin paper Watermark NZ and Star (widely spaced) 1½d, 2d, 3d 
pair and single and 6d fine used. SG 431a, 432a, 433a and 434a, cat £337 (6) $300 

1151 O 1931 Health 1d + 1d, 2d + 1d 'Smiling Boys', fine used with machine cancels. SG 546-7, cat £135 (2) $100 

   Official Stamps 
1152 */O 1907-1933 mostly used duplicated selection on stock cards, including 1910-16 KEVII 8d M and 

8d (2) and 1/- (3) U, 1915-27 9d and 1/- (3) U, and 1927-33 2/- Admiral U (cat £130) (14 M, 121 U) $60 

   Postage Dues  
1153 C 1901 (10 May) cover from the South African Campaign endorsed 'Soldier's letter' and 

'4266/N.Z.M.R.' plus 'On active service no stamps available', addressed to Auckland and with 
Durban double circle despatch cds. Circular 'TO PAY/1d' applied on arrival and 1899 1d Due Type II 
Large 'D' affixed and tied by Auckland cds. Some tone spots and peripheral damage, but a scarce 
Boer War cover $280 

1154 S 1899 Postage Dues ½d, 8d Type I Large 'D', 5d, 6d, 10d Type I Small 'D', 1d, 2d, 3d Type II 
Large 'D', 4d Type II Small 'D' (few toned perfs), 1/- and 2/- affixed to piece, each with 
'ULTRAMAR' receiving authority handstamp as applied to U.P.U. specimens distributed to 
Portuguese Colonies. Ex Goa Archive. Generally fine and very scarce (11) $1000 
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   New Zealand - Postage Dues (contd.) 
1155 S/** 1899 Postage Dues, ½d, 8d Type I Large 'D', 5d, 6d, 10d Type I Small 'D', 1d, 2d, 3d Type II 

Large 'D', 4d Type II Small 'D', 1/- and 2/- each with 'ULTRAMAR' receiving authority 
handstamp in blue, as applied to U.P.U. stamps distributed to Portuguese Colonies. Full gum 
and unmounted, exceptional quality for such specimens (11) $1100 

1156 S -: ½d, 8d Type I Large 'D', 5d, 6d, 10d Type I Small 'D', 1d, 2d, 3d, Type II Large 'D', 4d Type II 
small 'D', 1/- and 2/- affixed to two pieces and with Natal 'SPECIMEN' receiving handstamp in 
violet as applied to U.P.U. specimens; also 1904 ½d, 1d and 2d Second Issue similarly 
handstamped. A few toned perfs on some stamps (especially 1899 ½d), but of fine 
appearance and a desirable and unique group, with 1981 BPA Certificate (14) $1600 

1157 * -: ½d Carmine and Green Type I Large 'D' variety 'No Stop after D', centre unit in horizontal strip of 3, 
gum crease affecting two stamps, large part OG. SG D1a, cat £200+ $60 

1158 S 1904-08 Postage Dues on Cowan Paper Wmk NZ and Star, ½d and 1d Perf 11 and 2d Perf 14 
(few toned perfs), each on small piece and with 'ULTRAMAR' receiving authority handstamp in violet, 
as applied to U.P.U. specimens distributed to Portuguese Colonies; plus 1935 3d on Cowan Chalky 
Paper Perf 14 on small piece with 'Especimen' diagonal handstamp. Ex Goa Archive and rare (4) $350 

1159 C 1899 (21 Apr) handmade postcard with G.B. ½d Vermilion used locally but undeliverable, and 
readdressed to Dunedin, N.Z. Various instructional markings applied, and two tax markings 
crossed through, but apparently eventually delivered with 4d postage due tied by Dunedin 
squared circle ds, 2 DE 99. A remarkable item posted eight months before the issue of New 
Zealand's postage dues, and showing use of the 4d stamp on the second day of issue. An 
important cover $600 

1160 C 1900 (18 Dec) cover from Maseru (Basutoland) with Cape of Good Hope 1d tied by cds, addressed 
to Dunedin. Underpaid 1½d to U.P.U. foreign rate, and struck with 'T.15c' in octagon, and with 
circular 'TO PAY/3d/DOUBLE DEFICIENT POSTAGE' applied on arrival, 3d due affixed and tied by 
Dunedin cds. A few small peripheral tears and some creasing at base, however a most unusual 
origin/destination cover $200 

1161 C 1938 (15 Sep) cover from Cambridge U.K. to Hamilton with ½d KGVI strip of 3 (one damaged), 
overweight and thus underpaid, and 'T' in hexagon and '30' handstamp applied. Circular 'TO 
PAY/3d/DOUBLE DEFICIENT POSTAGE in rose-pink struck on arrival and 3d postage due tied by 
'POSTMEN'S BRANCH/HAMILTON' cds. Subsequently unable to be delivered, and various 
instructional markings added front and back, including boxed 'PLEASE ADVISE SENDER 
THAT/LETTERS SHOULD BE PREPAID/1½D FOR EACH HALF OUNCE', eventually arriving at 
Wellington Dead Letter Office 13 NO 38. Some creasing but an interesting item $70 

   Postal Fiscals  
1162 ** 1940-58 Arms Watermark Multiple NZ and Star £4 Light Blue Wmk Inverted, 'fluffy' perfs, very fine 

MUH. SG F210, cat £350+ $140 

   Postal History 
1163 C 1862 (8 Feb) small envelope to Salisbury, England with fine strike of 'PAID/AUCKLAND NEW 

ZEALAND' cds in red, manuscript '6' rate marking in red, and Salisbury arrival backstamp, AP 18 62. 
Very fine  $200T 

Niue 
1164 O 1902 1d Universal locally handstamped 'NIUE' in bluish-green cancelled Niue double-circle cds 

in purple, centred top left otherwise of good appearance. SG 1, cat £300 $200 
1165 O 1902 2½d Blue Pictorial, the mint collection including blocks of 4 (5), variety 'No Stop After PENI' (2, 

one with 1992 BPA Certificate), also a presentation stamp cancelled parallel lines. Toning on some 
but generally fine (31) $60 

1166 **/* 1902 ½d Mount Cook, the duplicated mint collection on hagner, with Basted Mills paper (14, 
including blocks of 4 (2) and strip of 3), plus variety 'UE spaced' (2, one in pair); Cowan paper (63), 
including variety 'UE spaced' in block of 15, strips of 4 (2) and pair. Some minor toning but mostly 
fine with many MUH (80) $160 

1167 * 1902 Basted Mills Paper Perf 14 ½d Green error 'Surcharge Inverted', centred top right with large 
part OG, with 1999 RPSL Certificate. SG 3b, cat £325 $200 

1168 * -: ½d Green error 'Surcharge Inverted', centred left and part OG, fine with 1992 BPA Certificate $200 
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   Niue (contd.) 
1169 **/* 1917-21 Overprints on George V 3d Chocolate Plate No. 18 top left corner block of 6, very fine with 

a few gum bends and a light diagonal crease in top selvedge, mounted in selvedge only $50 

1170 **/* 1918-29 Overprints on QV Stamp Duty, range comprising De La Rue paper 5/- Perf 14 (2), 2/- (2), 
2/6d (2), 5/-, 10/- and £1 Perf 14½ x 14, and Cowan Paper 10/- and £1. Generally fine with part to 
large part OG (£1 Cowan superb MUH). SG 32-37c, cat £600+ (11) $350 

1171 P 1920 Pictorials ½d - 1/- Imperforate Plate Proofs in Issued Colours on Gummed Paper in corner 
blocks of 4 (½d, 1½d, 3d) or 6 (1d, 6d, 1/-), Few gum creases, and 1/- with diagonal crease in corner 
affecting one unit, otherwise of fine appearance (30) $250 

1172 P/**/*/O 1920-1931 Pictorials the duplicated collection including 1920 ½d - 1/- No Wmk, 1925-27 ½d, 1d, 
2½d and 4d Wmk NZ and Star, and 1931 2d on 1½d Surcharge, mostly mint, with multiples, plate 
varieties, 3d with offset of vignette (some toning), 2½d Imperforate Plate Proof pair, 4d stamp-size 
die proof in Black and Brown. Some stamps with toning, but mostly fine (146 M, 12 U) $280 

1173 P 1920 Pictorials ½d Black and Green and 1d Black and Dull Carmine Imperforate Plate Proof blocks 
of 4 on gummed unwatermarked paper, ½d from lower right corner of sheet, very fine (8) $70 

1174 * -: 6d Red-brown and Green error 'Vignette Inverted' from base of sheet, very fine with large 
part OG and lightly mounted. From the sheet illicitly removed from the printers, with 2001 
BPA Certificate. See SG footnote, cat £850 $550 

1175 P 1925-27 Pictorials Wmk NZ and Star, Imperforate Plate Proof Blocks of 4 on Wove Paper 
comprising 2½d Vignette only in black and complete stamp in Black and Blue (both marginal), and 
4d in Black and Brown (12) $180 

1176 P -: 2½d Imperforate Vignette Plate Proof sheet of 60 in Black on Ungummed Paper, superb and 
spectacular $360 

1177 P -: 4d Frame Plate stamp-size Die Proof in Brown (20mm x 29mm) on Wove Paper, endorsed in 
pencil in centre 'Transfer from Rarotonga die with hand work on Bk. gr.', very fine $220 

1178 P -: 4d Imperforate Plate Proof of Frame Plate in Brown on wove paper irregular block of 17 from top 
left corner of sheet endorsed in pencil in top selvedge 'Margins and Whites marked X' (various flaws 
marked for correction). Rust marks from paper clip in top selvedge otherwise fine and a rare proof $280 

1179 ** 1931 2d on 1½d Black and Red sheet of 60, R5/10 showing constant overprint variety 'CE' joined, 
which occurred only on the first printing. Minor gum creases and some minor marginal toning 
otherwise fine. SG 50, cat £330+ $180 

1180 P 1932 Pictorials ½d - 1/- Imperforate Plate Proofs in Issued Colours, each in a marginal (½d corner) 
block of 4, very fine (28) $300 

1181 * -: No Wmk ½d Black and Emerald showing Mixed Perfs 13 and 14 at left side, small stain at top left 
and light horizontal bend, large part OG. SG 55a var. cat £250 $90 

1182 ** -: No Wmk 2d Black and Red-brown block of 4 from top of sheet showing Mixed Perfs 14 and 13 in 
top selvedge, superb MUH. SG 57a, cat £280+ $120 

1183 **/* -: No Wmk 2d Black and Red-brown block of 8 (4 x 2) showing Mixed Perfs 13 and 14 in top 
selvedge, few gum thins in selvedge otherwise very fine with stamps MUH. A rare multiple, ex Floyd 
Fitzpatrick. SG 57a, cat £560+ $450 

1184 **/* -: No Wmk 2d Black and Red-brown vertical pair from top of sheet, upper unit with mixed perfs 14 and 
13 in selvedge. Lower unit with few small gum thins, mounted in selvedge only. SG 57a, cat £140+ $70 

1185 * -: No Wmk 2½d Black and Slate-blue from right side of sheet error 'Vignette Inverted', from the sheet 
believed to have been stolen from the printer. Superb large part OG and very lightly mounted. SG 
cat (footnote) £300 $350 

1186 P -: 4d Vignette Die Proof in Black on Wove Paper (73mm x 113mm) showing full die sinkage and with 
guide lines on all four sides, very fine $180 

1187 C 1932-36 Pictorials Wmk NZ and Star ½d - 1/- (2d in pair) tied by Niue cds to 1938 (1 Mar) 
registered cover to New Zealand. vertical fold clear of adhesives and some minor toning, otherwise 
fine and attractive $50 

1188 C 1932-36 Pictorials Wmk NZ and Star ½d - 6d with 1938 1/- tied by Niue cds to 1939 (6 Mar) OHMS 
registered cover to Christchurch, N.Z., and with triple oval 'RADIO/M.V. MAUI POMARE' ds in blue. 
Vertical fold clear of adhesives and a few tone spots, otherwise of good appearance $70 
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   Niue (contd.) 
1189 C 1941-67 Overprints on Arms Types Wmk Multiple NZ and Star Perf 14 2/6d Deep Brown used 

with 1944-46 1/- and 2/- Pictorials on 1948 (9 Jul) cover to Auckland. Crossed for registration but no 
evidence of the service being used. Fine and a rare stamp on cover, SG dies nit give a multiplier for 
the Arms types on cover $90 

1190 **/*/C 1946 Peace, the collection including 1d, 2d (2), 6d, 8d M imprint blocks of 4 or 6 (8d), FDC's (3, two 
with sets, and one with 1d only), plus 1958 cover to England with 2d tied by 'NIUE/PAQUEBOT' cds. 
Also 1953 Coronation 3d and 6d M, and used on FDC (46 M, 4 FDC, 1 cover) $30 

1191 **/*/FDC 1950 Pictorials, the collection with ½d - 3/- M (two sets), ½d - 3/- MUH blocks of 8 or 10 (3d, 4d). 
Also ½d, 1d, 9d, 2/-, 3/- large-size publicity photographs, and two sets of FDCs (88 M, plus 5 
photographs, 2 FDC) $50 

1192 **/C 1967-75 Decimal Issues in stockbook, in singles and block so f 4, and including 1967 Decimal 
Surcharges in imprint/plate no. blocks of 4, 25c-$1 rough perf 11 M (2 sets), also a few covers, including 
the 1967 set on FDC, and a commercial use of the 1c and 2c to New Zealand (370, 5 M/S, 4 covers) $75 

   Postal History 
1193 O 1903 (14 Jul) registered cover (opened out for display) to Germany (readdressed from Dresden to 

Radebeul) with 1902-03 ½d pair, 1d, 2½d, 3d, 6d and 1/- tied by Niue double circle ds in magenta. 
Reverse with 'AUCKLAND/REGISTERED' transit cds and Dresden and Radebeul arrival ds. Cover 
with some tine spots and some peripheral toning on stamps, otherwise a good philatelic usage of the 
full set of current stamps (the 3d, 6d and 1/- had only been issued on 2 July 1903) $120 

1194 C 1911 (4 May) cover to Oxford, England with 1902-03 1d, 2½d and 3d and 1911 ½d tied by Niue cds, 
few minor peripheral tone spots on adhesives, otherwise fine $90 

1195 C 1920 (23 Nov) registered cover to Auckland with 1917-21 2½d block of 4 cancelled central Niue cds, 
with an additional strike on provisional registration label. Couple of minor marks, otherwise very fine $70 

1196 PPC 1929 (9 May) photographic picture postcard with 1920 4d Pictorial tied by Niue cds to picture side, 
no addressing so apparently posted again under cover. The message on the reverse reads 'A view 
on the reef looking out on the Pacific. The three gentlemen in uniform are Officers of the HMS 
Laburnum of the NZ Naval Station paying annual visit'. Fine and scarce $120 

1197 C 1931 (2 Oct) cover to London with 1920 Pictorial 3d pair tied by Niue cds, endorsed 'Via Vancouver 
Canadian Air Service', underpaid and double circle 'T/20/CENTIMES' applied (presumably at Niue), 
and on arrival at London with '2d/S.E.1' and 2d postage due affixed. Fine and very scarce $220 

1198 C Trio of parcel labels bearing the 1950 Pictorial issue, comprising 1952 (5 Nov) with 9d, 1/- and 3/-, 
and two dated 1955 (10 Jan) with 2d and 3/- plus 1953 6d Coronation, and with 1d, 9d and 3/-, 
addressed to New Zealand, the first to The Commercial Bank of Australasia, and the other two (with 
N.Z. Parcel post labels) to Woolworths. Fine and very scarce commercial uses (3) $250 

Norfolk Island 
1199 ** 1966 Decimal Surcharges 10c on 10d Brown and Reddish-violet horizontal strip of 4 from top 

right corner of sheet showing error 'Misplaced Surcharge' resulting in '10c' largely omitted 
from the corner stamp. Superb MUH and rare $1000 

1200 C 1983-85 philatelic covers to same addressee in NSW, underfranked at 20c and 30c respectively, 
with Norfolk Island handstamped insufficient postage for '27c'; and '43c', postage stamps including 
Butterflies affixed in taxing (2) $40 

North Borneo 
  Postage Dues 
1201 **/*/O 1895-1938 largely mint accumulation on hagners, with 1895-97 2c (8), 3c (4), 5c (6), 6c (8), 8c 

(6), 12c (6), 18c (9), 24c (9), 1897-99 2c Black and Lake (10, one opt SPECIMEN), 2c Black and 
Green (2), 3c (15), 4c (10), 5c (18), 6c (13),  8c (10), 12c (2), 18c (6), 24c (4), 1901-02 3c (6), 5c 
(3), 8c, 1902-12 1c (15), 2c (25), 3c (15), 4c (18), 5c (12), 6c (18), 8c (15), 10c (11), 12c (16), 16c 
(13), 18c (15), 24c (17), 1918-30 on 1909-23 issues 2c (22), 3c (12), 4c (19), 5c (11), 6c (14), 8c 
(15), 10c (16), 12c (12), 16c (9), 1918-30 on 1925-28 issues 2c (4), 3c (6), 4c (14), 5c (11), 6c (5), 
10c (9), 12c (6), 16c (34), 1930-38 2c (4), 5c (4), 6c (8), 8c (7), 10c (5), 12c (4), 16c (14). Some 
with faults but the large majority are fine with a proportion MUH. Huge catalogue value (622) $1500 
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   North Borneo - Postage Dues (contd.) 
1202 CTO 1895-97 Overprints on 1894 Pictorials 2c Black and Lake error 'Overprint Omitted' top unit of 

vertical pair fine CTO without gum, perfs sensibly strengthened with hinges, very rare. 1990 
and 1993 RPSL certificates. SG D2c, cat £2000 $1200 

1203 S/* -: The set of SPECIMEN overprints as distributed to the U.P.U., comprising 1895-97 3c, 5c, 12c, 18c 
and 24c, 1897-99 2c 6c and 8c, 1918-30 2c and 1930-38 16c, part OG, few stamps with small tone 
spots on reverse. SG cat £348 (10) $180 

1204 S/*/(*) -: SPECIMEN overprints as distributed to the U.P.U. comprising 1895-97 3c, 5c, 12c, 18c and 24c, 
1987-99 2c, 6c and 8c, 1918-30 2c and 1930-38 16c, 1895-97 24c, 1897-99 2c and 8c and 1930-38 
16c no gum, others part OG, few tone spots on gum of some (especially the 6c). SG cat £348 (10) $120 

1205 CTO -: 8c Black and Dull Purple error 'Overprint Inverted' CTO without gum, some tone spots on reverse. 
SG D7ba, cat £200 $90 

1206 CTO -: 12c Black and Blue error 'Overprint Double' (closely spaced) very fine CTO without gum. SG D8a, 
cat £400  $350 

1207 * -: 18c Black and Deep Green error 'Overprint Inverted' large part OG but with several tone spots on 
reverse, some affecting the perfs on the face. SG D10a, cat £375 $180 

1208 * 1897-99 Overprints on 1897-1902 Pictorials 2c Black and Lake variety 'Overprint Horizontal' part 
OG with light horizontal bend. SG D12a, cat £325 $170 

1209 * -: 2c Black and Lake variety 'Overprint horizontal' very fine with large part OG and lightly mounted. 
SG D12b, cat £325 $250 

1210 * -: 2c black and Green variety 'Overprint Horizontal' part OG but heavily hinged. SG D13e, cat £350 $220 
1211 CTO -: 3c Green and Rosy-mauve error 'Overprint Double (Kiss Print)' CTO with part OG, light diagonal 

crease. Doubling is apparent in all the letters. SG list an Overprint Double error as D14e, unpriced $140 
1212 * -: with Stop after 'DUE' 3c Green and Rosy-mauve error 'Overprint Double' fine with large part OG, 

rare. SG D27a, cat £275 $220 
1213 * 1902-12 Overprints on BRITISH PROTECTORATE Issue 3c, 5c, 8c and 24c with 'Overprint 

Vertical Reading Upwards' large part OG but 3c with significant gum toning and 24c less so, a 
scarce group. SG D33-36, cat £1275 (4) $550 

1214 * -: 2c Black and Green horizontal opt error 'Overprint Double (Kiss Print)', large part OG and lightly 
hinged but with light gum toning. With 1999 RPSL Certificate. SG D38 unlisted $70 

1215 * -: 4c Black and Carmine horizontal opt error 'Overprint Double' part OG but heavily hinged. SG D40a, 
cat £600  $360 

1216 * -: 5c Black and Orange-vermilion Horizontal Opt variety 'No Stop After PROTECTORATE' fine with 
part OG, with 1992 RPSL Certificate. SG D41a, cat £250 used, unpriced mint $200 

1217 CTO -: 6c Black and Bistre-brown error 'Overprint Inverted' from left of sheet very fine CTO with large part 
OG and lightly mounted. SG D42a, cat £140 $100 

1218 CTO -: 6c Black and Bistre-brown error 'Overprint Inverted' very fine CTO with large part OG and lightly 
hinged. SG D42a, cat £140 $100 

1219 CTO -: 18c Black and Green error 'Overprint Double' very fine CTO with large part OG and lightly hinged. 
SG D48a, cat £85 $60 

1220 ** 1918-30 Overprints on 1909-23 Pictorials 4c Black and Scarlet with Overprint at Top block of 4 
from left of sheet with wrinkled OG and unmounted. SG D54. cat £600 $350 

1221 **/* -: 5c Black and Yellow-brown with Overprint at foot block of 4 with Offset of Overprint on reverse, 
very fine practically full OG with trace of hinges on upper units. SG D57 var $90 

1222 P/**/*/O 1939 2c - 10c M plus 4c (2), 6c, 8c M blocks of 4, 2c, 4c (3), 6c, 8c, 10c (2) U, and 2c - 10c 
Imperforate Plate Proofs with punch holes. Very high catalogue value, but used stamps are not 
guaranteed (21M, 8 U, 5 proofs) $400 

1223 S/** 1939 2c - 10c punctured diagonal 'SPECIMEN' for U.P.U. distribution, few small tone spots on 
reverse of some values, mostly confined to perf tips, otherwise MUH. SG D85-89s, cat £200 (5) $130 

Nyasaland 
1224 O 1953-1964 complete fine used including 953, 1963 and 1964 definitive sets to £1. SG 171-210, cat 

£145+ (40) $100 
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Pakistan 
1225 O 1947-1982 used collection on leaves, with 1947 Opts on India to 15r, 1948-57 Definitives to 10r, 

later issues to 1972 mostly complete, then sparser through to the 1980s, some mild duplication, 
good range of SERVICE overprints. Condition generally good to fine (approx 800) $200 

Papua New Guinea 
1226 **/* 1952-65 complete on hagners and largely MUH, with additional 1952 10/- and £1 overprinted 

SPECIMEN (hinged), no D1 and other postal charges incomplete (99) $120 

1227 P 1964 Health Services 5d, 8d, 1/- and 1/2d die proofs in issued colours mounted in individual 
sunken mounts, with Note Printing Branch cachets on reverse each numbered '38', all very 
fine without any blemishes (4) $1750 

1228 ** Papua New Guinea Annual Collections for 1985, 1986, 1987, 1989, 1990, 1993, 1994. Also a few 
Christmas Island, Nauru and Norfolk Island ex Annual Collections $100 

1229 P 1967 Higher Education set 1c, 3c, 4c, 5c and 20c Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs, comprising 
four colour separations (three for 1c) and complete design for each value, affixed to archival 
page (24 proofs) $800 

1230 P 1969 Musical Instruments set 5c, 10c, 25c and 30c Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs, 
comprising colour separations (three for 5c and 25c, four for 10c and 30c) and complete 
design for each value, affixed to archival page (18 proofs) $700 

1231 P 1970 42nd ANZAAS Congress set 5c, 10c, 15c and 20c Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs 
comprising four colour separations and complete design for each value, also unadopted 5c 
colours four colour separations and complete design, all affixed to two archival pages (28 
proofs)  $1100 

1232 P 1970 Native Artefacts set 5c, 10c ,15c and 30c Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs, comprising 
four colour separations plus complete design for each value; also 10c unadopted colours 
and unissued 60c (design of 30c), four colour separations and complete design of each. All 
affixed to two archival pages (30 proofs) $1300 

1233 P 1971 Native Dwellings set 5c, 7c, 10c and 40c Courvoisier Imperforate proofs comprising 
three (7c, 10c) or four (5c, 40c) colour separations and complete design for each value; also 
unissued 6c denomination (design of 5c) and unapproved 40c (four colour separations and 
complete design for each), all affixed to two archival pages (28 proofs) $1200 

1234 P 1971 Primary Industries set 7c, 9c, 14c and 30c Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs comprising 
four colour separations and complete design for each value, affixed to archival page (20 
proofs)  $800 

1235 P 1972 7c Constitutional Development and 15c South Pacific Commission se-tenant pairs, 
Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs comprising five colour separations and complete designs for 
each, affixed to archival page (12 proof pairs) $700 

1236 P 1972 50th Anniversary of Aviation set 7c, 10c, 20c and 25c Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs 
comprising four colour separations and complete design for each value affixed to two 
archival pages (20 proofs) $800 

1237 P 1972 National Day set 7c, 10c and 30c Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs comprising five colour 
separations (four for 7c) and complete design for each value, affixed to archival page (17 
proofs)  $700 

1238 P 1972 7c Early Missionaries set Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs comprising five colour 
separations and the complete design for each stamp (the Pastor Ruatoka design being 
denominated 25c), issued stamps also affixed, mounted on two archival pages (24 proofs 
plus 4 stamps) $900 

1239 P 1973 Telecommunications Project set (7c se-tenant block of 4, 9c, 30c) Courvoisier 
Imperforate Proofs comprising five colour separation proofs (three for 30c) and complete 
design for each value, affixed to two archival pages (6 blocks and 10 single proofs) $1100 

1240 P 1975 Native Canoes set 7c, 10c, 25c and 30c Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs, four colour 
separations (three for 7c) and complete design for each affixed to two archival pages (19 
proofs)  $800 
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   Papua New Guinea (contd.) 
1241 P 1975 New Coinage set 1t, 7t, 10t, 20t and 1K Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs comprising four 

colour separation proofs and complete design for each value, affixed to two archival pages 
(25 proofs) $1000 

1242 P 1976 Native Dwellings set 7t, 15t (denominated as 20t), 30t and 40t Courvoisier Imperforate 
Proofs, comprising colour separations (five for 7t, three for 20t and 30t, four for 40t) and 
complete design for each value, affixed to two archival pages (19 proofs) $800 

1243 P 1976 7t Father Ross Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs, comprising five colour separations in 
light blue, grey, lemon, pink and black, and complete design affixed to archival page (6 
proofs) $220 

1244 P 1976 50th Anniversary of First Survey Flight Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs for unadopted 
denominations 25t (design of issued 60t) and 30t (design of issued 10t), comprising four 
colour separations and complete designs for each affixed to archival page (10 proofs) $500 

1245 P 1979 Traditional Currency set 7t, 15t, 25t and 35t Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs, comprising 
five colour separations (four for 7t) and complete design for each value, affixed to archival 
page (23 proofs) $900 

1246 P 1982 10t Centenary of Catholic Church triptych Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs, comprising five 
colour separations and complete design affixed to archival page (6 proof strips of 3) $350 

1247 P 1984 Tourist Scenes set Courvoisier Imperforate Proofs for unissued denominations 15t (for 
10t), 20t (for 25t), 35t (for 40t) and 30t (for 60t), comprising five colour separations (four for 
15t) and complete design for each value, affixed to archival page (23 proofs) $900 

Pitcairn Island 
1248 ** Seven Seas hingeless album with 1940-1982 issues complete fresh MUH (219 + 5 M/S) $150 

Rhodesia and Nyasaland 
1249 ** 1959-62 Definitives 1d Carmine and Red Coil Perf 12½ x 14 error 'Carmine-red (Vignette) 

Omitted' vertical strip of 8 superb MUH, very scarce. SG 19ac. cat £1600 $1000 
1250 ** 1954-56 1d Blue QEII Definitive handstamped 'POSTAGE DUE' diagonally in violet, very fine 

MUH and very scarce $400 

1251 ** 1961 Postage Dues 1d Vermilion horizontal pair error 'Imperforate Between' superb MUH and rare. 
SG D1a, cat £800 $500 

1252 C Postal History: 1954 (31 Dec) local cover with 1954-56 1d pair cancelled double circle 'R.R./ 
SHABANI' cds, used only on this day because the post office had burnt down, rare $250 

St. Lucia 
1253 * 1860 Watermark Large Star Perf 14-16 1d Rose-red, 4d Blue and 6d Green, small part OG and 6d 

with small central thin, fine appearance. SG 1, 2a, 3, cat £625 (3) $160 

1254 * 1863 Watermark Crown CC Perf 12½ 1d Lake, 4d Indigo and 6d Emerald-green part OG and fine, 
also unissued ½d on 6d Emerald-green part OG (2). SG 5-9, cat £600 (5) $200 

1255 * 1891-92 1d on 4d Brown error 'Surcharge Double', part OG and with small stain on reverse, with 
1980 BPA Certificate. SG 55a, cat £250 $140 

St. Vincent 
1256 C 1900-1960s rage of OHMS covers, with 1900 registered cover to Paris with 1890-94 4d Yellow and 

6d Violet tied by Kingstown cds (two vertical folds), others all stampless with many addressed locally 
to the Postmaster at G.P.O. and with range of village datestamps, some registered (with manuscript 
registration details). Some with faults and a few are cut down, but an interesting lot (21) $100 

1257 C 1918-1970s range of commercial covers, mostly KGVI and QEII, and showing a wide variety of 
rates and destinations, about half is from 1970s including Grenadines of St. Vincent issues. A few 
faults but generally fine (45) $75 
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   St. Vincent (contd.) 
1258 C 1927 (27 Oct) registered 'Marshall' cover to Manchester franked 3d KGV pair tied by Union Island 

cds and with straight-line 'REGISTERED', 'R' in oval and black registration label (partly over straight-
line marking) added in transit at Kingstown, oval 'REGISTERED/PLYMOUTH' backstamp. Fine and 
very scarce $120 

1259 C 1928 (3 Feb) registered 'Marshall' cover to Manchester franked KGV 5d pair tied by Stubbs cds and 
with straight-line 'REGISTERED', 'R' in oval and black registration label added at Kingstown. Fine 
and scarce $100 

1260 C 1929 (3 Dec) registered 'Marshall' cover to Manchester franked 6d KGV tied by Cumberland cds and 
with straight-line 'REGISTERED' (fine), 'R' in oval and black registration label added in transit at 
Kingstown, oval 'REGISTERED/PLYMOUTH' backstamp. Very fine and scarce $100 

1261 C 1932 (2 May) registered cover to Washington State, USA franked 1d and 3d KGV tied by Bequia cds, 
accompanied by straight-line 'REGISTERED' (fine), 'R' in oval and black registration label added in 
transit at Kingstown, New York and Tacoma oval registration backstamps. Fine and very scarce $120 

1262 C 1947 and 1950 covers addressed locally at the 4c rate and sent from various village post offices 
with stamps cancelled by the appropriate datestamps. Fifteen different post offices are represented, 
there is some duplication, and a few covers have some toning (21) $90 

Samoa 
1263 ** 1899-1900 'PROVISIONAL/GOVT.' overprint set ½d to 2/6d marginal blocks of four, fresh MUH. SG 

90-97, cat £80 $50 

Sarawak 
1264 C Australia Used in Sarawak: 1945 (8 Nov) philatelic cover with 1d Purple-brown QEII, 3d Brown 

KGVI, 6d Kookaburra and 1/- Lyrebird tied by Kuching cds $90 

Sierra Leone 
1265 * 1965 Margai - Churchill Commemoration 50c on 4d with error 'Overprint Inverted and '50c' 

Omitted, very fine and lightly hinged. SG 370ab, cat £225 $100 

Sudan 
1266 C Postage Dues: 1904 (24 Apr) cover from Carlisle, England to No. 6 Station 'near Wadi Halfa', with 

KEVII ½d (5, three on reverse), with hexagonal 'T/15' applied in London (the stamps on back not 
being noticed), 1901 2m and 10m Postage dues affixed and tied by Halfa cds; 1933 (7 Apr) cover 
from London to Khartoum franked 1½d and 2d, with hexagonal 'T' in red and manuscript '30', 1927-
30 4m Postage due pair affixed and tied by Khartoum cds; and 1946 (2 Dec) picture postcard from 
Finland to Malakal, boxed 't' with manuscript '20c', and 1927-30 4m Postage Dues (4) tied by 
Malakal cds. An attractive trio $120 

1267 ^ -: 1897 Overprints on Egypt small collection of stamps on piece showing use of bisects, with 
4m Maroon diagonal bisects in pair with whole stamp (3), with pair on 4m, and with single 4m, 
and vertical bisect on pieces (2), one in pair with whole stamp; 2p Orange on pieces (4), two 
in combination with 1901 2m postage due. Range of post offices represented, some with tone 
spots but mostly fine (11 pieces) $550 

1268 C -: 2p bisected on reverse of 1902 (12 Nov) cover from Cairo to Wadi Halfa with Egypt 5m 
Carmine pair and single tied on reverse by Caire cds, with boxed 'T', 2p bisect added and tied 
by Wadi Half bilingual cds 16.11.1902. Lower portion of address torn away, however very 
scarce on cover. SG D4a, cat £1400 $750 

1269 C -: 1897 Overprints on Egypt 2p Orange pair, one bisected tied by Wadi Halfa bilingual cds (26 
XII 1901) to reverse on unstamped 1901 (16 Dec) cover from Cairo with boxed 'T' on face. Few 
minor stains on front, otherwise fine and rare. SG D4a, cat £1400 $1000 

1270 ^ -: 1901 2m, 4m, 10m and 20m affixed to two small pieces with ULTRAMAR handstamp in violet (4m 
with small area of surface rubbing), and 4m on small piece with 'Especimen' handstamp (diagonal 
inverted) in blue-green. Scarce U.P.U. receiving authority specimens (5) $180 
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   Sudan (contd.) 
1271 S Postage Dues: 1901 2m, 4m, 10m and 20m Gunboat each affixed to small piece and with 

'SPECIMEN' receiving handstamp in violet applied by Natal P.O. to U.P.U. specimen stamps. Fine 
and a unique set (4) $250 

Tanganyika/Tanzania 
1272 **/*/O/C Officials: 1961-1990 mint and used collection of overprinted Official stamps on hagners with 1961 

Tanganyika set, Tanzania 1965 set, 1967 1/-, 5/- U, 1967-71, 1970-73, 1973 sets, 1977 set 
(including 10c misplaced opts in pairs (4) and single), 1980-85 and 1990 sets (latter in imprint blocks 
of 4), also 1967, 1973 and 1980 covers to UK with multiple frankings (58 M, 112 U, 3 covers) $120 

1273 **/**/O/C 1965-2000s large mint and used accumulation of issues, including mint sheets, FDCs, various 
plate varieties, some modern unauthorised issues including 1980-85 Wildlife Definitives, with 10c 
imperforate proof, 1981 Commonwealth Postal Administrations Conference 1/- colour variations, 
1986 World Chess Championships M/Sheet, 1987 60th Birthday of Queen 10/- misplaced perfs, 
printing block for Gold Foil issue (!). Also smaller ranges of Tanganyika, Kenya and Uganda, and 
Zanzibar 1964 'JAMHURI' overprint, including local handstamp on 30c Uhuru and 35c Definitive 
pairs, one opt omitted. An interesting lot (many 100s) $250 

1274 O Officials: 1970-73 'OFFICIAL' overprints 40c Fish variety 'OFFICIA' (SG O36b), 50c Fish variety 
'OFFCIAL' (SG O037a), and 1977 'OFFICIAL' overprints 10c Butterfly pair, left unit variety 'OFFCIAL' 
additionally with overprint misplaced, each fine used and scarce. SG cat £270 (3) $200 

Transvaal 
1275 C/PS Diverse range of postal stationery and covers, with unused postcards (5) and wrapper, used 

postcards (4), 1908 4d registration envelope uprated with ½d (4), 1d and 4d (2) to London, outgoing 
(3) and incoming (5) picture postcards, 1895 registered censored cover to New York with 1895 1d on 
2½d, few internal covers and cover to G.B. and Italy. Also a small group of Orange Free State 
unused postal stationery. Some faults but plenty of interest (32) $200 

Trinidad 
   Postage Dues 
1276 E 1885 piece of tracing paper (185 x 200mm) headed 'Stamps required of each of the 

undermentioned value', and bearing an 8d pen and ink sketch similar to the issued design 
but with lettering in colour against a white background, flanked by sketches of the ½d, 1d, 2d, 
3d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 8d and 1/- value tablets each in a 16½mm circle. Couple of minor creases away 
from the designs, otherwise very fine and the unique essay for this issue. Ex De La Rue 
Archives and Sir John Marriott $1800 

1277 LIT 1884 (17 Nov) General Post Office Memorandum (210 x 330mm) announcing the introduction 
of Postage Due stamps and giving details of their usage. A 1d Postage due is affixed to the 
document and tied by Trinidad cds, NO 17 85. One vertical and three horizontal folds, and a 
small defect at top, but only two examples have survived, the other being in the Royal 
Philatelic Collection. Ex Sir John Marriott $2000 

1278 **/*/O 1885 Watermark Crown CA the collection mounted on leaves and on hagner, with ½d mint (3, 
one with plate no.) and used (10, including plate no. block of 6 and pair), 1d mint (2) and used 
(10), 2d mint and used (8), 3d mint and used (6), 4d mint (10, including plate no. block of 9) 
and used (7), 5d mint and used (5), 6d mint (5, one with plate no.) and used (5), 8d mint and 
used (8), 1/- mint (9, including plate no. block of 6) and used (4) and variety 'upright oblique 
stroke' mint, and two each in mint and used blocks of 4 . all generally fine. Also a Trinidad 
'stamp' postcard which includes the postage dues, with imprint of Wenzel & Co. (38 M, 67U) $550 

1279 **/* 1905-06 Watermark Multiple Script CA 1d to 1/- each in a mint corner block of 4 with Plate No. 1, 
1/- block with left-hand pair variety 'oblique upright stroke'. Lower pairs of each block MUH, the 4d to 
1/- blocks with degrees of gum toning. A very scarce set, ex Sir John Marriott. SG D1-17, cat £560+ $300 

1280 O -: 2d variety 'Watermark Inverted' very fine used. SG D11a, cat £350 $250 

1281 O -: 3d variety 'Watermark Inverted, superb and apparently CTO with large part OG. SG D12a, cat £180 $120 

1282 O -: 3d variety 'Watermark Inverted' fine used with 1908 cds. SG D12a, cat £180 $120 
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   Trinidad - Postage Dues (contd.) 
1283 C 1887 (Aug) cover from Germany with 5pf and 10pf tied by Dahme cds, and eventually returned after 

several attempts to deliver. Underpaid with boxed 'T', and with 3d Postage Due tied by Trinidad cds. 
With two different manuscript 'Not known', unframed 'UNCLAIMED', framed 'Inconnu/Not Known' in 
violet and framed 'Retour'. A scarce and attractive franking, ex Sir John Marriott $300 

1284 PS 1892 (25 Apr) German 5pf postal card cancelled Dusseldorf cds, manuscript 'T6¬' and with framed 
'T.', on arrival a 1d Postage due was affixed and tied by Port-of-Spain cds, JU 6 92, good 
appearance $120 

1285 C 1896 (10 Dec) small envelope addressed to Government House with 1896 1d tied by Port-of-Spain 
cds, also tied by large 'T' in circle, and 1d Postage due affixed and cancelled on the same date. 
Minor damage to postage due overlapping top of envelope, Ex Sir John Marriott $180 

1286 PS 1899 (12 Sep) British Guiana stationery envelope addressed to Tobago, with manuscript 'try Arima 
Trinidad' and two 1d Postage Dues affixed tied by Toco cds, AP 21 00 $170 

1287 C 1899 (2 Oct) inland cover (slightly shortened at left) from Blanchisseuse to Toco posted without 
stamps and with 1d Postage Due pair added prior to despatch and cancelled with Blanchisseuse cds; 
1902 (Dec) cover (vertical fold) from Port-of-Spain to Toco with ½d pair, with handstruck 'T' in circle 
over which a 2d Postage due has been affixed and cancelled by Port-of-Spain cds. Also 1940 (23 
Sep) wrapper from Siparia to Palo Seco with 1c, handstruck 'T' in circle, and with Third Issue 1d 
postage due affixed and tied by Palo Seco cds (3 covers) $180 

1288 PS 1899 (22 Nov) British Guiana 2c stationery envelope from Georgetown to Tobago, readdressed to 
Trinidad with manuscript 'try Toco Trinidad', with Tobago cds (NO 30 99), and 1d pair and single 
Postage Dues affixed tied by Toco cds (AP 21 00). Some slight discolouration around postage dues, 
otherwise fine and ex Sir John Marriott $220 

1289 C 1900 (24 Mar) cover from France with 15c, thus 10c underpaid and with 'T' in inverted triangle. On 
arrival a 2d Postage Due was affixed representing double deficiency, and tied by Port-of Spain cds, 
AP 17 1900. A little ragged along top of envelope, otherwise fine $120 

1290 PPC 1901 Netherlands Indies picture postcard with 5c cancelled boxed 'EMMA HAVEN' ship marking in 
blue, with handstruck 'T' and 1d Postage Due affixed on arrival and tied by Port-of-Spain cds, AU 23 
1901. Fine and an unusual origin $120 

1291 PS 1904 (29 Jul) US 2c stationery envelope from Tufts college, Massachusetts, underpaid and with 
handstruck 'T CENTIMES/15/N.Y.', 3d Postage due affixed and tied by Port-of-Spain cds, AU 9 04, 
fine   $220 

1292 C 1905-06 Watermark Multiple Crown CA group of usages, with 1906-16 covers from U.S.A. (x 6) 
with 1d, 1d strip of 3 or 3d (x 4) Postage Dues affixed, four undeliverable and returned to sender and 
marked 'UNCLAIMED', 1906 picture postcard from Germany with 5pf, and 1d due affixed, and 1906 
stampless cover from France with 1d and 2d pair dues affixed. Some cover faults but a scarce group 
(8 covers) $350 

Trinidad and Tobago 
1293 S/O 1923-45 Watermark Multiple Script CA 1d to 1/- overprinted or punctured (6d, 8d, 1/-) SPECIMEN 

fine with large part OG. Also 3d (2) and 1/- used, one 3d and 1/- with additional 'CANCELLED' 
handstamp. SG cat £200+ (11) $120 

1294 S -: 1d and 2d strips of 3 overprinted SPECIMEN each affixed to pieces cut from ledger, overstruck 
with 'SPECIMEN/COLLECTION/MAURETANIE' handstamp in magenta applied by Mauretania on 
stamps received from U.P.U. Overall toning however the unique pair (6) $400 

1295 C -: usages on cover, with 2d used on 1937 and 1947 covers from London, 1933, 1936 (2) and 1939 (2) 
covers from U.S.A., two undeliverable and returned to sender; and 1d pair used on 1944 local cover. 
Few small faults but generally fine (8 covers) $180 

Tristan da Cunha 
1296 */C 'The Tristan da Cunha' Post Office': An exhibit mounted on seventeen A3 pages illustrating the 

operations of the post office from 1930s to 1990s and including much ancillary material and 
photographs, with Type V cachet on undated cachet, and used to cancel GB set of four 1935 Silver 
Jubilee on cover, 1951 US 3c postcard with type X cachet, 1961 telegram re new stamp issue, range 
of first day covers, incoming covers, British Postal Orders cancelled with Tristan cds (3), provisional 
registration labels and manuscript registration details, etc. $120 
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   Tristan da Cunha (contd.) 
1297 */C 'The Lonely Island': A thematic/social exhibit, mounted on twenty-two A3 pages illustrating the 

history and activities of the island, including a wide range of mint issues and FDCs, souvenir 
chacheted covers, official mail, and with a wide range of ancillary material $100 

1298 E 1978 25th Anniversary of Coronation preliminary pencil sketches by Jennifer Toombs on tracing 
paper (285 x 210mm) of King's Bull and Tristan Crawfish used on two of the 25p values, and signed 
by artist, together with se-tenant strip of 3 of the issued stamps $90 

1299 E 1979 International Year of the Child large size (240 x 155mm) original coloured pencil drawing of 
'The Padre's House', endorsed on reverse 'Darren Repetto Age 9 years', being the design 
subsequently adopted for the 50 value. also two other large size drawings by children that were 
never adopted (3) $120 

1300 E 1980 London 80 International Stamp Exhibition preliminary pen and ink sketches for 5p, 15p, 25p 
and undenominated (2) designs on tracing paper (230 x 250mm), four of which are similar to the 
adopted designs, the 259 is hand-coloured. Inscribed 'Initial rough scribbles' and signed by artist     
C. Abbott  $100 

1301 ** Postage Dues: 1957 Watermark Multiple Script CA 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d and 5d sheets of 60, superb MUH. 
SG D1-5, cat £600 (300) $300 

1302 C -: First issue used on covers, including set of 5 locally-addressed covers with appropriate franking to 
necessitate affixing of each of the postage due denominations on first day of issue, and with 
appropriate boxed 'T _____ c' handstamps; a somewhat similar group of covers from South Africa 
franked to produce solo usages of the 1d, 2d, 4d and 5d Postage dues, and another with 1d and 3d, 
each with appropriate deficient postage handstamps; and 1959 philatelic cover from USA with set of 
postage dues affixed on arrival. Few with small cover faults (15) $140 

1303 **/C -: 1976 1p - 10p Watermark Multiple Block CA and 1p - 10p Watermark Multiple Spiral CA with both 
sets in complete sheets of 25 (with some duplication), plus additional plate blocks, first day covers, 
six covers (five from GB, one from France) with postage dues affixed on arrival, and a 1977 cover 
from Switzerland underfranked and with 10p postage due added on arrival which has every 
appearance of being commercial ,and very scarce as such (649M + 16 covers) $100 

1304 **/C -: 1986 1p - 25p set in plate number blocks of 4 (x 2) and in sheets of 50, first day cover, and 
examples of philatelic usage on 1988 cover from Australia, 1994 cover from GB, 1995 covers from 
Pitcairn Island (2), 1996 cover from Italy, and on three picture postcards (348 M + 9 covers) $100 

1305 FDC First Day Covers: Range with various makers, incl 1953 Coronation (4, one to U.S.A. and taxed), 
1963 Freedom from Hunger (2) and Red Cross Centenary, 1965 ITU Centenary, ICY (2), World 
Football Cup, WHO Headquarters, Unesco, 1966 Churchill (3), Tristan Garrison, 1967 Calshot 
Harbour, Duke of Edinburgh's Visit, 1968 Birds, St Helena Dependency (signed by artist), 1969 
Clipper Ships, Gospel Society (signed by artist), 1970 Red Cross Centenary, Crawfish Industry, 6d 
National Savings Opt, 1971 Shackleton-Rowett Expedition (25) $100 

   Postal Stationery 
1306 PPC Range of picture postcards and real photos showing ships associated with Tristan da Cunha, 

including Caronia, Franconia, Bergensfjord, Sagasfjord, Lindblad Explorer, and British naval ships 
including Jaguar, Protector, London, Juno, Kent, Eskimo, Arethussa, etc. Excellent collateral 
material (27) $120 

1307 PS Registration Envelopes: Long formular registration envelopes with red printing (250 x 100mm) (2), 
the first used 1954 (27 Jan) with 1954 5d to Detroit, Michigan, and the second used 1956 (28 Jul) 
with 1954 2d pair to Pretoria, South Africa. Both very fine and scarce (2) $120 

1308 PS -: 1954 (2 Jan) formular registration envelope with printing in blue (205 x 135mm) franked with ½d to 
10/- definitives used on day of issue $75 

1309 PS -: Long formular envelope with red printing (255 x 100mm) used 1958 (28 Jul) to Detroit, Michigan 
(and subsequently re-addressed) with 1954 2/6d, 5/- and 10/- (2), few creases but a scarce franking $150 

1310 PS -: Small size formular envelope with blue printing (135 x 82mm) used to Johannesburg with 1961 
10c, and 'TRISTAN DA CUNHA' registration label, and large size formular envelope with blue 
printing (220 x 100mm) used 1963 (9 Sep) with 1963 Resettlement 3d, 4d (2) and 10d to St. Helena, 
with blank registration label (2) $100 
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   Tristan da Cunha - Postal Stationery (contd.) 
1311 PS Aerogrammes: 1954-74 group of formular aerogrammes comprising grey-surfaced stock used 1953 

(3 Feb) with 1952 6d, and 1954 (13 Mar) with 1954 ½d - 2½d, both addressed to England but 
without 1957 message, blue stock with 1954 6d (2, with 1955 Gough Island and Duke of Edinburgh 
Visit cachets, both without messages), and further examples used 1960 (14 Dec) with 1960 6d and 
1965 (18 Oct) with 1965 1d 2d and 3d, addressed to England and USA respectively, both with 
messages. Also 1969 with All Saint's Day cachet, and 1974 unused form with private overprint for 
Churchill Centenary and with printed 'TRISTAN DA CUNHA' (8) $75 

1312 PS -: 1969-2005 heavily duplicated mint and used collection, with 1969 9d M and U (4), 1971 4p on 9d 
in violet M and U (2), 1973 4p on 9d in black M (2, one with pictorial UPU Centenary cachet) and U 
(3), 4p on 9d in red M and U (3), 1973 5p on 9d M with U.P.U. Centenary cachet (3, one signed by 
Jennifer Toombs) and U (4), 1975 5p M and U (15), 1999 15p M and U (9, two with 40th Anniversary 
of resettlement Survey cachet, and four signed with 'EXCLUSIVE STAMP ARTIST/SIGNING FOR 
THE TRISTAN/HURRICANE RELIEF FUND/LIMITED EDITION OF TEN', 2005 25p M (2) and U. 
Also 2003 pictorial formular aerogramme M (2) and U (2). Many of the used are CTO or first day of 
issue (57)  $140 

1313 PS Postal Orders: 1959 6d British Postal Order overprinted 'POUNDAGE/PAYABLE IN/TRISTAN/DA 
CUNHA/2d' with Tristan da Cunha cds MR 7 59, 1/- (2, different styles) and 4/- British Postal Orders 
with Tristan datestamps, and 25p, 35p, 40p, 45p, 50p, £1, £2. £3, £5 and £10 British Postal Orders 
each with Tristan datestamp of 10 FEB 87 (14) $120 

   Postal History 
1314 C Small group of covers, with 1954 6d on unaddressed cover, 1954 2d pair on 1956 unaddressed 

cover cancelled at Gough Island, 1960 ½d - 9d on unaddressed cover, and ½d - 6d on 1960 cover, 
1965 ½d, 1d, 1½d, 1/-, 1/6 and 2/6 on PPC to Hong Kong, and 1971 cover with 6d National Savings 
opt block of 4 with University of Witwatersrand Medical Research Project cachet, all fine (6) $50 

1315 C 1937 cover to Simonstown, South Africa with Cachet V in deep blue (very fine), 'CAPE 
TOWN/PAQUEBOT' arrival cds (8 MAR 37) and with handstruck large '1D', South Africa 1d Postage 
Due affixed and tied by Simonstown cds, fine. Also another 1937 cover with Cachet V in blue, also to 
Simonstown with circular 'T/2D' and South Africa 2d Postage Due affixed and tied by Simonstown 
cds, 18 JAN 32 (patches of toning on front and back) (2) $80 

1316 C Gough Island: 1955 (14 Dec) long envelope with 1954 set ½d to 10/- tied by Gough Island cds and 
with boxed 'GOUGH ISLAND/SCIENTIFIC SURVEY/1955-1956' cachet in black; another registered 
cover of the date with 9d cancelled Gough Island cds addressed to Melbourne, with cachet in violet, 
and Tristan da Cunha registration label; unaddressed cover with 3d tied Gough Island cds 28 MY 57 
and with 'PO/CLOSED/GOUGH ISLAND' cachet. Also incoming cover from London addressed to the 
leader of the expedition (4) $75 

1317 C 1965-2003 material related to the Radio Station with wide range of standard and commemorative 
cachets, assortment of QSL cards, some stamped, and with 1977 covers for opening of New Radio 
Station signed by Superintendent (2, with cachets in red and black) (28) $180 

1318 C 1966-71 range of covers mostly bearing ship 'Bergensfjord' world cruises, 1963 MV 'Zeehan'(2), 
1963 RMS 'Amazon', 1963 'Bornholm' (2), 1964 and 1965 'Jeanne d'Arc' covers, 1964 HMS 'Jaguar' 
(3) and HMS 'Protector', 1964 SS 'Brasil' (2), 1967 'Maria Martina', 1967 'Arethusa'1968 'Discoverer' 
(US Geodetic Survey), 1970 Yacht 'Stormy', 1970 RV 'Vema', 1970 'Lindblad Explorer'(2), 1971 MFV 
'Hilary', 1971 'Albatros 2'. Generally very fine and a rarely offered group (33) $300 

1319 C 1971-1972 Souvenir covers of visiting ships with a variety of cachets, including H.M.S. Argonaut 
and H.M.S. Devonshire, plus a range of covers commemorating various events or anniversaries, all 
with appropriate cachets. Also a few photographs of the ships represented by the covers (36) $180 

1320 C 1973-1974 souvenir covers and postcards of visiting ships with a variety of stencilled and more 
traditional cachets, some signed, including two covers of 28 July 1973 with cachet of M.V. Straat 
Algoa and with additional 'URGENT MEDICAL SUPPLIES LANDED' cachet. Also a number of 
picture postcards of ships represented by the covers (41) $220 

1321 C/PS 1973-2003 range of commemorative covers bearing cachets or inscriptions of St. Mary's 
Church or St. Mary's School, a number are signed, and including 1982 formular aerogramme with 
cachet, and 1997 picture postcard with 15p 50th Anniversary of End of World War II, with boxed 
'EXCLUSIVE STAMP ARTIST/SIGNING FOR THE TRISTASN/HURRICANE RELIEF FUND/ 
LIMITED EDITION OF TEN' (11) $80 
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   Tristan da Cunha - Postal History (contd.) 
1322 C 1975-1978 souvenir covers and postcards of visiting ships (some signed) including a number 

with spectacular handcut stencilled cachets, along with a number of more traditional shipping 
cachets, also a few covers with commemorative cachets, 'The Great Kettle robbery' of 18 April 1975 
being noteworthy (27) $150 

1323 C 1979-1981 souvenir covers from visiting ships showing a variety of cachets, a number are signed, 
plus three picture postcards of the associated ships, also two commemorative covers related to the 
Type V and Type Va cachets (18) $80 

1324 C 1983-1993 souvenir covers and postcards of visiting ships, including H.M.S. Endurance and H.M.S. 
Lowestoft, and with a number franked with foreign adhesives for paquebot usage, plus a range of 
cacheted covers for various commemorative events and anniversaries, and with a wide variety of cachets 
(some duplication). Most are addressed to Great Britain or South Africa, a few are unaddressed (25) $150 

1325 C 1997-2001 souvenir covers and postcards of visiting ships showing a wide range of cachets, 
first day covers of the period, plus a few cacheted covers for commemorative events, including 
philatelic exhibitions, and two postcards with circular 'TRISTAN DA CUNHA/Hurricane/Damage' 
cachet (21 May 2001) (35) $180 

1326 C 2003-2006 souvenir covers of visiting ships, large group relating to Petrobus XXI Oil Rig which 
became stranded at Tristan in 2006, Earth Tremor 'souvenir' cover (29 Jul 2004), 27 July 2004 30p 
self-adhesive stamp FDC with airmail handstruck cachet due to shortage of labels, etc. Wide variety 
of cachets (35) $200 

1327 C 2007-2008 souvenir covers and postcards of visiting ships showing a wide variety of cachets, a 
number of which are arrivals for the purpose of construction projects, also cacheted covers prepared 
for various local events, including Destruction of Fishing Factory Building by Fire, Wind Damage to 
Public works Warehouse, Flu Outbreak Alert, Destruction of Petrobus XXI Oil Rig, Return of Yacht 
Cha-Lee due to Loss of Mast, etc. Fascinating examples of philatelic ingenuity, some duplication (46) $220 

1328 C 2009-2011 souvenir covers and postcards of visiting ships showing a wide variety of cachets, 
also a wide range of other souvenir covers and postcards commemorating various events or 
anniversaries, including a large group for the 50th anniversary of the evacuation, arrival in England 
and issue of the St. Helena Tristan Relief stamps, many are signed (141) $350 

1329 C Official Mail: 1959-2003 O)HMS mail sent by the Administrator, nearly all with various types of 
'ADMINISTRATOR/TRISTAN DA CUNHA' cachets and including a number of clearly commercial 
covers, the others mostly to well-known collectors, also 1953 and 1960 inwards covers to the 
Administrator from south Africa and Rhodesia & Nyasaland respectively (17) $150 

1330 C -: 1970-2003 covers and postcards, a number unaddressed and the others largely philatelic to Great 
Britain or South Africa, and all bearing the cachets of various Government Officers, with Post Office 
(8), Treasurer (4), Public Works (2), Natural Resources, Police 2), Electricity Supply, Medical Officer, 
Island Operations Manager, Agriculture (2), Customs (2), Education (2). An interesting group (29) $180 

1331 C Taxed Mail: 1952-1974 small group of covers, with 1952 to England with boxed 'T' marking 
obliterated and with South Africa ½d and 1d pairs affixed (uncancelled), 1953 coronation FDC to 
New York with boxed 'T ______ (10)c', 1956 to England with ½d, 1d and 3d and boxed 
'INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE' and 'T _____ (6d)c', 1960 cover to England with pair, and boxed 
'INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE', and 1963, 1974 (2) and 1975 covers to south Africa with the boxed 'T' 
markings. Couple of small cover faults, however a useful and scarce group (8) $150 

1332 C -: 1952-1974 small group of taxed covers, with two locally addressed 1952 (1 Jan) FDC's each with 
1½d and 6d, 1963 local cover with 2d (2), 1973 covers to UK (2) with 1p, and 1974 cover to South 
Africa with ½p, each with the boxed 'T ____ c' marking, and 1996 postcard to UK with 1p, and boxed 
'POSTAGE/DUE' handstamp (7) $100 

1333 C 1956-1968 underpaid incoming mail from Great Britain (9), four with boxed 'T ______ d' handstamp, 
one with boxed 'POSTAGE/DUE', one with manuscript 'Due' inserted in Tristan da Cunha cds, and 
all but two showing Tristan adhesives affixed to indicate amount of postage due. A fine and scarce 
group (7) $200 

1334 C -: 1955-75 covers from South Africa (5) or Nyasaland addressed to Tristan, underpaid and showing 
a variety of tax markings, both at despatch and receipt end, the 1955 Nyasaland cover showing use 
of 2d Tristan for collection of postage due. A scarce group (6 covers) $120 

1335 LIT First issue of 'Tristan da Cunha Newsletter' (1970-71) outlining details of stamp and philatelic 
facilities to which was attached a sheet showing strikes of various official and private cachets in 
black; also a later (19773) sheet with strikes of the postal markings and administration handstamps 
and cachets in violet. Unusual and scarce $80 
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